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Abstract
The focal point of this study is the legal rules which govern international labour
migration. It attempts to explore and critically analyse the relationships between
internationallabour migration asan economicphenomenonand the legal normswhich
affect and influence this process. Firstly, it underlines the importance of the legal
thinking in providing adequateprotection to migrant workers and membersof their
families. Secondly, it arguesfor establishing an international legal framework to
regulateand harmonizethe nationalimmigration policies of States.
ChapterTwo examinesthe economicsof international labour migration, the
economicfunction and the social statusof migrant labour in the receiving States. The
focus is on the post Second World War migratory flow to France, the Federal
Republic of Germany,the Netherlands,Belgium and Switzerland.
Chapter Three analyses the national laws of the receiving States. It
concentrateson the issuesof residence,work permit systems,family reunification
and the social security systemsof the receiving States.
Chapter Four is concerned with the international recruitment agreements
which have been concludedafter the SecondWorld War period and registeredwith
the UN Secretariat.The provisions of thesetreatiesare comparedwith the provisions
of investmenttreatieswhich have also been concludedbetweenthe sameparties,and
with the ILO model agreementon temporarymigration for employment.
ChapterFive explores the relations betweenthe existing international human
rights instrumentsand the immigration laws of the selectedStatesand the adequacy
and the capacity of these instruments in protecting migrant workers. The Chapter
goes further to investigate the provisions of the Universal Declaration on Human
Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International Covenant on
Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination and the EuropeanConvention on
Human Rights.
ChapterSix scrutinizesthe provisions of the International Convention on the

I

Protectionof the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Membersof Their Families. The
Convention
Conventions
ILO
Nos. 97 and
With
this
the
are
provisions of
compared
143 concerningmigrant workers.
ChapterSevenconcludesthe study by arguing for the rethinking the concepts
of sovereignty, citizenship and the function of international labour migration.
International labour migration must be viewed as a factor to alleviate the economic
and social inequality between North and South and as a processof individual selfdetermination.
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Notes on Terminology
Different terms are used in this work to describe individuals who work and live in
Statesother than the Statesof their nationalities.
The terms "foreign workers", "migrant labour", "guest workers", "non-national
workers", "recruited workers" and "immigrant workers" are synonymousand are to be
understoodas such.
The terms "host countries", "States of employment", "receiving States",
"recipient States", "immigration countries" and "labour importing States" are used
interchangeably.
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CHAPTER ONE

Introduction

The Object of the lbesis

The migration to Western European countries after the SecondWorld War differs
remarkably in form and consequencefrom earlier large scale migration. Foreign
workers did not enter WesternEuropefor the purposeof permanentsettlementwhich
is the ultimate purposein classicalor traditional migration. Yet, it is evident that the
potential emigration toward Western European countries is continuing to increase.
The factors which have caused the earlier waves of migration are still in place:
instability,
political
poverty,job creationcapabilities,global imbalancesin population
between
inequalities
the
growth and
widening economic and social economic
industrialized and developing countries which create a migratory pressure into
WesternEurope.
According to a recent estimate,the world's population will increasefrom 5.3
billion in the 1990 to 6.25 billion by 2000, and 8.5 billion by 2005.1 The population
of industrialized countries is growing at an average annual rate of 0.5 per cent as
2
like
Germany,
3
in
in
the
against per cent some poorer countries.
some countries,
population will decline from 61 million to 47 million by the year 2030

The labour

force of the EuropeanCommunity will decline by 5.5 per cent, i. e. from 145 million
4 An OECD report statesthat:
in 1990to 137million over the next threedecades.
Important changes are taking place in the demographic structure of the

I
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industrialised countries. The combination of low fertility and mortality
ratesmeansthe population growth is slowing down and there is going to be
5
in
increase
the proportion of elderly people.
a substantial

This demographicstructureof the industrializedcountries,low fertility and the ageing
In
r) C)
population, will reduce the economic productivity

of those countries and

consequentlyreduceincomesand tax revenueswhich are necessaryto pay for social
and medical care for their ageing population. Therefore there will be a need for
additional labour force in WesternEuropeancountries.6
The recent developments in Eastern European countries and in the States of
the former Soviet Union will generate massive migratory movements. It is estimated
that 13 million people during 1991 have migrated from the former countries and that
to Western Europe is expected:
an annual flow of 800,000 of regular
migrant
workers
eý
The trend, which continued in the 1990, portends to persist in the future.
As economic structuring and privatisation gather momentum in east and
central European countries, redundancy and unemployment will generate
further pressurefor outmigration before new employment opportunities are
created7

Given the former facts and the declining income growth and job creating
capacity of the developing countries,one can objectively say that the main feature of
contemporarymigration is a non-traditional one, in the sensethat migrants will move
to other countriesseekingwork rather than for the purposeof settlement:
Contemporary international migration flows are taking place in a world
characterizedby increasing political, economic, and social interdependence
among nation states. Today's global context differs significantly from that
cnficth century when permanentmigration
which existed at the turn of the tv%,
from Europe to the Americas was at its peak-. Yet, the concepts, theories,
and approachesusedto study international migration remain thosedeveloped

2
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during the heyday of permanent migration. While permanent migration
continues to be a significant type of migration for four countries-Australia,
Canada, New Zealand and the United States- the bulk of contemporary
migrants move to another country with only temporary permission to stay
in order to work, study, carry out business, find refuge, retire, etc. The
importance of temporary migration and the growing linkages between
migration policies and other state objectives call for new theories and
8
approachesto migration.

The contemporary migratory movements are taking place in substantially
different international contexts. The world today is characterized by increasing
political, economic and social interdependence,by the growth of more restrictive
immigration policies, by the unemploymentproblemsin WesternEurope,by the wide
spreadof xenophobic and racist movementsagainstforeigners, and by the mounting
social and ethnic tensionin severalWesternEuropeancountries.
All the above reasonshave pushedthe immigration issue from the periphery
to the centre of heated arguments. The magnitude of immigration, the competing
national and individual interests, the economic and non-economic impacts of
immigration and the foreign affairs implications make the topic of immigration a
subject of great importance for years to come. It is not surprising that the
immigration issueis one of the few subjectsthat has causedsuchpassion.
Migrant workers and their families are frequently faced with unique and
serious problems which justify a particular study. First, immigration is in itself a
sourceof discrimination betweennationals and non-nationals. Migrant workers who
are competing with nationals for jobs are likely to suffer from discrimination more
than other groups of aliens especially during an economic depression. Second,the
problem of the reunification of migrant workers with their families. Third, the issue
States
is
in
insecurity
the
their
the
residence
of
receiving
one of fundamental
of

3
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importance. Fourth, due to their lack of high skills, they are allocated thejobs which
in
Some
be
filled
by
the
of
status
migrant
workers
writers compare
cannot
nationals.
the receiving Stateswith thosewho are underforeign occupation:
The problem of the status of foreign workers in highly industrialized
countries, principally in Western Europe, is on the way to becoming one of
the major issuesof our time. It has taken the place that of the fate of the
peoplesunder foreign domination. The demandfor the independenceof the
9
for
dignity
the
of migrant workers.
colonies has beenreplacedby the call

For the purpose of this study, the focus is on the majority of migrant
labourerswho have moved from third world countriesto WesternEuropein searchof
whatever work they canfind. Excluded from the scopeof this work are individuals
doctors,
high
professional
as
academics and executives of
with
skills such
companies. The complicated issue of the status of undocumented migrant labour
in
it
issue
be
But
discussed
in
this
worthy
and
makes
of special study.
will
only part
the light of the UN Convention on the Protection of All Migrant Workers and
Membersof Their Families.
The status of migrant workers will be investigated in Belgium, France,
Germany,the Netherlandsand Switzerland. The choice of thesecountriesis justified
on the following grounds:
from
They
have
foreign
third
large
world
workers
received
numbers
of
countries.
high
degree
The
immigration
these
a
of variety
offer
regulationsof
countries
in the treatment of 'guestworkers'.
ideologies.
in
their
These
their
traditions
and
welfare
political
countriesvary
have
labour
treaties
These
the
with
main
concluded
recruitment
countries
exporting countries.
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The United Kingdom representsa different casewhich does not fit with the
is
framework
this
study
which
exclusively concerned with the 'guest
general
of
workers' phenomenon. Britain had received large numbersof workers mainly from
its former colonies, thesepeople were not considered'migrants' becausethey were
10
live
into
British
to
the
permanently.
admitted
subjectswho came
country as
The exclusion of other countries does not suggestthat the issue of migrant
labour is confined to the former countries. The statusand the treatment of foreign
workers in the Persian Gulf States,Saudi Arabia and other oil exporting countries,
are subject to extensive studies and have arousedsharp controversy. The focus on
Western European countries is justified by the fact that 20 million immigrants are
presently living in Western Europe some35 per cent of whom are from developing
countries.

Tlie Methodologyand the Purposeof the Thesis

The intricate problems caused by international migration have prompted a
considerablebody of researchliterature with different approachesand methodologies.
The writings on international migration have predominately adopted economic,
sociological and political approaches to analyze and explain the causesand the
implications of internationalmigration.
Major trendscan be identified; Kindlebergerdealswith internationalmigration
as a processwhich is basically governedby economic terms. The Western European
economic expansionafter 1945 absorbedthe native labour force and createdlabour
shortages in certain sectors of employment. Faced with competition for labour,
higher
labour
force or to
to
additional
attract
wages
employers could either offer
labour
The
foreign
labour.
foreign
to
wasjustified on economic
choice
recruit
recruit
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The economic approach explains
the
margin of profits.
and reduce

cause inflation
international
expansion

labour force would

labour migration
of Western

economic reconstruction

as the result of "push" and "pull" factors: the economic

Europe created labour

shortages which

would

hamper the

of these countries, and at the same time, countries outside

Europe, which were suffering from unemployment,
of their labour would ease their unemployment

found that the outward migration

problem and provide them with hard

currencies earned by their migrant labour.
Castles and Koack represent the Marxist

concept of the reserve army.

argue that the concept of a reserve army of labour is useful in explaining
reserve function
influence

of foreign

workers

as an external

potential

They

the latent

labour force, and the

they have on the labour market once they are present in the receiving

countries:

Immigrants have an important effect not only on economic and social
developments, but also on the political situation, and hence on class
13
structure, classconsciousness,and classconflict.

Miller's studies on foreign workers in Western Europe focus on the political
behaviour of migrant workers and its impact on the receiving States. The theory of
the foreign worker political

quiescence does not correspond with the emerging

political force of migrant workers and he calls for the reassessment of the political
role of Western Europe's foreign labour:
Foreign workers' political life is considerably more variegatedand extensive
than generally thought. They have already emergedas a political force of
importance to the understanding of contemporary European politics, and
14
in
future.
likely
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their political significance will
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Other groups of writers stress the point that the volume and the extent of
postwar migration into WesternEuropehas renderedthe conceptsof nation-stateand
citizenship vacuous concepts. The prime concern of these groups of writers is the
implications of immigration for theory and practice of citizenship. The de facto
settlement of millions of migrant workers with different cultural backgrounds has
transformedthe receiving Statesinto multi-cultural and multi-national societiesand
questionedthe traditional European States'tradition of citizenship. The concept of
nation-state has been challenged by regional groupings such as the European
Community and the Nordic Union and by the settlementof migrant workers.
They argue that the concept of citizenship should be defined in functional
terms by referenceto the place of residenceand the contribution of migrant workers
to the economyof the receiving States.15
The purposeof the precedingreview is to illustrate the insuperableproblems,
the implications of international migration and the different approaches and
methodologiesof the researchliterature.
It is evident from the perusal of works on international migration that the
studieshavebeenpredominantlyof an economicand sociologicalnatureand thereis a
lack of legal work on the phenomenon of international labour migration. The
sporadiclegal researchon international labour migration and its implications clearly
show that the subjecthasattractedlittle attentionfrom internationallegal writers. This
lacuna can be explained by various reasons. The migratory phenomenonhas been
understoodand explained in economic terms as economic factors play a much more
important role than humanitarianconsiderationsin formulating immigration policies.
Duyssensobservesthat the involvement of legal writers and lawyers in the formation
16
be
of migration policies can consideredas a recentphenomenon.
Thomas points out that the role of law in immigration has been limited to
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laws.
Consequently
immigration
the
regulating
economicconsiderationswhich shape
the laws are altered and changed in responseto economic imperatives. The exact
impact of the economicapproachon immigration laws is not critically explored.17
This study approachesand analyses the legal principles and rules which
regulate the process of international migratory labour and the status of migrant
workers in the receiving States;the legal rules which permit individuals to move from
one country to another and regulate their accessto employment and social services,
their residenceand expulsion, cultural rights and family reunification. This shows
the fundamental importance of the legal rules and principles which govern and
regulateimmigration at both nationaland internationallevels.
Three fundamental points will be stressedthroughout this study. First, legal
rules and principles have a fundamental role in the area of international labour
migration. Second,the issueof internationallabour migration directly affects the life,
work and the families of millions of human beings. This alone places it highin the
hierarchy of global issues. Third, is that only global approach and international
corporationcan tackle the problem of the internationalmigratory labour.
The migrant worker phenomenon has international, political, economic and
social implications as well as humanitarianconsiderations. The recruitment of
migrant workers and their remittances to their homelandscomprise a type of
global interdependency for the receiving and sending countries that many
Stateshave yet to fully acknowledge.18

The principle purposeof this study is to explore the place and the impact of a
legal theory in the field of international migration, and to stressthe importance of
legal norms whether at a national or international level to provide a foundation for an
effective protection for migrant workers.
Labour migration cannotbe dealt with as a factor of production. its value as a
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human resource makes it different from other economic exchanges which are
conducted in an equivalent monetary value of commodities or other factors. The
humanitarianconsiderationsin dealing with migrant labour do not arise with respect
to other global flows. 19
Economic reasoning alone cannot provide a coherent and normative
framework to explain and solve the humanitarianproblemswhich are associatedwith
international labour migration. Economics is surroundedby controversial and often
fundamentalconceptslike inflation, recession,and
conflictingeýtheoriesregarding
very
In
how to deal with unemployment. This nature of economicsunderminesits normative
rule: "the economic approach has significant limitations especially as a body of
normative principles.9,20
The developmentof the immigration policies of the studied EuropeanStates
clearly establishesthat non-economic considerations are now fundamental to any
decisionsregardingtheir immigration policies. Statesregulate the migratory flow for
cultural, demographicand political reasonsirrespective of the labour market demand.
The de facto settlement of millions of third world migrant workers has raised the
issueof their impact on the national identity and the cultural characterof the citizens
States:
of the receivina
0
The most immediate consequencesof this immenseinfusion of people from
so many varying ethnic, religious, and cultural backgrounds into the
northern countries is that thesecountries have now becomemosaics. Where
they were once relatively homogeneousand their citizens easily identifiable,
they have now becomeheterogeneousand pluralistic. It is but one example
of the magnitude of this transformation, in absolutenumerical terms as well
21
in
its
cultural manifcstafions.
as

If migrant labour is treatedas anotherfactor of production which is subjectto
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free market economic theory of supply and demand,then, the logic of this approach
is to remove barriers to the free circulation of labour. The liberal economic theory
labour
from
free
the
the
circulation:
of
cannotjustify
exclusion
Within a capitalist world economy founded on free-market principles, the
between
barriers
to
countries
population
movement
persistence of
constitutes an anomaly. As Bhagwati (1984: 678) observed, 'A somewhat
remark-ablehierarchy obtains in terms of the extent to which the operation
of liberalism in the economic sphere is considered to be acceptable in
modem national states.' International trade in goods, governed by the rules
of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), comes closest to
operating according to unfettereddynamics of the market, with only limited
intrusion of what Bhagwati terms'political considerations'. In the sphereof
services (notably finance), political considerations are somewhat more
passive. But with respect to labour, practices shift decisively away from
liberalism.22

International migration, until recently, is not considereda crucial issueby the
international
international
law
international
From
on
and
relations.
an
writers
international
this
three
relations
explain
reasons
main
oblivion:
perspective,
relations
the
focused
is
have
termed"high
strategy,
peace,
war,
politics";
studies
on what
balanceof power and the useof force.23
The second reason is that the link between foreign policy

This despite the fact that the issue of

down by politicians.

migration

is played
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has been regulated

international
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by numerous

international
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and it never
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France
in
States'
for
the
to
relations
ceased
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example
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and Algeria, and the USA and Mexico.
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of studying

international

lack
is
to
the
related
of consensus
students,

among the students on the role of ethical and normative considerations in international
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24
relations.
Another explanation for the relative neglect of international labour migration

by internationallegal writers lies in the fact that a considerablelegal work hasfocused
on the legal aspectsof the economicinstitutions and the rules which havebeencreated
by Bretton Woods system. These rules and institutions are primarily concernedwith
international trade and investments. The Bretton Woods system does not envisage
internationalmigration,
to
neither the establishmentof an internationalagency
oversee
In
or attemptto lay down any rules on the subjectof internationalmigration:
Thus it is noteworthy that the Bretton Woods infrastructure simply did not
addressquestions pertaining to international migration: no institutions, no
codes were considered. No such infrastructure blessed the growth of
international migration, nor did it seek to define the economic and social
25
principles that should govern the process.

A major reasonthat hamperedthe development of international legal theory
regarding international migration lies in the assumptionthat the sovereignenjoys an
absolute power regarding the admission, conditions of residence and work for
foreigners and their exclusion. Someclassical writers on international law arguethat
it is an ancient and fundamental principle of international law that Statesenjoy an
the
absolutediscretion in deciding
admission
of
aliens:
on
and
exclusion
0
Among the principles commonly advanced in the older textbooks on
international law is the rule that Statesare free to control at will the entry
by
inference
from
Fenwick
the
that
aliens.
and residence of
claimed
sovereignty of States,it was a well establishedgeneral principle that a State
might forbid the entrance of aliens into its territory or admit them only in
such casesas might commend themselvesto its judgment. That sentence
was quoted with approval by Pitt Cobbett. Hyde and Jessupare among
those who wrote in expansive terms of the State's discretion in control of
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State
in
Hackworth
treaty
that
the
a
obligations,
of
asserted
absence
aliens.
it
deem
be
to
terms
might
as
on
such
and
conditions
admit
aliens
might
its
from
interests
deport
territory those whose
national
and
with
consonant
it
it
Kelsen
that
was an accepted
stated
as
undesirable.
regard
presence might
had
law
international
the power to
that
nation
every
sovereign
maxim of
admit aliens only in such casesand upon such conditions as it might see fit
26
to prescribeand to expel them at any timc.

The above writers argue that the notions such as the notion of selfinterests,
legal
justify
the
and
sovereignty
rules that the
preservation, national
State.
domestic
falls
jurisdiction
the
within
exclusively
of a
admissionof aliens
While it cannot be disputedthat Statesare equippedby an extensivepower in
deciding on their immigration policies; international law, the norms of human rights
interdependence
the
the
political
and
of
realities
economic
of the world place
and
The
this
the
of
power.
exercise
writings of Plender,Nafizger,
various restrictions on
framework
Goodwin-Gill
dismantle
theoretical
the wideto
provide
a
persuasive
and
spread belief that States' freedom of action regarding admission, residence and
The
the
that
is
argue
above
writers
of
aliens
unfettered.
group
of
exclusion
development of human rights norms, the growth of the economic and political
interdependenceof the modem world, and the proliferation of international treaties,
labour,
limit
international
issues
the
the
migrant
of
migration and
which regulate
States' freedom in controlling immigration, and that immigration policies can be
operatedasmethodsto achievea more equitableworld:
Above all, the global community should seek, by the operation of la%v,to
facilitate

natural

processes of human migration as a means of
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Tlw Shmctumof the llwsis

ChapterTwo of this study examinesthe economic functions and the social statusof
demographic
States.
in
The
the
structure
migrant workers
receiving
combination of
and the economicexpansionof the receiving Stateshasresultedin labour shortagesin
certain sectorsof employment. These Stateshave had two options to increasetheir
manpower, either by encouraging foreign workers to come and work and stay
indefinitely, or by admitting foreign workers for a limited period of time with the
option of renewing their permits to stay, depending on the requirements of the
labour
market. The secondoption has various economic advantagesto the
national
recipient States since it provides them with flexible labour units without entailing
labour
In
the
expenditure.
other
words
social
receiving States were "buying man
hours":
Instead of admitting foreign workers as immigrants with the moral and
socio-political obligations to them that as such an option implies, countries
are increasingly "buying man hours"(Appleyard, 1988: 11.). Swami (1981)
notes that countries prefer to pay for a rotating stock of temporary labour
that is exactly the right type, available when needed,and disposal when not,
and whose demand on social expenditure and integration within the host
28
is
society minimal.

The increasedcompetition for foreign labour, the desireto reducethe costsof
recruitinc, new labour and the need for more stable labour force have eroded the
rotation principle and started the process of minority formulation in the labour
receiving States. At this stageinternational labour migration has beenunderstoodand
perceivedin purely economicterms which benefitsboth labour sendingcountriesand
labour importing countries. For the latter, it has relived tensionon the labour market,
enabledupward movement of indigenous workers and provided thesecountries with
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flexible supply of manpower.

For the former, it has provided a relief of

unemployment,foreign currencyand the acquisition of industrial skills.
This perception of the international labour migration was fundamentally
changed by the end of 1970. Prolonged residence by migrant workers and their
families in the receiving Stateswith their social expensesand the economicrecession
of the late 70th of this century compelledthe labour receiving countriesto evaluatethe
impact of the existence of millions of foreign workers with different social, ethnic,
cultural, and national backgrounds not only in economic terms but also in a noneconomic perspective. The existence of millions of foreign workers has raised the
States:
questionsof national identity and cultural homogeneityof labour receiving
t)
The twin issues of immigration and integration are fundamental to any
nation's political character because they are central to so many of its
essential reasons for being: maintaining a national identity, facilitating
growth, cultivating political consciousnessand participation, sustaining the
fabric of socicty.29

Questionshavebeenraisedin relation to the economicbenefitsof international
labour migration for labour exporting countries. The defacto settlementof migrant
workers with their families in the receiving Statesreduced their remittancesto their
countries of origin and deprived those countries of skilled labour forces.
Intemational labour migration cannot be viewed as a mechanism that benefits the
countries with a surplus of labour force and countries which suffer from labour
shortages,but rather asa processthat enhancesthe economic inequality betweenthe
immigration and emigration countries.

Bohning explains this change in the

understandingof the internationallabour migration:
The normative bias in favour of immigration countries and their calculated
economic approach went unquestionedfor many years. Consequently, the
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preferential satisfaction of the needsof the immigration countries-richer or
more developed as they were than the emigration countries- reinforced the
inequality predating migration. The reasonsfor this are several. First, the
demand-determinedhiring of migrants produces-besidesincomeaccruing to
land, capital and labour-additional goods or servicesfor private and public
consumption, all of which are and by large intemalised in the immigration
country. Nothing comparable happens in the migrant sending countries.
Their possible gains in real product and income cannot match those of
migrant receiving states. Second,the candidatesfor migrants are selectedso
as to match requirementsand minimise non-productive aspects,which does
not stop short of sending migrants home when they are no longer needed.
Furthermore,the labour-dcmandapproachproceedsfrom the assumptionthat
labour adjust internationally to historically derived economic differentials,
that is, it reacts to the symptoms of international imbalances in the
distribution of income and employment opportunities rather than to their
30
causes.

ChapterThree focuseson the legal systemsof the receiving Statesconcerning
migrant workers, particularly regarding their admission, residence,expulsion, work
and residence permits, family reunification and family rights, as well as social
security rights.
Three major points will be emphasizedin this chapter: firstly, the impact of
the former economic and non-economic considerationson the formulation and the
development of the immigration laws; secondly, the charactersof these legal rules,
and thirdly, the effects of non-legal considerations on courts' decisions involving
immigration cases.
The objective of ChapterThree is to show the importanceof the legal rules in
improving the economic and social status of migrant workers and to advance the
conceptof legal security to migrant workers and membersof their families.
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The analysis of the legal systemsof the recipient Statesestablishesthat these
laws have been closely linked to the national requirementsof labour markets and to
the perception that the existence of migrant workers is a temporary phenomenon.
Migrant workers have been admitted and issuedwith temporary work and residence
permits to perform specific jobs for a limited period of time. Their work and
residencepermits can be renewedaccording to the needsof the labour market. As a
result of this perception,the immigration laws of the receiving Stateshave oscillated
betweena permissiveliberal implementation of immigration laws to being restrictive
in accordancewith the needsof the labour market regardlessof the impact of the laws
on migrant labour. This swing in the implementation of immigration laws assertsthe
absenceof any coherentimmigration policy:
Immigration policy was therefore formulated, as a function of economic
imperatives, to the detriment of demographic and socio-cultural
considerations.The major preoccupationhas therefore beenthe provision of
an adequate, flexible supply of man power. Immigration was, first and
foremost, economic in nature and intended (at least initially)

to be

temporary. Composed at the beginning of largely young, single men or
married men unaccompaniedby their families (and thereforecharacterisedby
a high rate of turnover), this immigrant labour force was neither conceived
31
desired
immigration.
of nor
as settlement

Despite the defacto settlement of millions of migrant workers and members
of their families, the law makers of the receiving States still view their existence as a
temporary one. This attitude exasperates the legal insecurity of migrant workers and
their families.
As this study shows, the immigration

laws of the receiving States are

characterized by the vagueness of their wording, by the considerable discretionary
powers of the bodies enforcing these laws, and by the multiplication
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circulars, regulationsand interpretations. Someof thesecirculars and regulationsare
not published and not even known to lawyers. Theselaws regulate many issuesvital
to migrant workers such as residence,expulsion, renewing work permits and family
features
in
broad
The
these
terms.
of national
of
equivocal
result
reunification
immigration laws is that migrant workers are at the mercy of bureaucratsexecuting
immigration laws:
Consequently, it left foreign migrants at the bureaucratic mercy of those
sitting in state ministries and preparing such specific circulars, or those in
32
discretion
bureaus
by
basis.
the alien
who arc using their
on a case case

The insecure legal status of migrant workers and members of their families is
further aggravated by the fact that courts' decisions in immigration cases are liable to
be influenced by external non-legal factors such as judges' attitudes to immigration,
33
factors
To
interest.
State
the
opinion,
economic
and
political
and
public
notion of
justification
German
an
example,
a
court's
cite

to deny further residence to a foreign

five
foreign
the
than
that
worker's
years was a
ground
sojourn
a
on
worker
of more
sufficient ground to deny further residency authorization as each longer residency
State
to
towards
tend
settlement which ordinarily runs counter
authorization would
interests because the Federal Republic of Germany is not an immigration country. 34
The focus in Chapter Four is on the recruitment treaties which were concluded
between labour importing
World

War period.

receiving

States and labour exporting

Although

States during

States, in the post Second

these treaties were unilaterally

the period

1970-1972,

terminated

their study is important

by labour
because it

reveals first, the unbalanced structure of these treaties, and secondly, the rights to be
accorded to labourers who were recruited under the terms of these treaties.
According

to the provisions

of these treaties, the labour importing
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control the number of workers, the nature and the duration of their jobs, family
reunification, their residenceemploymentand repatriation. The sendingcountrieshad
little influence on the selection of their emigrants. The chapter is divided into two
main sections. The first section examines the recruitment procedure and the
provisions of the international recruitment treaties regarding equality of treatment,
employment,residenceand repatriation of migrant workers, family reunification and
family tights, transfer of wagesand social security rights.
The second section compares the provisions of these treaties with the
provisions of the investmenttreatiesconcludedbetweenthe labour sendingStatesand
labour importing States.
Chapter Five attempts to explore first, the relevance of human rights
conventions to migrant workers, and secondly, the impact of human rights
conventions-with particular referenceto the EuropeanConventionon HumanRightsimmigration
States.
laws
the
the
of
receiving
on
Various provisions of human rights instrumentsdeal with issueswhich are of
paramount importance to migrant workers, such as the right to protection from
discrimination,35 the right of everyoneto choosefreely his employmentand the right
36
favourable
tojust
conditions of work, the prohibition of unlawful
of everyone
and
interferencein family life. 37 the right of everyonewho is lawfully presentin a State's
territory to liberty of movement, to choose freely his/her residence and that the
38
State.
is
be
In
law
the
to
of
expelling
expulsion of an alien
made according to the
this connectionGoodwin-Gill writes that:
Notwithstanding human rights linkages, migrants and refugeesare often on
the periphery of effective international protection. State sovereignty and
self-regarding notions of community are used to deny or dilute substantive
and procedural guarantees...Migration and refugees will go on, and the
developed world, in particular, must address the consequences-legal,
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humanitarian, socioeconomic and cultural. Racism and institutionalized
denials of basic rights daily challcngc the common intcrests.39

The implementation of the human rights provisions in immigration policies
and laws raises very complicated legal issues. The rules of international law and
States' practice consider the admission, residence, exclusion and the economic
activities of non-nationals as issues which fall within their exclusive domestic
jurisdiction. The conceptof sovereigntycategorically establishesthat it is within the
discretion of the sovereignto decide on theseissues. Goodwin-Gill further adds:
However, except in those areas in which treaties or peremptory norms
operate,such as that of non-discrimination, it is not easy to bring matters of
entry and exclusion within the bounds of international law.

The

preponderant view remains that these matters are essentially within the
40
domain
domestic
jurisdicfion.
reserved
of

Yet the jurisprudence of the EuropeanCommission and the EuropeanCourt
on Human Rights, in many applications and decisions,has establishedthat the States
Parties to the European Convention on Human Rights are obliged to observe the
principles of the Conventionin their immigration laws:
Under general international law a State has the right, in virtue of its
sovereignty, to control the entry and exit of foreigners into and out of its
territory; and whereas it is true that a right to or freedom to enter the
territory of States, Member of the Council of Europe, is not, as such
included among the rights and freedoms guaranteed in Section I of the
Convention; whereas, however, a State which signs and ratifies the
European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedomsmust
be understood as agreeing to restrict the free exercise of its rights under
general international law, including its right to control the entry and exit of
foreigners, to the extent and within the limits of the obligations which it
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has acceptedunder the Convention.41

The absenceof an authoritative definition regarding key conceptsof human
rights laws such as the concepts of discrimination, equality and "unlawful
interference" in family and family life has prompted different views and
interpretations.
The lack of agreementas to the nature of States' obligations regarding the
in
rights enumerated theseconventions, particularly regarding social and economic
between
division
the
traditional
two categories of rights: civil and
rights, reflects
political rights, and economic,social and cultural rights.
Chapter Six studies the provisions of the International Convention on the
Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families,
which was adoptedby the GeneralAssembly of the United Nations on 18 December
1990, and the International Labour Organisation'sConventions: Convention No. 97
Migration for Employment (Revised), 1949, and Convention No. 143 concerning
Migrant Workers (SupplementaryProvisions), 1975.
Various reasons are advanced to vindicate the adoption of the UN
Convention; the inadequacy of the existing human rights instruments in protecting
migrant workers, the need to make an explicit reference to the human rights of
migrant workers and their families, and the needto protect migrant workers and their
families who are undocumentedor in an illegal situation.
The adoptionof the UN Conventionrecognizesthe growing importanceof the
issue of international labour migration and the need for international framework to
protect migrant workers.

Yet, as this study shows, the adoption of the UN

Convention will create more legal problems. Firstly, many provisions of the UN
Convention are modelled or copied from the provisions of other human rights
instruments,particularly the International Covenanton Civil and Political Rights and
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the International Labour Organisation Conventions. This is bound to produce a
different or even conflicting interpretationsof the samelegal texts. Secondly,the UN
Conventionhardly introducesor createsnew rights for migrant workers and members
of their families. It is true that the UN Convention expandsthe category of migrant
by
Convention,
the
as self-employed workers, and
workers who are protected
in
families'
limited
their
who
are
workers
members,
migrant
and
rights upon
confers
an undocumentedsituation, and regulatesthe substantive grounds for expulsion of
justify
But
hardly
the adoption of a
new
such
rights
can
workers.
regular migrant
new international legal instrument. It would have beena more effective and rational
approach to revise the existing International Labour Conventions. Thirdly, some
lesser
Convention
UN
the
provide
rights to migrant workers than the
of
provisions
International Labour Organisation'sConventions,such as the social security rights.
I shall argue in the conclusion (Chapter Seven) that the issue of offering
adequate protection to migrant workers requires redefining fundamental legal
I
international
law
the
conceptsof
particularly
conceptsof sovereignty,citizenship.
shall emphasize the need for a coherent framework of legal rules to regulate
international migration with a particular reference to the UN Convention on the
Protectionof Mi -rant Workers.
The fundamentalchangesin the international relations especially with regard
to the growth of economic and political interdependence,and the development of
human rights laws undermine the States'claim that they enjoy an absolute power in
deciding on their immigration policies without regard to the implications of these
policies on other Statesand on the migrant workers who are already presentin their
territories.
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CHAPTER TWO

The Social-Economic Aspects of the International

Labour Immigration

into Western Europe

Introduction

This chapter analyses the economic and social status of migrant workers in the
Second
flow
focus
is
World
War
to
States.
The
the
post
migratory
on
receiving
France, the Federal Republic of Germany, the Netherlands, Belgium and
Switzerland. The receiving Statesare industrialized and class structured societies.
France, the Federal Republic of Germany, Belgium and the Netherlands were
ravagedby the war which had an adverseand profound impact on their economicand
demographic structures.

Switzerland is the only country whose economic

infrastructure remainedintact by the SecondWorld War and is not an EEC member.
These countries are also different in their constitutional forms: the FRG and
Switzerland are federal States,Franceand Netherlandsare unitary States,Belgium
has aspectsof thesetwo systems.
These countries initiated liberal immigration policies to facilitate and
encourage the temporary admission of economically active foreigners into their
territories. All thesecountries adheredto the "rotation principle": foreign workers
home
basis
to
temporary
return
when their
were admitted on a
and were expected
is
France
due
The
to the
this
to
which,
rule
employment contractsexpire.
exception
demographic imbalance of its population structure, encouraged the permanent
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settlement of migrants. However, this policy was short-lived. The other common
factor between these labour importing States is that they concluded agreementsto
recruit foreign labour.
By migrant workers I refer to foreign nationalswho havecrossedthe national
boundaries into the receiving States to take up employment. Excluded from this
definition are foreign nationalswith high professionalskills, and also the nationalsof
State membersof the EEC. The freedom of movement of migrant workers who are
EEC nationals is ensuredby Regulation no. 1612/68,15 October 1968,which came
into force on 8 November 1968. The inter-Europeanmigration, in quantitative terms,
is a modest phenomenon. Migrant workers who are nationals of the EEC enjoy a
privileged legal position in contrast to non-EEC workers. They are not subject to
various restrictions regarding work permits, choice of employment, residence
permits, social security benefits and family reunion. This privileged status of the
EEC workers justifies concentrating this study on non-EEC migrant workers
especiallyon foreign nationalswho are consideredsocially and culturally different.1
An economic consensuson the benefits of such migration for both labour
importing and labour exporting countries, was developed after the Second World
War. The migration of labour was projectedas a simple economicprocess:
In the post war climate of European reconstruction there was a certain
measureof agreementbetweenethical and legal principles and the practical
interests of international community, that manpower shortageswhich were
holding up the repairs to the productive apparatusshould be alleviated by
improving the use of human resourcesand transferring thesefrom "surplus"
2
"deficit"
countries to
countries.

The economic and social structures of the receiving Stateswhich militated
tý
against migrant workers during the early years of migration have fundamentally
changed. Non-economic considerationsare largely responsiblefor the decisions of
27
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the governmentsof the receiving Statesto ban further recruitment of foreign labour.
At the sametime, the policies of the receiving Stateshavecontributedto the formation
Zý
of under-classethnic minorities, who are consideredto be below the lowest classesof
the receiving States.

Ilk EconomicFunefim of Nligimt lAbour

The characteristicsof the migratory flow which occurredduring the secondhalf of the
twentieth century are fundamentally different from another migratory phenomenon.
This was migration towards Western Europe motivated by economic incentives.
Unemployed and unskilled workers from former colonies, in particular, the
Mediterranean and North Africa, crossednational borders towards Europe seeking
employment. Foreign workers viewed their migration as temporary: their target was
to stay as long as necessaryto saveenough money and return home. Hence foreign
workers did not plan for permanent settlement which is the ultimate purpose of
migrants in the classicalor traditional migration. It was an economic migration for a
transitory period. Western European countries, due to their economic revival and
demographicstructuresafter 1945,experiencedlabour shortageswhich could hamper
their rapid economicgrowth.3
Domesticlabour supply is determinedby threemain factors4:
A- The natural rate of increase: the working population of the FRG, that is,
personsaged between 15-64 decreasedby 6.6 per cent during 1962-72. The FRG
and France suffered gaps in their male working population. The problem was
by the serious lossesof an economically active population and the low
aggravated
týO
fertility during the yearsof the war.5
13-The participation age: the improvement of public educationhas raised the
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compulsory school-leaving age. As a result it reduced and postponed the
6
European
in
industrialization
countries.
of the
participationof youth the rapid
C- The FRG, Netherlandsand Switzerland experienceda substantialoutward
7
War.
World
Second
indigenous
the
workers after
migration of
The above three factors determine not only the national labour supply but also
the elasticity

of the labour supply.

The elasticity

of the national labour

and mobility

force was further reduced by the housing shortages and by the type of enterprise, like
8
labour.
of

in France where the family enterprise model reduced the mobility

model in the post Second World War intensified

The production
additional

unskilled

labour.

continuous shift working

It was dependent on intensive

the need for

labour: assembly line,

hours and the splitting of the production

process into simple

operations.
The aggregation

factors
in
these
resulted
of
acute labour shortages in certain

industrial sectors and prompted the governments to adopt special policies to overcome
labour shortages.

These policies

conclusion of international
International
exporting

were the relaxation

of immigration

recruitment treaties.

labour migration

and the importing

was considered economically

the remittance by migrants would serve as

a base of earning hard currencies to finance capital importation
skills.

For the recipient

labour force to fill
profits,

States, migrant

and the acquisition

workers would provide

of

flexible

increase
jobs,
on
wages
and
reduce
pressure
upward
specific

and since the presence of migrant

labourer is a temporary

entail extra social costs. At this phase of international
immigration

beneficial for the

States. For the sending States, it would allow them to

export a certain amount of unemployment,

industrial

laws and the

of workers was viewed as a balancing
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areaswhereit was in excessof demandto thosewhere it was needed.
The migratory processis explained as a result of "pull" and "push" factors.
The pushfactors "which causedworkers to leave their countriesare: unemployment,
poverty and underdevelopment." The "pull factors are the combination of economic,
demographicand social developmentin WesternEurope during the postwarperiod."9
Thesesuppositionsare explicitly statedin an OECD study:
I- By allowing manpower to move from countries where it is in surplus to
countries where it is in deficit, migration entails general benefits for both
groups of countries.
2- At the individual level, migration enables a migrant worker to obtain a
job at a fair wage and the possibility to improve his work skills and chance
of social promotion especially if he returns to his own country.
3-

Compared with these advantages, the collective and personal

disadvantagesare regardedas of minor importance;in any event, activities in
the field of adaptation, training, housing, and more broadly, social welfare
should help to reduceif not eliminate them all together.
4- Freedom to emigrate should therefore be recognisedand normalized as a
natural right and the formalities for entering and residing in the country of
immigration should be simplified and relaxed.
5- With regard to employment, the workers should be free to accept offers
from abroad provided this freedom does not jeopardise the interest of the
(national or foreign) workers already on the immigration country's own
10
market.

The main character of this model of international labour migration is its
Foreign workers are contractedfor a fixed period to perform specific
rotating
nature.
tý
jobs and they are expectedto return home after the expiry of their contracts. Those
who return home are to be replaced by other workers. The principle aim of the
rotation is to keep the social costs to a minimum and to prevent workers from
permanentsettlement:
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The rotation implies that foreign workers should not under any
limited
host
beyond
be
in
to
the
a
country
permitted
remain
circumstances
period of time and that when this period hasexpired both the sendingand the
from
In
they
them
to
where
came.
should
expect
return
countries
receiving
this way, it is argued, no misconception will occur over the point that
foreign workers are "guests" in the host country and should harbor no
II
expectationbeyond this.

These assumptions of the temporary nature of the presence of migrant
workers and their economicfunctions are best expressedin Harabach'smodel:
The presenceof foreign workers in the host countries is only of a temporary
phenomenon. They are only there to work and there is no need for closer
contact with the indigenous population, and no need to facilitate the
12
families.
reunification of thcsc workers with their

The foregoing considerationshave constituted the economic "infrastructure"
t)
upon which the national laws regarding the employment of foreign workers are
based.
It is an establishedphenomenonthat an industrial processon a national scale
generatestwo different types of jobs. The first category includesjobs which require
occupational training and industrial skills. The secondcategory is the "secondary
sectors'jobs" which do not require industrial skills and are characterized with low
pay, low social statusand employmentinstability. It is logical that the nationalsof an
13
in
be
employmentcountry will
given priority re-training.
During this period of economic expansion and full employment, national
workers leave the socially undesirablejobs and move towardsjobs which are socially
highly rated and more secure. In contrastto national workers, migrant workers who
in
long
interested
into
Europe
Western
term careersand they showed
were
moved
not
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no reluctance to accept secondary sectorjobs.

This economic setting explains why

labour shortages first occur on the lowest rung of the employment ladder and explains
the essential role of migrant workers who took up jobs which were shunned by
indigenous workers.

In Switzerland three quarters of male foreign workers were

(23.5%),
(33.7%),
building
five
in
engineering
occupational groups:
concentrated
14
In
in
(3.5%)
(4.4%),
(18.1%),
hotels and catering
agriculture.
cork
and
wood and
in
three
90
FRG,
1973,
than
the
per cent of guestworkers were concentrated
more
in
In
1975
the
total
number
occupations: manufacturing, construction and services.
these three areas was 84.4% which means that the movement of guestworkers into
15
low.
other economic and employment sectors was very
This occupational

and transporting

16
In France 90% of unskilled
weights.

created between 1962-1968

Doctors

of migrant workers is not surprising.

for
muscles
of

instructed
to test the functioning
centers were

in German recruitment
lifting

distribution

jobs which

were

17
In Belgium,
workers.

by
foreign
taken
up
were

the

recruitment of migrant workers essentially aimed to compensate for the steady exodus
18
The employment
mines.

of Belgian

workers

Netherlands

developed in a similar pattern:

from

of foreign

workers

in the

in
the
migrant workers were employed

coal mines of the south and in the textile industry, both sectors were expected to close
is
dependent
Netherlands
the
economy
structure of

in the near future.

The industrial

on light industry.

This created the need for foreign

dirty work that the original population

workers to "do the heavy and

shied away from. "19

The overall emerging picture is that the occupational

distributions

intellectual
little
in
jobs
require
workers were concentrated
physical
which
low level of training.

The percentage

sectors which require long working
which require shorter working

hours.

of foreign

workers

hours, repetitive
These industrial
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their sensitivity to economic cycles. Economic data indicatesthat car manufacturing
auto and building industries are the worst affected by economic recession.20 This
explains the high percentageof unemployment among migrant workers during the
time of recession. Migrant workers occupy not only the socially "outcast" jobs but
alsojobs which are highly vulnerableto economicfluctuation.
A question which might arise in this context is does a wage increase in sectors
induce nationals
politically

to take up employment

nor economically

viable.

in these branches?

In economic

This option is neither

terms a wage increase in certain

sectors will spark wages increase in other sectors and as a result will decrease profits
and increase inflation.
capitalist

societies.

Politically,
This

as Bohning

explains,

means that the reward

the receiving

structure

States are

assigns the highest

pecuniary to the social elite and the lowest pecuniary and social rewards to unskilled
manual

workers,

performed.

regardless

of the true social

A wide scale rearrangement

or historical

value

of the work

of the social structure of jobs is required to

make it acceptable to pay a dustman the same as an accountant. 21 A study by the
OECD concludes that:

It would be idealistic to pretendthat the domestic labour force would occupy
the jobs left vacant by restrictions on the recruitment of foreign workers
without there being any changein the scale of social values at least as long
as suchjobs display the samefeaturesas they do when they are occupied by
foreign workers.22

Indeed,the French government'sattempt to persuadenational workers to take up jobs
23
occupiedby migrant workers was met with very limited success.
The restrictions on the employment of foreign workers may result in the
reductionof the numberof jobs which are available to nationals. The f mal output of a
production processentails the employment of a certain number of workers during the
rý
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different stagesof a production process. The output is liable to fall if it is impossible
to recruit the required number of workers. The fall of production in one sectorleads
to a similar reduction in other sectors since the production in one cannot be
completely isolated from other sectors. As a result, the employment in this sectoris
bound to be reduced.24
The employment of migrant workers helps to keep jobs for nationals and
25
However,
"side
like
this
transportation.
effect" of the employment
create otherjobs
of foreign workers is conditioned by the fact that the migrant workers are noncompeting groups. The transfer in the nature and composition of migration in the late
60s negated this side-effect.
The employment

of foreign

workers

allowes an increase in the productive

capacity of the receiving States without inflationary
down and enhancing

local employer

of the receiving

the competitiveness

shortages occur and no foreign

pressure, thus keeping the wages

recruitment

is permitted,

countries.

When labour

the only alternative

is to increase or offer higher wages to attract labour.

for a

The wage

increase will not be confined to the newly recruited workers, but it will be extended to
all workers.

This in turn, will lead to a competition

order to attract the needed labour.
employers
shortage.
capital,

between different

Even if this competitive

cannot resist their workers'

happen,
does
not
process

claim to higher wages in the case of labour

The increase in wages leads to a reduction
because a considerable

employers in

part of the profits

of the prof-its of the invested
is channelled

to meet wage

increases. 26 A report by the German Institute For Economic Research concludes that:

Although opposition to the continual inflow of foreign workers is to be
found here and there it is necessaryto realize that with a labour market cut
off from other countries the pressureof wagesin the FRG would become
considerably stronger due to the increasedcompetition by employers for
the domestic labour potential, this increasedpressureof costscould hardly
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fail to affect the competitivenessof the West German enterprise both in
27
home.
the export market and at

Foreign workers, by taking,up employment in sectorsclassified as low paid
sectors,actually subsidize many activities that benefit nationals. Working for low
wages means that a large proportion of national income could be directed to meet
demands other than paying wages bills. A study in France assertsthat migrant
28
in
five
firm
lowest
the
the
workers with
or six yearsservice
are paid
wages.
same
The migration of an economicallyactive male with low social costssubsidizes
and frees a substantial part of the national income of the receiving States which
otherwisewould haveto be channelledtowardsinvestmentin humancapital.
It is estimated that the costs of raising a child to a working age in France is
150,000francs. The availability of "ready made labour" through labour importation
subsidizesthe French economy 22.5 billion francs per year. The total sum over 4
years amounted to three times the amount France gave in aid to the third world.29
This subsidyrisesin parallel with the rise of the living standard:
It has been estimated that the up-bringing, the price of survival till the
age of twenty of a migrant worker has cost the national economy of his
own country $2,000 with eachmigrant who arrives, an underdeveloped
economy is subsidizing a developedone to that amount. Yet the saving
for the industrialized country is even greater. Given its higher standard
of living the cost of producing an eighteenyear old worker is between$
8,000 to $16,000.30

A substantial part of migrant workers earnings is spent in the receiving
t!,
countries. A survey in France showesthat 65.2 per cent of migrant workers' wages
zn
is spent on the purchaseof consumer goods. The remittance amounted to 21.2 per
cent of their wages and 13.6 per cent of their wages is in the banks of the receiving
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countrieOl

The Social Status of Migrant

Labour

Keeping the social expenditure on migrant workers to a minimum is a fundamental
is
The
housing
the
of
migrant
workers
a good
situation
rotation policy.
part of
example. The type of housing which is provided by an employer (Volkswagen) in
Germany allocated a twelve foot by six room to three men, which is equivelant to
2.23 M2.32 The German law stipulates that the space for each adult is 12 square
meter03 This type of housing sparked the famous 'suit cases'strike. The protest
the housing situation of migrant workers exploded in 1974. The violence is
against
Z:
)
describedby German newspapersas a "brutal terror in Frankfurt, like a civil war."34
Data about housing conditions of the migrant workers in the Ruhr region confirms
that:
Migrant workers were alloted the oldest housing: 84 per cent had no
baths in their flats, 68 per cent had no lavatory of their own and 10 per
cent did not even have one in the house, 8 per cent lived in lofts, 6 per
cent in cellars, 4 per cent in barracks and 2 per cent in sheds. 16 per
cent of the families lived in one room and as many as 39 per cent lived
in two rooms. This while the Germans in the area averaged 0.79
person per room.

Despite this accumulation of deprivation, the

immigrant population of the Ruhr region was paying on the average
35
one third more rent than the nationals.

In France it is estimated that one million immigrants were living in shanty
towns; "shanty huts madeof carboardand old car doors."36 A United Nations report
statesthat:
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Men were sleepingin huts on folding beds smaller than themselvesand
no room to standup. From their pay of 900 to 1,000 francs per month
120 francs is deducedwhen they are 8 men to a room and 190 francs
37
2
when they are men to a room.

The regulationswhich govern.accessto governmenthousing in Franceplace
migrant workers in a disadvantagedposition. As a rule, a long period of residenceis
r) list. Due to
requiredbeforethe fan-dlyof a migrant worker can registeron the waiting

their mobility migrant workers cannot fulfil this condition -minimum residence
in
if
have
been
Francefor a long period. In order to get
they
even
resideing
periodon the waiting list an applicant must meet two requirements:to have a securejob and
38
income.
Other conditions explicitly discriminate against migrants.
adequate
Castlesmentions that a local council will not provide a grant to a housing society if
there are any Algerians to be housed. Other councils set a limit on the number of
Algerians: their proportion is to be less than 15 per cent maximum.ý9 The protests
againstthe housing situation of migrant workers in Franceeruptedin 1960when the
French government attempted to remove the shanty town"bidonvilles" without
offering adequatereplacemen00 In 1974 there was a famous strike, the sonacotra
strike, which involved 20,000 foreign workers.41
A study by the Lausanne Centre de Contact entre Suisses et Etrangers
establishesthat 90 per cent of migrants are housedin places which do not meet the
low canton requirementsfor spaceand facilities; one shower and one toilet for each
ten workers.42 The problem of migrant workers' housing is worsened by the fact
that the federal governmentof Switzerland doesnot directly participate in providing
for the social needsof migrant workers.
The workers' low wages, housing shortages and their concentration in
tý
t5
industrial sitesand run down areasof inner cities which lack basic amenitiesbred the
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to the
resentment of the natives, and subsequently led to social segregation
and
Cý
formation of "ghettos". The laws of the receiving countries enhance this socialeconomic setting. This point will be further illustrated when we study national laws
foreign workers.
the
regarding
of
employment
tý
0
The continuance of the profitability of the migratory flow of labour is
conditioned on the sustenanceand the retaining of the economicfunctions of migrant
workers as flexible labour units, to perform specific jobs and without social
43
expenditure.
Theseassumptionswhich constitutethe rationaleof the Europeanimmigration
policies, enabled the receiving Statesto gain the economic advantagesof migrant
labour and employersto have greatercontrol over foreign labour
It took a year for foreign workers to acquire basic knowledge of the
languageand of the work conditions in other parts of West Germany.
During their first year, foreign workers were extremely obedient and
hard-working. They even refrained from membership in trade unions,
and in all level labour activity. At the end of their first contract year,
however, many bargained with the firm for a wage raise and become
aware of their rights to demand such a raise. Needlessto say, these
were undesirable demands from the viewpoint of the firm.

Less

44
from
foreign
labour,
fresh
lands
problem-prone
was prefcrred.

Erom Tenq)orary NTqrmt Worken to De Facto Pmnanent Setdm

The formation of ethnic communities started with family reunification which was
dictated by economicconsiderations.The receiving Statesrestrictedthe admissionof
migrant workers' families in the period of low economic growth. These restrictions
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were related to the age, the narrow definition of family and their access to the
employment market. Migrant workers believed that if their families joined them as
workers rather than dependentsthis would speed their return home. Employers,
faced with increased competition for labour in the international labour market,
pressurised their governments to adopt policies which would provide them with
labour.
forces,
labour
the
to
costly
of
a
new
recruitment
of
process
and avoid
stable
For the governmentsof the importing Statesthe volume of work was less onerousif
constantrotation did not occun45
Earlier migrant workers were classified as non-competing groups. After
many yearsof residenceand with migrant worker's children attending schoolsin the
receiving countries,the non-competingcharacterof migrant workers transferredinto
competing groups. As a result the economic prof-itsof the international migratory
processwas reducedby other factors. Thesefactors were:
I- The extendedstay of migrant workers and their families producedpressure
on social services,education and housing. A part of firms profits and governments'
budgetshad to be channelledto meet the theseneeds. This meant a reduction in the
profits of the investedcapitalsand expansionin governmentexpenditurewhich might
lead to inflationary pressure. As a result, the international competitiveness of a
receiving Statewould be affected.
2- The increasinglydiminishedflexibility and mobility which migrant workers
provided for the national labour markets. The mobility of migrant workers enabled
the receiving countries to export their unemploymentin the period of slow economic
activitie&46
3- The mobility of migrant workers declined when their dependentswere
brought in. This motivated migrant workers to consider, when accepting offers of
term interestsof their families. Castlesobservesthat:
employment,the long
ZI
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The mobility and flexibility of migrant labour was declining as nonworking dependentswere brought in. As migrants became settlers,
demandfor expenditureon housing, schools,medical and social facility
increased. Such costs were rarely met by employers, but where the
state did make the social capital available, the effect was inevitably to
divert investment from industrial to social purposes. This, in turn was
expected to stimulate inflationary pressures and harm international
47
compctitiveness.

The financing of these social servicesfor migrant workers gave rise to differences
betweenvarious groups;tax payers,enterprisesand governments.
4- Economistsbeganto be incredulousabout the advantagesof the availability
of cheaplabour. They raisedthe questionof the economic risk of the dependencyon
migrant labour. Moreover, they arguedthat the dependencyon foreign cheaplabour
directed the industrial processtowardslabour intensive production rather than capital
intensiveý48Politicians and trade unionistsquestionedthe economic benefitsand the
economicfunction of migrant laboun49
The change in the nature of the migrant labour from temporary workers to
permanent settlers was synchronized with both the establishment of the free
movementof labour in the EEC, and with the changeof the perceptionof the rule and
the function of migrant labour in the receiving countries. The high concentrationof
migrant labour and their families in the industrial sites and inner cities gave rise to
social tension between the population of the receiving States and non-national
minorities with different cultural habits and languages.
The governmentsof the receiving Statesstartedto be apprehensiveabout the
political, demographicand social impact of the millions of non-national minorities,
indefinitely in the importing countries. In Switzerland,
underprivileged and residing
Cý
tn'
in 1970,13 per cent of the school children were foreign; in 1975 that figure became
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25 per cent, and in 1980it reached30 per cent.50 It is worth quoting the following:
Last year there were 426 foreign births for every 1,000 Swiss births. In
the most foreign dominated (ilbefremdeten) towns even more foreign
babies were born. (In Winterthur for example, in the first six months
of 1971, there were 580 foreign babies for every 1,000 Swiss babies.)
Most of these foreign children born in our country stay in
Switzerland... Since the creation, the cuckoo has laid its eggs in other
birds' nests. Their foster parentscare for the baby birds together with
their own offspring. The young birds grow and are fed together until
there is no more spacein the nest. Then the young cuckoo managesto
throw the other young birds out of the nest. Are we in Switzerland, on
our way to becoming a cuckoo's nest? Looking at the growing number
of foreign children and the simultaneously declining number of Swiss
51
be
find
it
that seemsto the case.
children, we

In Frankfurt one in every two births is now from a foreign workees family. 52
The governments of the importing States realized that the presenceof an
I
estimated15 million migrant workers in their societiescannotbe viewed any more in
S
economic terms but in demographic and political terms.

The cultural and ethnic heterogenesisof Switzerland has produced antiimmigration attitudes: 74 per cent of the Swiss population is German-speaking,20
4 per cent is Italianper cent is French-speakingand I per cent is Romansh-speaking,
Cý
CY
speaking.54 A continuing flow of migrants into small and rich Switzerland will
agitate "the delicate balancebetweenthe different linguistics and religious groups",
"disturb the political structure",and "the cultural pluralism."55of the country:
Unless the foreign worker population was immediately reduced,
Switzerland was in mortal danger of massive socioeconomic and
political disruption at the hands of foreign worker radicals and
56
communists.
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A similar situation exists in Belgium. Most migrant workers finding jobs in
Brussels or Wallonia become French or Dutch-speaking.

The continual migratory

flow will upset the linguistic compromise between the Dutch, Flemish and French.57
The term migrants in France refers to foreigners even if they have acquired the
French nationality. The French believe that their superior social and political values
life,
foreigners
into
French
but
diverse
the
the
the
way
of
of
will speed
assimilation
structure of the migratory flow in France resisted the assimilation process58. This, in
59
French
has
increased
hostility
the
the
of
populace towards migrants.
return,
The de facto permanent settlement of culturally

different workers with

inferior economic-social status, has brought into focus the political dimension of their
presence. The theory of foreign workers' "political

quiescence" is proven to be

Miller
misleading.
extrapolates that:
One of the most remark-abledevelopments in the Western European
politics over the past decadehas been the ground swell of protests by
foreign workers againstracism and socioeconomicdiscrimination: their
involvement in work stoppages,rent and hunger strikes, riots, factory
and housing occupations, and other forms of what many in Western
Europe now simply refer to as "foreign workers struggles".60

The receiving States,with the increasingly growing issueof national identity,
C5
Zýl
now view migrant workers from an entirely different perspective. Algerian workers
in France are not seen as factors of production: they constitute a "veritable fifth
column threat to national security. Italian communists working in Switzerland
similarly are seenasa potential national security threat"P
The aggregation of the above factors led the governmentsof the importing
countries to impose bans on further recruitment of foreign workers and to adopt
restrictive immigration policies. At a later stage,the labour receiving Statesinitiated
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62
The governments
policies.

repatriation
decisions

to ban further

considerations.

immigration

of foreign

workers

However, it is evident that non-economic

responsible

for the adoption

resentment

against "foreignization",

concern about political
have

of the receiving

in addition
,

States to pursue

of restrictive

and cultural

stability

to economic
restrictive

are based on economic

of national

homogeneity

policies;

The growing

policies.

identity

in the receiving

reasons, pushed the governments

immigration

are largely

considerations

immigration

the preservation

States claim that their

and the
societies

of the receiving

the economic

crisis

was a

"convenient pretext for doing so"63:
In all 'host' countries, hostility to the immigrants has been exacerbated
by the worsening of the economic situation over the past two or three
years. At the sametime, officials in a number of countries, including
Holland and West Germany, told me that the immigration stop was
precipitated by the oil crisis rather than causedby it. Growing domestic
hostility to immigrants would have made a slow-down in immigration
64
necessaryeven without an economiccfisis.

Concluding

Remarks

To sum up this review of the economic function and the social status of migrant
workers in the receiving States some points need to be emphasized. The international
labour migration has gone through three major phases.
First, it was viewed in economic terms: balancing mechanism to transfer
surplus labour from the exporting countries to deficit counties. It was assumed that
this process is transitory and beneficial for both labour exporting counties and the
importing countries. For the recipient States the employment of foreign workers was
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instrumentalin overcominglabour shortages,and aboveall:
A- It providedelasticity in the national labour market.
B- It activated upward movement of national labour towards socially more
desirableand better paid jobs leading in consequenceto the re-orientation of native
workers.
C- It preservedthe social structuresof jobs.
For the labour exporting States, it was assumed that migration would alleviate
unemploymentproblems, provide thesecountries with hard currencies,and workers
would acquire industrial skills.
The secondphaseis the erosion of the rotation principle which started the
processof forming non-national ethnic minorities in Western Europe. Economists
beganto question the economic benefits of migratory labour. The labour exporting
Statesfound out that the migration of workers neither alleviated the unemployment
problem nor they made use of the industrial skills acquired by their nationals. The
foreign currency earningsdeclined asmigrant workers werejoined by their families.
At the sametime, the labour exporting countriesdid not encouragethe return of their
nationalswhich is boundto aggravatethe economicand the social problems.
The third stage is the voluntary repatriation policies. The receiving States
haveinitiated programmes
tý
to induce migrant workers to return home by offering
C, cash
for migrant workers who in return give up their residenceor any claim relatedto their
employment. The successof theseprogrammeshasproven to be very limited.
Zý'
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THREE

The National Laws of the Labour Importing

States

Introduction

This chapter analysesthe national laws of the receiving States. It focuses on the
issues of residence, the work permit systems, family reunification and the social
Zý States. It attemptsto lay stresson the fundamental
security systemsof the receiving

importance of legal norms regarding,the migratory process. The national legal
have
systems
sustainedthe inferior socio-economicstatusof migrant workers.
The legal instruments which govern the employment of foreign workers
reflect a narrow economicapproach. The laws of the receiving Statesallow the entry
limited
for
jobs
in
in
to
a
migrant
workers
specific
sectors
of
order perform
certain
period of time, and, accordingly, they are issuedwith temporary work and residence
permits.
Someinitial observationsmust be madebeforeexamining in detail the laws of
the receivingcountries:
A- Theselaws are basedon national, and narrow economicconsiderations.
B- They are constructed to empower the concerned executing bodies with
extensive discretionary power. The executing bodies can strictly or liberally
implement the existing rules accordingto the needsof the national labour marketsand
their fluctuations.
C- The influence of the perceivedtemporarinessand the economiccharacterof
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labour immigration has not only shaped the legal texts governing the immigration
laws in the receiving societies, but also played a part in courts' decisions. A Bavarian
court refused a father application to join his migrant worker daughter on the ground
that:

The applicant has no real function to perform in the life of his daughter.
Becauseof age and infirmity he is unable to work actively for the welfare of
his daughter in Germany. Instead by his own admission he needsher care
which he could only receive in her time off work. The daughter's labour
would thereforebe in useeven during her free time. This is not provided for
in the German-Spanishlabour agreement.I

D- A major defect of the laws of the receiving Statesis that these laws are
basedon the assumptionthat the presenceof foreign labour is a temporary one. The
erosion of the rotation policy has transformed the status of migrant workers as
temporaryresidentsinto permanentsettlersand activatedthe processof the formation
Thesefundamentalchanoesarenot
of the ethnic minorities in the receivinc,
countries.
0
tn'
recognisedby the laws of the receiving States.
The chapter will attempt to advancethe concept of the legal vulnerability of
migrant workers, as a class,in the receiving States.
The situation of migrant workers in the receiving Statesraisesquestionsas to
the effectivenessof the fundamental legal norms which regulate the issueof migrant
labour.

'Me Objectivesof the National IRgal Systems

The study of the laws of the receiving Statesis of vital importance in understanding
the legal status of migrant workers in the receiving States, and in explaining the
precariouslegal position of migrant workers in the importing States. The objectives
50
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of the national legal systemsregardingthe employmentof migrant workersare:
A- The protectionof the nationallabour force.
B- The regulation of the employment,residenceof migrant workers and their
families, and their entitlementto social securitybenefits.
C- The demarcationof their civil and political rights.
The Ordinance of 2 November 1945 is the basic legal text which regulates
immigration into France. The recruitment of foreign workers is subject to this
condition that neither a national nor an EEC worker is available for a job being
advertized. A French employer, for instance, must wait for five weeks after the
2
for
he
before
foreign
the
advertisementof ajob
can apply
recruitmentof
workers.
The employment of foreign workers in Belgium is regulated by the Royal
Decreeno. 285,31 March 1936,which is reaffirmed by the Royal Decreeno. 34,20
July 196V

The issuance of a work permit is a precondition for recruiting any

foreign worker. The work permit for a foreign worker can be issued only in the
absenceof either a national or an EEC worker for a job. A sixty day period should be
given to the Ministry of Labour and Employment to find a national or an EEC worker
before authorizingan employer to recruit a foreign worker.
The German law (The Employment and Promotion Law), stipulatesthat the
admission of foreign workers is dependenton the situation and the outlook of the
labour market. The law doesnot provide for a certain period of time to elapsebefore
issuing an authorizationto employ a foreign worker.4
The Netherlands law, 9 November 1978, does not depart from the above
mentioned rules. The employment of a foreign worker is permitted only when "no
reasonable alternative is available". The decision to authorize an application for
recruitingen.a foreign worker must be taken within 30 days of placingV)such an
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5
application.
The Federal Law of Abode and Settlement of Foreigners in Switzerland,
in
light
be
decision
the
to
that
of the nation's
considered
migrants
must
admit
states
a
labour
degree
interests,
the
the
the
market
and
situation
of
of
cultural and economic
6
over-foreignisation.
The protection of the national labour force is well safeguarded through these
legal provisions. The fundamental and well established legal rule which has been
for
is
foreign
laws
by
the
that
the
the
workers
admission
of
above
emphasized
purpose of employment into the receiving countries is contingent on the situation of
the national labour market, and on the non-availability

of national or EEC workers.

This last condition does not apply to Switzerland which is not an EEC member.
Taking these legal provisions into account with the jobs which have been created by
the rapid economic reconstruction of the receiving States explains the type of
employment which is available to migrant workers.

The secondcomponentof the national laws regardingmigrant workers is the
provisions governingthe work and residencepermit.

The Work Pernit System

In France the Decree of 21 November 1975 is the basic legal text which regulates the
conditions of issuance work permits to foreign workem7 It provides for three types
of work permits. They are designated as: Temporary Work Card (A), Ordinary Work
Card (B), and the Privileged Work Card (C). 8 The holder of Card A is entitled to
work in specific occupations within specified areas. It is valid for one year and is
renewable. Card B is issued to the holder of card A. Geographical and occupational
restrictions are attached to it. An applicant for card B must meet the following
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condition:
A- An applicant for card B must prove that he has been employed for one
year, and that he hasnot beenin breachof the conditions which are attachedto Card
A. Card B is valid for three years. On requestingits renewal, the holder of Card B
must presentevidencethat he actually exercisedthe occupationor occupationswhich
Any
in
in
B.
the designatedoccupation or occupations,or
change
are specified card
in the geographicalareasrequiresan authorization. The holder of card C can engage
in any occupation and without geographical restrictions and is valid for ten years.
The issuanceof this card is also dependenton the stateof the labour market.9
The Minister of Labour is empowered to decree categories of aliens who
cannotnot be refusedwork permits on the groundsof the labour market situation.10
The Belgian law has developed a similar system of work card.11 Card B is
issued to a foreign worker when he takes up his first employment in Belgium. It is
valid for one year and restrictsthe holder to specific employment. Upon the expiry of
the one year period, the migrant worker must apply for a secondcard B, which also
has a validity period of one year and restricts the worker to the sameoccupation in
which he was first employed. The renewal of card B is dependenton the stateof the
labour market. Work card C is issued to workers whosejobs require mobility for
occupational purposes, and to workers whose jobs require them to have several
employers. It is valid for one year and is issuedto foreign workers after four years
of continuous and regular work and residencein Belgium. The state of the labour
market doesnot constitute a ground for the refusal of the issuanceof this card but the
decision to issue this type of card is dependenton the presenceof the family of the
migrant worker in Belgium and on his nationality. The holder of this card is entitled
12
to take up any employmentwithout geographical
tý'
0
restrictions.
The Employment Promotion Act in the FRG provides two types of work
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13
General
Work
Permit,
Special
Work
The General Work
Permit.
and a
permits: a
Permit is valid for one employer and for one specific occupation. The period of its
validity is, as a general rule, for two years but this period can be longer or shorter.
The competentadministrativeauthority examineseachapplicationindividually. If the
legally
for
he
has
been
the
that
and
self-employed
continuously
applicant can prove
be
for
three
the
time
two
the
validity
work
permit
of
can
general
years,
previous
years. It bearsgeographicalrestrictions. The issuanceof this type of work permit is
dependenton the state of the labour market. The regulation of Autumn 1974 gives
instructions to the local labour offices not to issue General Work Permits to foreign
workers who are residentsin the FRG during "times of unemployment." The groups
of foreign workers who are affectedby this regulation include:
A- Foreignerswho wish to take up employment in the FRG for the first time.
13-Any foreign worker who has lost his job and the new job which he is
consideringtaking up can be filled by a Germanworker.
The Special Work Permit can be issued to a foreign worker if he meets the
following conditions:
A- A foreign worker must have been legally employed during the last five
years, or,
13-He is married to a Germannational whosehabitual residenceis Germany.
The 1978 amendment of the Employment Law tenninates the right of a
Special
The
Work
Permit.
to
children of a migrant
obtain
a
spouse
migrant worker's
it
if
Special
Work
is
holder
Permit
they prove that
the
can
obtain
of
a
worker who
they have been continuously and legally residentsin the FRG during the five years
doesnot lapse if the children do not
preceding their eighteenthbirthday . This right
rý
exercisethis right immediately after reaching the age of eighteen. The children can
exercisethis right at a future date provided that they continuesto be legal residentsin
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the FRG. 14 The Special
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It is valid for f ive years and the situation of the labour market cannot be
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Work
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A- The labour market situation.
13- Failure to submit the requested documents.
C- Failure to submit a work contract.
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on the applicant's housing conditions.

The holder of the Temporary Work Permit is entitled to unemployment
as long as his work permit is valid.
five years of consecutive
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is valid

The holder of the Temporary
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Work Permit, after

Work
for
Permanent
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The dual function
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Swiss system. 16 A Permit of Abode authorizes the holder to work in Switzerland.
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17
is
in
job.
A migrant worker has to renew his one
worker
an additional
engaged
year residence permit for four consecutive times before becoming eligible to a
residence authorization which is renewable every two years. Ten years of legal and
continuous residence in Switzerland qualifies the migrant worker to apply for a
permanent residence permit.

The Permanent Residence Permit must be renewed

every three years. The Permanent Residence Permit ends employment restrictions but
its geographical validity can be limited to one canton. The Ordinance on the ninth of
July 1975 has reduced the minimum period for not changing a foreign worker's
employment and his place of residence to one year. 18

The Residence Permit Systems

The French law establishesthree categoriesof residencepermits.19 The Temporary
ResidencePermit which is valid for one year, the Ordinary ResidencePermit which is
valid for three years and the Privileged Resident'sCard which is valid for ten years.
The CRT or the temporaryresidencepermit is renewablebut it can be cancelledif the
holder doesnot fulfil the conditions which are attachedto it. The CRO, the Ordinary
ResidenceCard can be cancelledon the following grounds:
A- The holder hasleft Francefor a period exceedingsix months.
13-The holder hasbeenwithout work or regular income for six months.
C- The work permit has not been renewed. The holder of the CRO must
place an applicationfor its renewalwithin three monthsbeforeits expiry date.
The CRP, the Privileged Resident'sCard, can be cancelled if the holder is
subject to an expulsion order or by a decreeissuedby the Minister of Interior. The
CRP is automatically renewable.20 Refusal to renew, extend or withdraw a work
permit, has a direct effect on the residencepermit. This effect variesaccording to the
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a Temporary Residence Permit is immediately

type of the residence permit:

withdrawn; in the caseof an Ordinary ResidencePermit, it is withdrawn by the date
of its expiry. The Privileged Resident'sCard is not influenced by the withdrawal or
the cancellationof work permit. All three kinds of residencepermits are valid for the
21
French
territory.
whole
A new law of 1984has introduced two types of residencepermits. The first
type is valid for only one year, the secondtype is valid for ten yearsand is grantedto
foreigners who have residedin Francefor three years.22
The Belgian law provides two types of residence permits:
Entry in the Alien's

Register",

the "Certificate

which is valid for one year, and the "Alien

of

Identity

Card" with five years
23
Refusal to renew or extend a work permit does not
validity.
lead to the withdrawal
Permit

of a residence permit.

A foreign worker with an Establishment

can only be expelled

by a ministerial

must be approved

by an advisory

foreigner

Establishment
Belgium.

Permit is issued to foreigners

The Belgian law differentiates

expulsion.
Establishment

Expulsion
Permits.

is enforced
However,

decree and the decision

to expel a

for foreigners. 24 The

commission

in
legal
five
after
residence
years of

between two concepts: "sending home" and

against the foreigners

who are holders of the

refusal to renew a work permit may terminate

residence permit if the period of stay is limited

for special reasons, or it is limited

the duration

can be cancelled

public

of work.

order, national

The residence permits
security

or where there is a violation

a
to

on the grounds of

of the conditions

of

25
residence.
The German law establishes three different

types of residence permits.

The

first type is a Residence Permit valid for one year and can be renewed for two years.
An applicant for this type of residence permit must be in possession of an Ordinary
Work Permit. 26 The second type is a Residence Permit of Unlimited
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issuanceof this kind of residencepermit is subjectto theseconditions:
A- The applicant must have completed at least five years of continuous and
legal residencein the FRG.
B- The applicantmust have obtaineda SpecialWork Permit.
C- The applicantmust be able to expresshim/herself in German.
D- The applicant and the members of his/her family must have adequate
housing.
E- Children of the applicant, who are residing with him/her in Germany,must
enroll in one of the classesof compulsoryeducation.
Meeting
9! 1 the aboveconditionsdoesnot establish
a right to claim the Residence
Permit of Unlimited Period. The concernedadministrativeauthoritiesare empowered
with wide discretionary power in this respect. The residence Permit of Unlimited
Period is subjectto territorial and other conditions.27
The third kind of residence permit is the Permanent Residence Permit. A
foreigner who is applying for this type of residence permit must fulfil, in addition to
the above mentioned conditions, other conditions:
A- The applicant must have completed at least eight years of continuous and
legal residence in the FRG.
13-The applicant must take an oral and written examinations in German.
C- The applicant must prove that he/she has adapted to the German economic
life.
and social
restrictions

The holder

of this permit

is free from

although the permit may bear conditions.

geographical

and time

The holder of the Permanent

Residence Permit can only be expelled from Germany for serious crimes and offences
28
order.
public
against
C5
The holders of the first two types of residence permits can be expelled from
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the FRG on the groundswhich are listed in sections(8),(9),(10) of the German Law
on Aliens. The law provides that an alien has to leave the country if his residence
permit has expired. The German law enumerates eleven grounds for expulsion:
security reasons,conviction of aggravatedcrimes, taxation, customs,import-export
control, making any false statementsabout his personal or economic situation and
inability to supporthimself and his family. The presenceof foreignersmust not have
29
FRG.
interests
the
the
of
adverseeffects on
The Act of 1965 in the Netherlands

provides

for two types of residence

30
A Residence Permit which is valid for one year and is renewable for four
permits.
consecutive

periods

of one year each.

After

five years of continuous

residence, a foreign worker may apply for a Permit of Establishmen0l
of Establishment

The Permit

in
holder
Netherlands
for an indefinite
to
the
the
stay
enables

and the holder is free from the conditions
residence permit.

and legal

and restrictions

period

which are attached to the

The grounds for refusing to renew a residence permit are:

A- If the holder of a residence permit involuntarily

loses hisjob.

In this case,

he is allowed an extension for one year to find a new job.
B- If the passport of a foreigner expires within a year of his residence.
C- If the residence permit is granted for a specific purpose.
D- If the foreigner lacks financial means of living.
E- If he/she endangers public order.
The grounds for the revocation

of a Permit of Establishment

limited than those applicable to a residence permit.

are much more

The Establishment Permit may be

cancelled ifA- The holder moves his habitual residence to another country.
B- It is proved that the holder of the Permit of Establishment
representation to obtain it.
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The lack of financial means does not constitute grounds for the revocation of
an Establishment Perrnitý32

Family Reunifimtion

The Ordinance of 1945in Franceestablisheda legal right for family unification and
laid down conditions for the admission of migrant workers' families. The definition
of family includes:
A- Wives.
13-Sonsunder 18 years of age.
C- Daughter under21 yearsof age.
D- Ascendantsover 50 yearsold.
E- Collateralsor in laws if they are over 50 yearsof ageor under 18 for males
týl
and under21 for female03
At the beginning of 1970,with the downturn of the French economyand with
growing resentmentagainstmigrant workers, the French governmentin 1974banned
further recruitment of foreign workers and prohibited the admission of family
members of legal residents in France. This ban was lifted in 1976 because it
contradictedthe proclaimedaims of the stabilizationand integrationpolicie04
A Decreeenactedon 29 April defines the eligible family membersof migrant
workers to join them. The decree provides that the eligible members of a migrant
worker's family should be excludedfrom Francefor the following reasonsonly:
A- The foreigner who placesan application for family reunion has not legally
residedin Francefor at leastone year.
13-The foreigner'slack of financial resourcesto supporthis familey.
C- The foreigner's lack of adequatehousing.
0
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D- The medical examinationsshow that the family membersmight constitutea
dangerto public health.
E- The foreignersendangerpublic order.
F- The motive for entry to Franceis other than family unification.
The Decreeof 10 October 1977emphasizesthe last condition when the new
non-work condition to the families of migrant workers was added. The Counseil d'
Etat annulled the non-work condition on constitutional grounds. The judgement
is
for
to
the entry of the
that
the
entitled
set
up
conditions
stated
while
government
families of migrant workers, theseconditions should not violate the right to a normal
life, and the government may not by general measuresforbid the employment of
family membersof foreign residents.35
In the Belgian law, the family members of migrant workers must fulfil
specific conditions before they are allowed into the Belgian territory.

Migrant

workers who request their families to join them must have legally worked in Belgium
for at least three months. A foreign worker who is out of employment cannot request
his family to join him even if he has worked for three month&36 The members of
migrant workers families who are entitled to join migrant workers are the spouse and
divorced
is
is
21,
this
the
that
the
not
or
spouse
provided
age of
minor children under
legally separated. The definition of children includes natural and adopted children
who are dependent on migrant workers.

The access of migrant workers' family

family
The
is
the
to
age
of
members
members employment not granted automatically.
is
holding
foreign
type
the
the
the
are usually taken
worker
of
work card which
and
into account.

The general rule in this respect is that the members of a migrant

worker's family, who are living with him in Belgium and under the age of 15, are
entitled to a work permit regardless of the state of the labour market. They are issued
with work cards which are classified as A or C. In the case of a member of a migrant
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15 when the family hasbeenunited, the situation
the
worker family being
over
age
of
01
In
of the Belgian economycanjustify the refusal to issuea work card and the child has
to wait until his father is issuedwork card A. Family membersof a migrant worker
who is a holder of work card A are entitled to the samework card even if they have
37
intention
in
is
to
this
the
no
children's age not considered
work and
case.
The German law stipulates that a foreign worker must have worked legally for
three years in order to obtain a residence pen-nit for his family. The three year period
is reduced to one year in the case of workers who have been recruited under the terms
of a recruitment treaty. The definition of family includes children under the age of 16
38
The spouses of foreigners who have
the
and
spouse of a migrant worker.
immigrated as children or have been bom in the FRG cannot make use of the right to
family unification, unless the following conditions are met:

A- They havebeencontinuouslyresiding in Germanyfor at leasteight
Z5
years.
13-They havebeenmarried for more than one year.
C- Foreigners' children cannot be admitted to Germany if only one parent
lives in Germanyexceptorphansand the children of unmarriedcouples.39
From 1974, it was not possible for a member of a migrant worker family to
enter Germany for the purpose of employment. This condition was changed in 1976
when the government permitted migrant workers' families to obtain work permits if
they entered Germany before 30 November 1974. This deadline was extended to 31
December 1976. After this date the German government introduced a waiting period
of four years before the spouse of a migrant worker could apply for a work permit
and two years for the children of a migrant worker, unless they follow

a pre-

vocational training course. In this case they could obtain a work permit after the
completion of their courses. The competent authorities could waive the waiting
period according to the need of the labour markeL40
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The Netherlandslaw permits the spouseof a migrant worker and his minor
children to join him provided that they are dependenton him and they live with
himý41Children over 18 yearsof agemust provide statementsabout their pastrecord
and must go through medical examinations. A migrant worker who requests
unification with his family must fulfil the following conditions:
A- He must have been legally working and residing in the Netherlands for the
twelve months prior to applying for family unification, and must be able to prove that
he has a guaranteed job for another twelve months. This 24 months' employment
period does not apply to certain nationalities

namely, workers from Finland,

Morocco, Norway, Austria, Iceland, Sweden and Switzerland. 42
13- Adequate

housing

is a precondition

for the admission

of a migrant

worker's family.
The def-inition
categories:

family,

the normal

according

to the Netherlands

the extended

the husband of migrant woman tojoin

permitting

the wife of a migrant
provided

children

of family

extended

family

worker and his children

they are part of the family
points

to the members

family

by allowing

families

and, the uniting

his wife.

by

The normal family means

unit in the country

of a migrant

means, as has just been mentioned,

a husband of migrant woman tojoin

families

three

whether they are adopted or natural

dependent on him for support and constitute a family
Reuniting

law, includes

worker's

of origin.
family

The

who are

43
in
the
country of origin.
unit
a family

or families

reunited

his wife in the Netherlands provided

that:
A- The marriage has beencontractedat least 12 months before the husband's
arrival in the Netherlands.
B- The wife hasat her disposalthe financial meansto supporther family.44
In Switzerland a previous law stipulated 3 years period of residencebefore
a
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foreigner can request a unification with his family.

This period is reduced to 15

months. The family includes the wife of a migrant worker and his children under the
age of 18.45

The work and the residencepermit systemsin the studiedcountriesenablethe
administrative bodiesto control the occupationaland the geographicaldistribution of
migrant workers. The extensive discretionary power of these bodies, the vague
formulation of the legal texts and the conditions which are attachedto the renewal or
to the issuanceof work and residencepermits exacerbatethe vulnerability of migrant
workers and leave them to the vagariesof either the civil servantsin the local labour
offices, or to the immigration officers of the receiving States.
The French work card systempermits the refusal to renew a migrant worker's
work permit after 14 years of legal employment in France. The French system is
based on three work cards; card A which is valid for one year, card B with three
years validity and card C with ten years validity. The stateof the labour market can
justify the refusal to renew card C.
According to the Belgian law a migrant worker must accumulatefour yearsof
employment in a regular situation, in order that the stateof the labour market cannot
be invoked as a groundfor the rejection of the renewalof a work permit.
In Germanyfive yearsof legal employmententitles a migrant worker to apply
for a special work permit which protects a migrant worker from the labour market
test. The same period of five years is required by the Netherlands law.

In

Switzerland ten years of continuous and legal residence gives a migrant worker a
permanentresidencepermit which endsemploymentrestrictions.
The bodies which are responsible for the renewal of work permits in the
receiving countries can withdraw valid work permits. The Belgian law provides for
the withdrawal of valid work permits for the following reasons:
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A- If the worker obtainsit by meansof deceptionor false statement.
13-If the worker doesnot comply with the conditions of his work permit.
C- If the worker's employmentendangerspublic order or national security.46
The Netherlands law provides grounds for the withdrawal of a valid work
permit
A- If the alien is refusedleave to remain in the Netherlands.
13-If the worker obtainshis work permit by meansof false information.
C- If the work permit is not use&47
The German law provides
migrant

worker

has worked

for the withdrawal

without

of a valid work permit if a

48
This is in addition
a work permit.

to the

conditions which relate to the protection of the national labour force.
In France the law does not explicitly

provide

work permit, but a valid work permit can be withdrawn

for the withdrawal

of a valid

if a worker does not fulfil

the

49
his
to
conditions which are attached
work permit or on grounds of public order.
The legal provisions
equivocal

and restrictive

which govern the residence of foreigners

than the provisions

are not less

of the work permits particularly,

when

there is a link between the work permit and the residence permit. The acquirement of
a permanent
revocable
migrant

residence status or an establishment

rights to remain in the recipient
workers to a non-employment

permit

country.

does not guarantee non-

It confines

the expulsion

of

grounds, serious crimes and the notions of

public order and national security:
Immigrants or permanent residents status, it should be noted, does not
confer an absolute right to remain in any country. There is no differences
betweencountriesof immigration and other countries.50

Migrant workers may apply for a permanentresidencestatusbut they do not
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Migrant workers may apply for a permanentresidencestatusbut they do not
have a legal claim to this status. An exception to this rule is the new German law
which will be discussedat a later stage.
In addition to the fulfilment of a minimum legal and continuousresidencein
the receiving countries,migrant workers must meet other conditions. In Germanythe
conditions are related to the adaptation to the German economic and social way of
life. A migrant worker applying for a permanentresidencestatusmust take an oral
German,
German
in
to
and
must
prove a sufficient adaptation
and written examination
economic and social life, and his children must be enrolled in a compulsory
educationalclass.
The juridical notions of public order, national security and public interests
have not been defined in any specific way. They are liable to many different
interpretations by executive bodies which are equipped with a very extensive
discretionarypower.
The insecurity of migrant workers has beenfurther aggravatedby the return
policies of the receiving States.
The issue of security of residenceis of vital importance to migrant workers
law
declarations
do
international
human
rights
not
since
and
especially
public
in
foreigner
that
the
to
a country other than
a
can
claim
right
or
reside
enter
recognize
the country of his nationality.

The Social SecuHty Systems

Migrant workers fully contribute to the social security of the receiving countries,
although what they get in return does not correspond with their contribution. The
Germansocial security includes old agepension,health insurance,maternity benefits,
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51
benefits,
family
unemployment
sick pay and
allowances. Theoretically, migrant
workers are entitled to these benefits in the same way as German workers. The
migrant workers' entitlement to these benefits cease when they leave Germany.
Migrant workers receive child allowances as long as their children are residing in
Germany,the child allowancesare reducedif the children of migrant workers remain
in their home countries. Migrant workers in Germanycan claim unemploymentrelief
for one year, a reducedunemploymentbenefit is grantedto migrant workers if they
have valid residence permits and legal claim to work permits. Italian, Greek,
Yugoslav and Spanishworkers retain their unemploymentbenefitseven if they return
home.52
The Belgian law in this regard makes no distinction between national and
foreign workers, but it places restrictions on the payment of unemployment and
family benefits. These restrictions concern the number of children who are covered
by the social security and the sum which is paid to each child. Child benefits are
reduced to the applicable level in the country of origin. The allowances vary
according to the branch of economic activity in which the migrant worker is
employed. The result of this systemis that the children of Tunisian, Moroccan and
Turkish workers suffer from this discriminatory law.53
The French law has developedsimilar rules. Migrant workers' benefits from
the social security systemare dependenton the length of residencein France. If the
length of residencein France is less than five years, a migrant worker is entitled to
full reimbursementof the contribution he has made. If a foreign worker's residence
is between5-15 years he receivesan annuity. And if a foreign worker's residencein
France exceeds15 years he/sheis entitled to a pro rata pension.54 Foreign workers
in Francelose their right to old age insuranceand the industrial injury pensionif they
leave France. In the former casethey receive the equivalent of three yearsannuity in
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55
capital. The membersof a migrant worker's family who remain in the country of
origin receivereducedallowanceswhich are determinedeither by a specialagreement
56
in
to
the
the
or according
children's country of residence. An
applicable system
agreement between France and Morocco limited the number of children who are
57
four.
However, membersof migrant workers families
benefit
to
to
entitled child
58
in
benefits.
the
who remain
country of origin cannot obtain sicknessand maternity
In addition to satisfying these conditions, migrant workers must fulfil other
conditions:
A- They shouldregisteras seekingemploymentat a labour exchangeoffice.
B- They should not have been dismissed for a serious offense or have
voluntarily changedtheirjobs.
C- They should be physically fit.
D- They should be able to prove that they have worked for 150 days over the
previous twelve months. -59
These requirements
workers initially

if not discriminatory.

are restrictive

accept any job, then they voluntarily

more rewardingjobs.

Many

give up theirjobs

migrant

and change to

This phenomenon is quite noticeable in the building and public

work sectors where migrant workers start their employment

then they move to metal

60
industry.
the
work and
motor-car
In Switzerland

wages are high with
unemployment

voluntary

security

than other European countries.

problematic

coverage.

the social

low taxes.

system for migrant
Switzerland

It is an individual's

is a rich country
choice

to insure

is more
and the
against

and decide the kind of risks which he wants to cover and the extent of

Health insurance was voluntary

until 1977. Unemployment

and when this scheme became compulsory

year is limited

workers

insurance was

the number of insured days per

to 180 days. The old age insurance came into force in 1984.61 Only
Cý
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migrant workers who are the holders of permanent residence permits, for which a
migrant worker can apply after ten years of consecutive residence, can join the
unemploymentand old age insurancescheme. Foreign workers who are the holders
62
in
the
aboveschemes.
of yearly residencepermit cannotparticipate
The preceding study of the conditions and requirementsof the national legal
the social security systemsof the receiving Statesestablishesthe
Z5
systemsregarding
fact that migrant workers actually enhancethe functioning of thesesystemsandreveal
their disadvantagedposition.
Migrant workers, while they contribute in full to social security, receive less
allowancesthan the national workers. The size of family allowancesis linked to what
is paid in the countries of origin. The number of migrant workers' children who are
covered is also limited to four in most cases. It is estimated that the French
Algerian
francs
II
families living in Algeria; if these
to
paid
million
government
families have been resident in France,the French government would have paid 76
franm63
French
In
1974
the
governmentfroze the payment of child benefits
million
to Algerians. The condition which the French government stipulated in order to
Algeria
that
the
renounceany claim to the outstandingamount
payments
was
resume
64
had
been
frozen.
which
These social security systems permit the receiving States to make a huge
saving, particularly in the light of the fact that large families remain in their home
countries. It is not surprising that immigration laws stipulate various conditions to
hinder family reunion. Many migrant workers lose their social security benefitsifA- They leave the country where they work.
13-Their work or residencepermits have beenwithdrawn.
C- They do not fulfil the required period of work or residency.
The presenceof migrant workers should have prompted changesin the social
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security systems of the receiving countries to alleviate the unfair implications of the
territorial basis of the social security laws in order to bring the proclaimed formal
from
its rhetorical phase into its
between
equality
native workers and migrant workers
actual practice.

FW-edom of Expression and Association

The restrictions on migrant workers are not confined to employment, residence and
social security benefits.

Several restrictions

are imposed on the freedom of

Migrant
bound
by the concept of political
workers
are
association.
and
expression
from
any acts which are deemed to have a political nature.
must
refrain
neutrality and
The different

legal provisions of the receiving countries have not established

between
differentiate
to
political and non-political acts. Freedom of
normative criteria
human
right as early as 1789, but it was not until 1981
as
a
was
recognized
opinion
legislator
in
French
directed
by
the
the
associations
classified
workers
migrant
when
in
Migrant
French
the
associations.
workers who are active members
same rank as
trade unions will be expelled on the grounds that they do not respect the political
bound.
Paul
foreigners
in
French
territory
the
to
are
residing
which
all
neutrality
Legard expressesthis fact in a straightforward manner.
Nowhere do the texts formally forbid aliens from engaging in political
activities.

But here the texts matter little.

The practice is the most

important. In France no text prohibits aliens from engaging in political
activities, but the minister of the interior each time has to justify an
expulsion replies that the alien expelled failed to full-ill the obligation of
65
in
France.
imposed
political neutrality
on all aliens residing

The Belgian constitution, while recognizing the freedom of opinion for
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Alien
Act
1980
The
freedom
to
the
of
everyone,reserves
of association nationals.
66
freedom
to
recognizesthe
of association aliens.
In Germany the Foreigners'law of 1965statesthat:
Foreigners will enjoy all basic rights except the basic rights of freedom of
assembly, freedom of association, freedom of movement and freedom of
choice of occupation, place of work and place of education and protection
from extrudition abroad-67

Paragraph6 (2) of the Alien Act statesthat the political activities of aliens can
be limited or prohibited if this is necessary as a measure of protection against
disturbancesof public order, security, or against impairment of the formation of the
Germany,
Republic
for
in
Federal
the
of
or;
other mattersof substantial
will
political
68
Germany.
Federal
Republic
of
concernto the
Article 9 of the NetherlandsConstitution grants the freedom of assemblyand
69
limit
law.
the
to
the
within
of
associations every residentalien
The Swiss law representsan extremely prohibitive provision regarding the
issues
foreigners
forbids
It
to
at open
on
political
speak
political activities of aliens.
be
from
that
they
might
must refrain
saying anything
or private meetings and
interpretedas interferencein internal Swissaffairs:70
The legal provisionsregardingmigrant workers in the receiving countriesmay
justify Carr6 Malberg's statementon the statusquo:
If the police state is that in which administrative authority may arbitrafily
and with more or less complete freedom of decision apply all the measures
for which it wishes to take initiative, to meet circumstancesand to attain at
any moment the objectives it chooses, if this police state is based on the
idea that the end suffices to justify the means, then it is indisputable that
foreignersin Franceare living under sucha regime.71
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This statementis valid for other recipient States.
The legally and socially inferior statusof migrant workers is the legacy of the
policies of these States. The legal systems are responsible for this status. The
receiving countries are defacto immigration countries despitethe official statements
that they are not immigration countries. The law-makers and politicians of the
recipient countrieshavenot acceptedthis fact. The main focus of theselaws is on the
employment character of migrants and on the temporarinessof migration. Miller
comesto sucha conclusionand saysthat:
By focusing on these avenues, we will consider something perhaps more
important

than the employment

characteristic,

remittance,

sending

propensities, and return plans of migrants, among other habitual themes of
studies of foreign labour in Western Europe: How do political systems and
migrants themselves react to policies that allow millions of individuals to
live and work indefinitely

in democratic societies on a discriminatory,

legally inferior basis?72

The New German

Law on Foreigners'

Residency

For 25 years,foreigners' residencein West Germany was regulatedby the 1965Act
which marks the beginning of immigration. This Act was distinguishedby the broad
discretionary powers vested in the State administration. Questions relating to
foreigners' residency were therefore the concern of (Landers) whose decrees
(Verwaltungsrichtlinien)were alteredto suit the newly arising situations.
The new Act was adoptedon April 26 1990by Bundestagand was confirmed
on May 11 1990by Bundesrat. It came into force within the entire unified territory
on I January 1991.
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This Act, unlike the 1965 Act, seeks to resolve, at a federal level, the
questionsrelating to entry to the territory, residenceand deportation. It is also an Act
that consolidatesthe conditionsof residenceand family life of foreignersin Germany.
Although this Act is mainly concernedwith the stabilizationof a large number
of foreign immigrants in Germany, particularly by introducing an "earlier"
naturalization process(Erleichterte Einbiirgerung) accessibleto young foreigners.
One can immediately pinpoint that the State control system is broadened and
strengthened,and, simultaneously, more measuresto ensureobtaining satisfactory
stableresidencepermits,are outlined.
The 1965Act was enactedat a time when a demandfor immigrant labour was
emerging, and therefore,it did not make any provisions for many immigration issues
last
developed
during
25
the
years. Moreover, the Act provided for a
were
which
immigration
unstable
status.
relatively

The Recognition of a Right to Reside

Any foreigner who is neither a national of a member State of the European
community, nor employedby a diplomatic authority or an international organization,
nor situated within Germanjurisdiction, has to apply for a residencepermit before
entering the Germanterritory. This residencepermit is in the form of a visa stamped
on the applicant'spassport. The Interior Minister reservesthe right to determine,by
a decree, which forei 9ners are dispensedfrom the obligation of seeking such an
B
authorization:
Although a residence permit, as a rule, is valid within the whole federal
territory, its territorial validity, nevertheless, can be subsequently limited. It is
granted for a limited period if, and only if, the conditions required by law are
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satisfied. It can also be grantedfor an indefinite period:74
The conditions laid down for its renewal are the sameas those required for a
first application. The first application, as well as the extensionof a residencepermit
is linked to a certain number of conditions which can be subsequently modified,
especiallyas far as the prohibition or limitation of exercisinga professionalactivity is
75
concerned.
The 1990Act clearly providesthat the residencepermit is an absoluteright for
certain categories of foreigners. The residence permit might be refused only if a
foreigner has enteredthe Germanterritory without the necessaryvisa, or with a visa
but without notifying the appropriate authority beforehand, i. e. OverseasBureau.
Other cases when the residence permit is refused are when the entrant is not a
his
is
doubt
holder,
there
national identity, or he/shehas no right to enter
or
passport
deported
has
been
or
already
anothercountry,
or refusedentry to Germany.76
According to the 1965 Act, the residence of a foreigner "should not counter
the West Germany interests". This provision was applied for the different existing
types of residence permit

and was interpreted

by the State, using its own

discretionary powers, to justify a number of restrictions related to the family life and
foreign
The
1991
introduced
fundamental
Act
has
a
of
workers.
change
employment
of attitude as regards immigration in Germany; for this provision does not concern,
from January 1991, foreigners who have the right to sojourn in the country.

It is

therefore clear that the right to sojourn is guaranteed to foreigners who have obtained
the indefinite residence permits, to foreign spouses and children of German nationals,
and to foreigners who have obtained the right to return to Germany. It eventually
takes into consideration the permanent settling of foreign workers and their families in
Germany.
Any foreigner who wants to reside for more than three months in Germany in
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the hopeof taking up paid employmentcan obtain a residencepermit by an ordinance
of the Interior Minister.

The permit, however, might be limited to certain

professions, certain jobs and certain categories of foreigners. The legislator also
77
limit
the time validity of the permit:
reservesthe right to
This provision illustrates a situation that has its existence before 1973, the
labour
immigration.
the
the
of
year which marked
end

This provision permits

Germany to recruit foreign labour for temporary period only and, it inhibits the
from
obtaining a permanent residence status. Foreigners entering
recruited workers
Germany by virtue of this paragraph are required to leave Germany if they are no
longer needed within the labour market.

This Act preserves, by virtue of this

paragraph, a method which permits the recruitment of (Gastarbeiter),

in order to

institute a genuine rotation system of labour force, if ever the need arises.

Diversity

of Residence Permits

Unlike the 1965 Act which made provisions for three different types of residence
for
limited
indefinite
to
a
period
authorization
sojourn
or
an
period,
permits:
(befristete und undefristete aufenthaltserlaubnis), and the residence permit
(Aufenthallsberechtigung), the 1990 Act has introduced two more permits: The
ResidencePermit and Leave to Remainin the country.

The Residence Permit

This status permits a foreigner to sojourn for a temporary definite purpose. A
residence permit is issued for a period of two years, and can be extended for two
years if the purpose of sojourn is not yet achieved. However, a foreigner cannot
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renew his residence permit for another purpose without having left the German
territory for at least one year.
A foreign spouseof a residencepermit holder can obtain a ResidencePen-nit
in order to establishand maintain conjugal life on a condition that the spousesshould
be able to meet their financial needswithout recourseto social benefits, and if they
havea matrimonial home within the required standard.Their children can also obtain
a renewablesojourn permit if one of the parentsis either deador divorced.

Leave to Remain

This statusconcernsforeigners who are unable to obtain other residencepermits by
for
humanitarian
but
the
required conditions,
reasonsof utmost urgency,or
reasonof
to guaranteeGerman interests, they have the right to enter or reside in Gen-nany.
Their children and spousesequally obtain the leave to remain permits in order to
78
life:
family
their
establishand maintain
A leave to remain is only available to foreigners who satisfy asylum
51
Convention
Paragraph
by
Geneva
July
1951.
28
of the
of
conditions as stated
German law adopts the wording of Article 33 of the Geneva Convention. It states
that personswho are politically persecutedshould not be refusedentry to Germany.
A leave to remain is for a limited
long as the obstacles that prevented
origin

persist.

A foreigner

period of two years, and it is extended as

the foreigner

who has acquired

obtain a residence authorization

for an indefinite

required conditions.

76

from returning

leave-to-remain

to his country

of

for eight years can

period, only if he complies with the
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Gradation of ResidencePertuits AcqubW by Right

Residenceof a foreigner who obtains the permit by right is regulated by a graded
system permitting a progressive consolidation of residence according to certain
criteria, namely, period of residence,employment and private resources.

1st

Stage:

Residence

Authorization

for

a Limited

Period (Befristete

Aufenthallserlaubnis)
This type of residence permit is granted in the form of an authorization to sojourn
if
it
is
is
basic
not related to a definite purpose. A foreigner who has
permit,
a
which
the right to reside is bound to obtain this status when he arrives in Germany. Access
to a more stable status is, however, conditional on compliance with certain legal
requirements.

2nd Stage: ResidenceAuthorization for an Indefinite Period of Time (Unbefristete
Aufenthalsgenehmigung)
A residence authorization for a limited period is usually extended to one of an
indefinite period of time (Unbeftistete Aufenthalsgenehmigung)if a foreigner is a
holder of a temporary authorization for 5 years,a special work permit, and the other
his
to
authorizations
related
professional activities, as well as a home
necessary
within the required German standard; has acquired a good command of at least
spokenGermanand he/sheis not subjectto deportation.
In caseswhere a foreigner is neither employednor hasa professionalactivity,
the residenceauthorizationis extendedfor an indefinite period only if he can meet his
needsby his own private meansand savings,or he is a beneficiary of unemployment
benefit. The residenceauthorization in the latter casemight be again limited if the
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interestedforeigner is unableto prove within threeyearsthat he can meet his needsby
a professional occupation. The residence authorization for an indefinite period
constitutesa personalstatusunder which deportation is only permissible for serious
reasonsconduciveto the public good.

3rd Stage: ResidencePermit (Aufenthaltsberechtigung)
This residencepermit is neither limited in time nor can be subjectedto any particular
restriction. It is grantedafter 8 years of residenceon the condition that the foreigner
in
with
certain
requirements
complies
addition to those laid down for residence
authorization for indefinite period of time, namely, a foreigner should not be
unemployed, should have contributed to a pension schemeor an equivalent scheme
for at least 60 months, and must not have been convicted for 6 months in prison
within the last three years.
The new Act establishesand recognizesa right to reside for foreigners. This
be
can
obtained through progressive stages and it is subject to integration
right
A
foreigner
can obtain a more stablestatusonly if he proves his professional
criteria.
linguistic
integration,
and
and also resides in a reasonableaccommodation which
satisfiesthe requiredstandardin German. Thesecriteria are more clearly defined than
has previously been the case, and they are applied at the federal level. For this
reason, they become even more restrictive; for the 1990 Act has also introduced
measuresthat permit the authorities in charge of applying the immigration laws to
obtain information on foreigners either through themselves or the concerned
authorities.79
The new Act submits, however, every single consolidation

of residence to the

requirement of not being subject to deportation. 80
Any foreigner

whose residence

in Germany

78

jeopardizes

the security

and
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be
Germany
deported.
in
danger
interests
can
of
public order or puts
major
However, the deportation decision should take into consideration the length of
residence,the personaland economic links in Germany as well as the consequences
that decision may have on the interested foreigner family members living in
Germany.81
Section46 of the GermanLaw clearly provides for a certain number of major
jeopardy
freedom,
deportation:
democratic
leading
to
of
and security process
reasons
in Germany,pursuit of political aims by using or proclaiming violence, procurement
and prostitution, use of hard drugs and refusal of treatment, endangermentof the
for
long
being
homeless
health
a
or
period of time, resorting to social benefits
public
to meet his and his family's basic needs.
The new Act specifies the categoriesof foreigners who are beneficiaries of a
particular protection against deportation. These categories are: political refugees,
foreigners who live family with a German family, foreigners born or who came to
Germany when they were minors, holders of the residence authorization for an
indefinite period of time and of the residencepermit.82
However, foreigners concerned by this provision remain, as a general rule,
in
for
least
in
deportation
if
5
the case
to
they
or,
are
convicted
years
prison
at
subject
83
in
of recidivism, at least for 8 years prison altogether.
Comparing the permits stated in the 1965 Act with those of 1990 Act, one
might suggestthat the residencepermit of 1965 correspondshenceforthto the rights
and the criteria of accessto a residenceauthorization for an indefinite period. The
meaning of this is that foreigners are able to acquire, after 5 and not after 8 years of
residence, a status which protects them from deportation. Moreover, this permit
allows the spousesand children of interested foreigners to acquire a personal and
independentstatusfrom the family unit.
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One might consider, however, naturalization as the ultimate degree of the
gradedpermits system,becauseit is the only permit that protectsthe foreigners from
deportation,and establishesequality betweenthe naturalizedGermansand the native
Germansas far as rights are concerned. The right to reside in Germany confers on
the foreigner only the tight to obtain a residencepermit, for the work permit is always
granted separately. However, the above status may only become more stable if a
is
integration
clearly established.
progressive
Although a foreigner in Germany may henceforth easily obtain a more
consolidated status,it is interesting to underline that no changeshave been made to
the fundamental conception of the German State which permits, only with some
difficulties, integrationwith the nationalcommunity.

The Right to Family Unity

The new Act determinesthe conditions of family unity in harmony with Article 6 of
the Constitutional Law which guaranteesthe right to a family life. The family
members(spouse,children and in exceptionalcasesother membersof the family) of a
foreigner, who is resident in Germany, may obtain a residence permit in order to
in
family
Germany.
family
However,
the
the
and
maintain
unity
establish
members
can obtain a residence authorization if, and only if, the foreigner is a holder of
residenceauthorizationor residencepermit, owns a houseof the standardrequired by
the Germanhousingauthorities,and is able to meet the basic needsof the family by a
84
his
by
vocational activity or
proper meansand savings.
The new Act clearly provides that a residencepermit cannot be granted if a
foreigner resortsto social security to meet his own, or any of his family's needs.

80
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Indepeniknee of the Spouses' Status

The foreign spouseof a foreigner obtains a residencepermit by right if the general
conditionsof family unity are respectedin thesesituations:the foreigner is a holder of
a residencepermit and is married before immigrating to Germany. A foreigner who
is born or arrived in Germany at a time when he was a minor, he should be a holder
of a residencepermit for an indefinite period.
The extension of the permit is not subjected afterwards to the conditions of
family unity. After 5 yearsof residencethe spouse'spermit can also be extendedfor
an indefinite period, and after 8 yearsas a residencepermit without being a holder of
a work pen-nitand without justification of contribution to a pensionscheme.
The spouse'sstatusis directly linked to the statusof the other party as long as
it is not extendedfor an indefinite period.
The Act clearly definesthat the spouse'sstatusmay becomepersonal,in case
of divorce after 4 (exceptionally 3) years' residencein Germany, or in caseof death
of the foreigner when the marriage relationship still exists in Germany, if the
interested foreigner is a holder of a residence permit and he is not subject to
deportation.85
Another positive modification consists of abolishing the observation of a
period of at leasta year after marriagebefore the foreigner will be able to bring his/her
spouse to Germany. This administrative measure, which is enacted to prevent
marriages of convenience between foreigners, has been abolished because it
contradictsthe right to a family life guaranteedby the Germanconstitutionallaw.

Foreigwml Childrejfs Right to Rcs;
i& and Retum to Gennany
Children who join their foreign parents residing in Germany have the right to
a
tý

81
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residencepermit if they are under 16 years of age, one of the parentscomplies with
the conditions of family unity, and the other parent is also authorized to reside in
Germanyunlessit is decidedthat the parentsare not married or divorced.
Children who have been bom in Germany or resided lawfully for at least 5
in
the
without
considering
requirements
yearsobtain residencepermits
stated Section
17 of the law, with the exception of the one concerned with resorting to social
welfare. The residencepermits are extendedas long as either the father or the mother
who has custody of the child is a holder of a residencepermit. The child's residence
if
it
independent
is extendedfor an indefinite period at the
becomes
status
an
permit
time when the child reachesthe age of majority, or he is a beneficiary of the right to
return.
The residence permit is extended for an indefinite period without even
considering the specific requirements,notably those stated in paragraph24 if, and
only if, the child is a holder of the relevant authorization at least for 8 years by the
time he reachesthe ageof 16.
Section 24 of the new Act requires certain conditions for the extension of a
residence permit. These conditions are: the child must be a holder of a residence
permit for at least 8 years before reaching the age of 18, should be able to meet
his/her basic needs by him/her self, or is receiving a vocational or educational
training.86
The residence permit for an indefinite
cases: the child of the foreigner

period can only be refused in three

is subject to deportation,

the last 3 years to 6 months imprisonment,

he/she is sentenced within

or he/she cannot satisfy his/her material

needs without resorting to social security unless he is a vocational trainee or student.
The residence permits under the 1965 Act were granted only for children
the age of 16. According

to the 1990 Act, however, they are obligatory

82

at

from the date
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of birth.
As regards the children who have the right to reside, the permits are
6
birth
if
be
The
within
months
after
should
requested
permit
automatically granted.
it is not obtainableby right.
The introduction of the residenceright and the possibility of obtaining the
indefinite
foreigners
for
the
period
will
young
acquire a
an
enable
residencepermit
relatively stable status, a status which makes them independentfrom their parents
from the ageof 16.
The new Act institutes resolutely the right of residenceto foreign children
born and/or studied in Germany. The right to return granted to young foreigners
foreigner
towards
residentsin Germany.Ir
reflects a changeof attitude
Any foreign minor whose residence is regular and lawful in Germany has the
A
Germany.
is
to
to
permit
residence
granted if he has lawfully resided in
return
right
Germany for at least 8 years and studied in a German school for at least 6 years or
he
by
degree.
be
In
his
to
a
must
other
respects,
obtained a
able
meet
own needs
vocational activity or by a financial support of a third person who should commit
himself for a5 year period. The application should be submitted at least 5 years after
he has left Germany and after he attains 15 years of age and before reaching the age
of 21.88
The residence permit might be refused if a foreigner is subject to deportation.
The extension of the permit is not contingent on any condition concerning his
financial means.89
The

same section

provides

that a foreigner

who

receives

a pension

from

a

German institution can obtain a residence permit if he has lawfully resided in
Germany

for at least 8 years.

The new provision

concerns

young

foreigners

83

who have been born or resided
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for a number of years in Germany but are obliged to return home with their parents
when the latter decide to go back to their country of origin. It is clear that the
legislator, by virtue of the right to return, seemsto take into considerationthe fact that
young foreignerswho haveattendedschoolin Germanymight have establishedsocial
and cultural links which are indeed affective to the point that they wish to return to
Germanyindependentfrom their parents.
The processof socialization is gaugedin terms of education. The integrating
role of extra-family socialization and educationare, for the first time in the history of
immigration in Germany,recognizedfrom this social-culturalperspective.

NahumEmtion
The new Act provides for the possibility of acquiring the German nationality for two
foreigners.
first
The
category includes those who are enrolled for an
of
categories
in
Germany.
degree
The secondcategory includes foreigners
course
or
educational
who have been living in Germany for a long period of time. The German word
"Erleichterte Einbugerung", i. e. "early naturalization", representsa procedure of
naturalization soonerthan was previously allowed and at lower costs.
A foreigner agedbetween 16 and 23 who appliesfor naturalizationobtainsthe
German citizenship if. he relinquishes his nationality of origin and, he has lived in
Germany for eight years and, has been studying for six years four years of which
must be in an institution of generaleducationand, he is not convictedof an offence-90
The second category includes the foreigners who have been living in
Germany for a long period of time. A foreigner who has lived in Germany for 15
years and applies for naturalization till 31/12/1995 gets it if. he relinquishesor loses
his nationality of origin and, if he is not convicted of an offence and, he is able to
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91
benefits.
for
his
family
provide
without claiming social security or unemployment
Even if the period of residence is less than 15 years with his wife and children, they
can still be naturalized.

The costsof "early naturalization" are up to 100 DM which is relatively small
if
of
money
one considers that the costs of other naturalization procedures
sum
75%
foreigner
the
of
without
a
general
rule,
monthly
salary
of
a
as
represent,
t:1
exceeding5000 DM.
One can simply state that relinquishing the nationality of origin is a
for
acquiring the Germannationality. However,the
condition
necessary
precondition
new Act statesthat the possibility of multiple nationalities when relinquishing the
difficult.
is
origin
extremely
of
nationality
Some groups of foreigners who are exemptedfrom such a condition are the
foreign
Finally,
national who completesthe military servicecan
a
political refugees.
be exemptedfrom revoking his nationality of origin, if most of his studieshave been
in
has
in
Germany,
living
the
reached
age
of
completed
military service while
Germanyand got usedto the Germanlife style.92
Establishing a right to naturalization for foreigners living in Germany for a
long period of time and their children is a significant step forward in the German
political andjudicial conception. By stressingthe residenceand/or study variable, the
Germanlegislator hasexpressedhis political will not to retain the classicalvariable of
the right to territory, which reservesthe nationality to the place of birth.
It is easier for a young foreigner to get German nationality than leave to
remain. In the processof naturalization,a young foreigner will not be askedto prove
that he is self-sufficient, and whether he has contributed towards his pension. Thus,
the law clearly, favours the acquisition of the Germannationality for foreigners who
are agedbetween 16 and 23.
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The "early naturalization" has concrete advantagesfor those who want to
benefit from it. Naturalization was the exception and implied the adoption of the
German identity. With the right to naturalization, it becamelegitimate to keep the
different ethnic identities while enjoying the rights of nationals.93
The new Act has introduced important
of attitudes

towards foreigners.

new provisions which reflect a change

The first is the introduction

family
the
to
the
to
right
stay,
right
rights:

of new categories of

unity, and the right to return to Germany.

The second is "early naturalization".
The leave to remain does not automatically
because of the conditions

lead to a permanent stay. It is

of access to the consolidated

status that the German

legislator exerts control on the economic, social and political

little, if any, flexibility.

The conditions are clearly stated, thus, allowing
State has, according
conditions.
consolidation

has, in one way or another,

of his status.

The change, therefore,

of welcoming

Introducing
foreigners
and

to this new law, the means to observe fulfilling

A foreigner

German principle

living

integration of foreigners.

for these

to prove that he deserves

does not extend to the basic

others.

the right to naturalization

and its low cost for young foreigners

in West Germany for a long period of time marks Germany's

change of attitude towards foreigners.

This change is of significant

the measures taken derive from the exclusive ethnic orientation
to the German nationality.
ethnic unity.

The German

importance

(volkisch)

since

of the right

The unity of the German society is no longer based on

The right to the German nationality

the beginning of the century. 94
01
1-5
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saw an opening gap, immune since
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Concluding Remarks

The aboveanalysisof the national laws of the recipient Statesclearly establishesthat
the national legislatorsand the policy makersof the receiving Statesview the presence
legal
in
The
terms
only.
social,
cultural
and
problems
workers
economic
migrant
of
which have beenpointed out in this chapterare, largely, ignored.
Eric Thomaspoints out that: "The law comesto the assistanceof the economy
by regulatingthe mobility of immigrants within the economicstructures".95
While writers on international migrant labour unanimously agree that
"economicfactorsplay a much more important role than humanitarianor socialvalues
in the shapingof immigration policy", the exact impact of the economic approachon
immigration laws is not critically explored-96 This is mainly due to the fact that the
issue
the
of
studies
regarding
of migrant labour are mainly carried out
vast majority
by economists, politicians or sociologists. The involvement of legal writers and
lawyers in the formation of migration policies can be considered as a recent
97
phenomeon.
The nature of economic reasoning is essentially different from the legal
by
is
the
controversial and often conflicting theories
economy
surrounded
reasoning;
how
like
inflation,
deal
fundamental
to
and
recession
with
very
concepts
regarding
98
its
This
unemployment.
natureof economyundermines normative rule.
The former exposition demonstratesthat the changesin the immigration laws
of the receiving Statesare exclusively linked to the speculations about economic
immigration
the
well-defined
and
requirementsand affirms
absenceof any planned
policies:
Largely as a consequenceof economic factors, the last ten years have seen
noticeable liberalisation of immigration rules. The rapidity which the
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migratory movement has developed over the last five years provides the
most tangible evidence of this trend. However, since thesechangesdid no
more than reflect in legal form the increasingly pressing needsof national
economies they could not form the basis of an over-all, coherent
immigration policy: the most that was achieved was the framing of
manpowerpolicies. The fairly widespreadfailure to foreseethe social affects
of immigration led to the crystallisation in some countries, Switzerland for
example, of situations which today are regardedas particularly serious and
even as a threat to the vital interests of the nation...This swing from a
liberal but too economic conception to a restrictive conception is in itself a
clear sign of the wide range of difficulties in the setting up of a coherent
immigration policy. 99

The muddle about the objectives of immigration

policies still persists:

100
integration
or voluntary repatriafion?
assimilation,
The presence of migrant labour in the receiving States cannot be exclusively
treated in economic terms; it involves more than the regulation of migrant labour as a
production factor. Tojustify

base
migration laws on economic grounds is bound
and

to exasperatethe legal insecurity of migrant workers:
Attempts to explain the behaviour of the legal institutions, and of the
people operating or affected by them, on economic grounds must fail
because,surely, much more than rational maximizing is involved in such
behaviour.101

As has emphasized in this chapter, migration
C,
always raises complicated issues

which cannot be solved by the logic of economicsalone. The defacto settlementof
15 million migrant workers and their dependents generates ethical and social
problems which cannot be solved by mathematical formulae. Miller seesthat the
settlement of migrant workers and their families in the recipient societiesas "micro
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homelandsocieties transplantedto WesternEurope." I(Y2
...
The increasinghostility and number of racial attackson ethnic minorities are
tn'
l()3
by
inputs.
factors
sustained economic
mainly attributed to cultural-social
Bohning writes:
lest the impression arises that I view international migrants merely in
functional terms, as another commodity, and in order to point out the
peculiarity of international migration, may I say briefly that the movements
of people strike deepchords and in doing so touch off conflicting emotions,
thus inevitably creating tensions...On the other hand, the appearanceof
newcomersin a society ordinarily raisesmaterial anxietiesand often setsoff
104
defence
hostility.
mechanismsor even
ethnic or racial

It has been outlined in this chapter that the immigration policies of the
fundamental
based
States
the
is the temporarinessof
that
on
are
assumption
receiving
eý
the migratory process. The receiving Statesin the post SecondWorld War period
labour
by
t5
to
shortages,
specific
alleviate
national
in
sought
sectorsof employment,
tý

import
foreign
labour.
to
resorting
1:1

fill thesejobs with foreign workers admitted not for settlementbut
could
...
for the specific purpose of filling the supposedly temporary gaps on the
labour market.105
These assumptions of the temporariness
employment
Migrant

in the recipient

workers

of migrant labour presence and their

States were enshrined

were issued with temporary

in the national

work and residence permits,

were revoked or extended at the discretion of the administrative
of the rotation

principle

and the fundamental

from single men to de facto
tý'

settlement

law systems.
which

bodies. The erosion

in
the structure of migration
changes

of millions

workers
of foreign
11)

with their

dependentshardly introduced correspondingchangesin the immigration policies of
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the receiving States.The official policies of the receiving Statesremain what they are:
they are not immigration countriesand they are not legally or morally obliged to grant
foreign labour migrant status:
It is very paradoxical of European migrations today that millions of people
are living in foreign countries but arc not designatedas immigrants; neither
do thesecountries seethemselvesas immigration countries.106

The receiving countries' policies, despite the defacto settlement of migrant
formation
dependents
the
their
and
of non-nationalethnic minorities, are
workers and
still constructed on the proposition that migrant workers will return home. This
attitude is employed to resist any changesin the presentlegal structureand to diffuse
the growing anxiety and hostility of the public towardsmigrants:
0
The myth of return is more than a dream; it remains a powerful ideology
that senes a useful function for all participants and is reinforced by existing
legal and political arrangementsbetweenhost and sendingcountries.IM

The major reasonfor the insecurity of migrant workers is not attributed to
their economic function in the receiving Statesbut to the national legal systems. It is
true that the push and pull factors activated international labour migration, but this
migratory process could not have occurred without legal rules that permit nonnational workers to enter, reside and work in countries other than their own. It has
beenemphatically maintainedin this chapterthat the immigration laws of the studied
States are characterized by the vaguenessof their terminology, by the extensive
t5
tý'
discretionarypowersof the national immigration authoritiesand the multiplicity of the
legal texts which are:
for the persons concerned, in casu the immigrant
not
always
accessible
...
and his adviser. Some sources,such as administrative circulars, are not even
published, although they sometimes contain important interpretative
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guidelines. It is clear that all these elements do not contribute to legal
security, certainly not when it becomes clear from the application of a
interpreted,
be
flexibly
time
text
the
that
can
at
one
and
same
one
regulation
fluctuations
literally,
the
to
time
of the political
according
at
another
and
legal
Clarity
the
transparency
of
sources,
and
and economic situation.
discretionary
democratic
implies
the
powers of the
control
of
which also
legal
for
the
effective
of
sine
qua
non
assurance
conditio
are
a
authorities,
108
immigrants.
assistanceto the

Bohning points out that the broad discretionary powersenjoyed by the bodies
imprecise
laws
immigration
the
and
wording of theselaws make them
administering
"vulnerable to abuseand inconsistent,unpredictable application". 109 Examplescan
be cited from the studiednational laws; "adequateaccommodation","adaptationto the
Germancultural and economiclife", the non-involvementin "political activities". The
last concept i. e. the concept of political neutrality is the most equivocal and
housing
Migrant
protests
against
workers'
one.
working
and
conditions
problematic
interpreted
liable
be
to
aspolitical acts:
situation,are
In France, foreign workers are specifically enjoined to maintain "political
neutrality." Thesebroad restrictions,which are open to wide, even arbitrary,
interpretation by officials (e.g.the police or the ministries of Interior and
Justice), render every form of foreign worker political involvement
problematical.

As what constitutes disruption of the public order or

by
foreign
is
formally
to
any
act
specified,
not
political
neutrality
adherence
in
disruption
be
violation of
or
as
construed
worker conceivably could
political neutrality.

110

The intricate problem of formulating an adequate definition of political
by
factors:
is
interference
limit
by
two
to
neutrality
an arbitrary
officials, exacerbated
A- The "politicization of non-political issues":
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foreign workers criticism of housing or working conditions, in the
any
...
form of a strike, for example, is far more likely to elicit police reaction than
it would be the case if citizens were involved.

The factor of police

intervention politicizes matters that might otherwise be seen as social
issues.III

13-The decisionstaken by the national administrativeauthoritiesin exerciseof
their discretionary powersto deport or restrict aliens' rights, which are claimed to be
basedon national security or national interests or on public order grounds, are not
subjectto judicial review.
It is arguedin the precedingparagraphthat the immigration laws are liable to
be abused by the administrative authorities executing these laws for four major
reasons:
A- The vaguenessof their wording.
Z:o
en
13-The extensivediscretionarypowersof the national immigration authorities.
C- The multiplicity

of the legal texts: regulations, guidelines and

administrativecirculars.
D- The confusionabout the objectivesof the national migration policies of the
studied States.
Legomsky arguesthat courts' decisions in casesinvolving immigration laws
are profoundly influenced by external non-legal factors: "factors other than legal
reasoning formally offered in the opinions frequently contribute to judicial
decisions." 112Among thesefactors are public attitudes towards immigrants, social,
political,

and economic factors, judoes' personal backgrounds and judges'

perceptionsof their roles in the legal systems. The "elasticity of the textual language
providesevenmore room in which the mixed ideological attitudescan operate":
C)
The other set of influences is external The argument will be a specific
...
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application to the immigration casesof the increasingly well-acceptedview
that various factors not typically appearing in courts' opinions contribute
heavily to the results. Among these factors are several that deserve
consideration in the context of immigration: the personal backgroundsand
political attitudes of the judges; thejudges'own perceptionsof their roles in
the legal system; and the political forces-'political' here being used in its
broadestsenseto encompasssocial and economic forces as well- prevailing
in society at the time casesare decided.113

Migrant labour now is a major political issue. The successof anti-immigrant
in
Europe,
Western
the Front National in France, the neo-nazi
parties
political
National Democratic party in Germany,the Belgian neo-Fascistparty, and the Centre
is
intensify
Netherlands,
bound
in
to
the
the pressureon both thejudiciaries and
party
the administrations.114
This chapter has attempted to demonstratesome of the deficiencies and the
defectsof the national legralsystemsregarding migrant workers. The precariousand
en
0
25
the insecure legal status of migrant workers is chiefly attributed to the legal
"fluctuation" of the immigration laws rather than to the economic fluctuation.

This

asserts the importance of rethinking the principles and the assumptions upon which
immigration laws are based.
The next chapter will examine the provisions
agreements which have been concluded
exporting

States.

of the international

between the studied countries

Can these treaties offer an effective

workers?

93

legal protection

recruitment
and labour
for migrant
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The International

Recruitment Treaties

Introduction

A considerable number of foreign workers were admitted into Western European
bilateral
treaties which served as legal mechanismsto
the
terms
of
under
countries
It
Europe.
to
was not uncommon States' practice, in the period
supply workers
before the World War 11,to compensatefor labour shortagesby recruiting labour
from other countries.1
This chapter is concernedwith the developmentswhich occurred in the post
WW II period. The focus is on the recruitment agreementswhich were concluded
2
Second
World
War
UN
Secretariat.
the
4.
the
D
period and registeredwith
after
Although the majority of the treaties under discussion were terminated by
labour importing countries during the period of 1972-1974, their inclusion in this
t!ý
In
is
be
justified
Since
this
grounds.
work
concerned with
study will
on a number of
the protection of migrant workers, it is important to examine the legal arrangements
which are concludedbetweenthe labour importing countriesand the labour exporting
countries. Analysing the provisions of the recruitment treaties shows how the host
countriesunderstandthe presenceand function of migrant labour.
The chaptersetsout to examinethe following points:
A- The recruitmentprocedure.
13- The provisions of recruitment agreements regarding the admission,
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residence,deportation,employment,family unification and social security of workers
recruitedunderthe termsof theseagreements.
C- A comparativestudy betweenthe provisions of theseagreementsand the
investment
by
foreign
States
the
the
concluded
same
agreements
parties
of
provisions
to the recruitmenttreatiesalso will be examined.
D- A comparison of the provisions of the recruitment treaties with the ILO
Model Agreement on Temporary and PermanentMigration for Employment will be
included.

Ilie Procedural Aspects of dw Recruitriient Tmaties

A common feature of theseagreementsis that the recruitment of migrant labour has
taken place under the supervisionof the governmentsof the importing and exporting
States:only authorizedrepresentativesof the concernedgovernmentsmay take part in
the recruitment of foreign labour. The competentbody of the labour importing States
provide the exporting Stateswith offers of employment. The offers of employment
are advanced by the employers who are requesting foreign labour. They contain
information about the conditions of work, wages, qualifications, social benefits,
taxes, the duration of employment and the conditions of the accommodations. The
provisions of the recruitment agreementsare varied in this respect. The Netherlands'
practice requires that any offer of employment should include precise information.
Article 4 (2) of the Netherlands-TurkeyAgreementstates:
The offer of employment shall include precise information as to the nature,
category and the duration of employment, the gross and the net
remuneration, the conditions of work and the facilities for housing and
feeding.3
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Article 2 of the Belgium-TunisiaAgreementprovidesthat:
The offer of employment shall indicate in addition to the conditions for
engagementand the qualification required, the exact number of workers to be
4
living
foreseeing
duration,
conditions of
accommodation.
recruited, the

The aareementscontain provisions that the competentbodiesof the importin a
States will provide the corresponding bodies of the labour exporting States with
information, on a periodical basis, about the recruitment needs of the importing,
States.5
The next step in the recruitment procedure is to publicize the offer of
employment. The labour authorities in the exporting Statesmake the initial selection
is
final
The
the
selection
carried out by the importing States. If an
applicants.
of
applicant meets the stated conditions, then he will sign a contract. The standard
is
in
that they provide for model employment contracts
these
agreements
procedure
bodies
by
in the labour importing and exporting
the
concerned
which are negotiated
States.6
The cost of transportation is borne by the employers. Article 12 of the
Greece-Netherlands
Agreementprovidesfor insuranceto cover the travel risks:
t5
An administrative arrangement shall be concluded between the competent
departmentswith a view to covering the travel risk of the Greek workers.
The cost of the relevant insurance premium shall be borne by the
7
employers.

Article 14 (2) of the Netherlands-ItalyIý
Agreementprovidesfor the coverageof
the risks connectedwith the journey. This is subject to a separateagreementto be
concludedby the competentauthorities. The insurancepremium shall be paid by the
Netherlandsemployers.8
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These agreements provide for the setting up of a joint committee for the
9
amendments.
administrationof thesetreatiesand to suggest
necessary
1-5
The duration of the agreementsis for one year and they are renewed tacitly
from
denounce
its
decides
to
treaty
to
or
withdraw
unlesseither party a recruitment
operationby giving a three or six monthsýnotice after the expiry of the initial duration
10
period. This standardprovision in the recruitment treaties is in conformity with
Article 54 (a) of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties which reads as
follows:
The termination of a treaty or the withdrawal of a party may take place:
(a) in conformity with the provisions of the treaty; or
(b) at any time by consent of all parties after consultation with the
10
States.
other contracting

In this respectone can make the following observationsthat:
A- The processof recruiting foreign workers is subject to the supervision of
the two governments.The direct recruitment by employersis excluded.
B- The recruitment of foreign labour is determined by the micro-economic
decisionsof employers.
C- The treatiesdo not provide for a specific numberto be recruitedannually.
Foreign workers who are selectedaccording to the aboveproceduresmust be
able to departfrom their countriesof origin. The obligations of the home countriesto
facilitate the departureof the selectedworkers, underthe provisionsof the recruitment
treaties, exhibit a considerabledivergence. The Belgium-Spanish Treaty places an
C>
obligation on the contracting Statesnot to "hinder the departurefrom their territories
of workers provided that they possessa contract of employment duly stampedby the
consul."I I The Netherlands-YugoslaviaTreaty stipulate that the passportmust be
valid for at least twelve months.12 Article 6 of the Netherlands-Italy Treaty refers
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only to the possessionof a valid passportwithout placing an obligation on the Italian
13
to
authority
provide passports. Article IV of the Treaty between Belgium and
Tunisia makes a similar provision. 14 The Greece-NetherlandsTreaty includes a
similar provision: "An applicant who doesnot have a valid passportin his possession
15
list".
the
may not enter on
In contrastto theseprovisions is Article 10 of the Netherlands-TurkeyTreaty
whereby the "Kuunn" -Turkish labour office- ensuresthe issuanceof passportsto the
16
between
The
Tunisiathe Netherlands-PortucFal,
agreements
workers.
recruited
Netherlands and France-Greecedo not include provisions as to the sending States
obligations to facilitate either the departure or the issuance of passports to the
recruited workers.

The Admission and the Residenm of the Reenifted. Workers in the Receiving States

The possessionof an employment contract and a valid passport does not per se
create a right to enter or reside in a country, nor does it entitle the holder to take up
employment. The provisions of the recruitment agreementsstatethat the authorities
of the recipient Statesshall provide the workers with every facility for obtaining the
necessarywork and residencepermits. The provisions of the treatiesprovide that:
Upon the arrival the competentauthorities shall facilitate the acquisition of the
17
necessarywork-and residencepennits.

On a perusal of the provisions of the recruitment treaties, in respect of the
work and residencepermits, one tendsto concludethat the legal terminology of these
provisions -especially the provisions regarding the residencepermits- is misleading
C)
Cý
and is sometimesis confusing. The treaty between the Netherlandsand Italy states
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that:
The competent Netherlands authorities, shall supply the workers, free of
charge with all the necessarydocumentsfor their residenceand employment
18
in the Netherlands.

Article 17 of the Moroccan-NetherlandsTreaty providesthat:
The Moroccan workers employed and settled in the Netherlandsshall have
19
families.
by
joined
be
their
the right to

Article 25 of the same agreement provides that:
;D
The rights and the privileges granted by this convention are extendedto the
20
immiRrated
Moroccan workers who
carlier.

International law does not make distinction between either permanent or
temporary migration.
foreign

It does not also impose duties on States to treat differently

nationals according to their categorization

as permanent or temporary

The
differs
laws.
individuals
The
remarkably under national
status of
migrants.
"temporary
different
legal
terms:
treaties
the
contain
recruitment
provisions of
"immigrated",
"permenantly
settled",
settled",

"settled", "permenantly residing" or

"temporary residing". The discrepancy of this practice is that the provisions of the
legal
in
different
treaties are applicable to migrant
positions:
migrant
who
are
workers
t:1
tý

workers who are the holder of resident permits require more protection than those
who are the holder of establishmentpermits.
According to Article 17 of the Moroccan-NetherlandsTreaty, only Moroccans
r)
who are employed and settledin the Netherlandsshall have the ri eý
ght to be joined by
their families. 21 If this term is to be interpreted according to the Netherlands
immigration law, it includesonly Moroccanswho have acquiredpermanentresidence
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permits, for which a foreigner is entitled to apply after five yearsof legal consecutive
residence. The sameArticle stipulatesthat migrant workers are entitled to be joined
by their families after they have worked for two years provided that they have
accommodationconsideredsuitable for themselvesand their families. The Article
does not stipulate that the two year period should be consecutive. Article 25 of the
sameagreementprovides that the privileges and the rights grantedby this agreement
Moroccans
immip-rated,
be
to
the
to
who
extended
earlier. The Articles of the
are
treaty do not elucidate the term immigrated. Isitequivelanttotemporaly

settlement

or permanentsettlement?
The samediscrepancyis applicable to the provisions of the other recruitment
Article
19
For
of the agreementbetweenthe Netherlandsand
example,
agreements.
Portugal provides that the competentNetherlandsauthorities shall endeavourto take
the necessarystepsto eliminate all forms of migration which are not provided in this
21
agreement.
The Belgian agreementsdo not differ from the Netherlands' practice. The
be
I
Article
Belgian
the
the
can
criticized
of
agreements
same
on
grounds.
provisions
of the Algerian-BelgianAgreementprovidesthat:
The Algerian authority shall take all measuresto facilitate emigration of
nationals to settle.

Article 13 of the same agreement provides that:
Algerian workers who have settled Mrmenantly or temporarily shall enjoy
...
equality of treatment.

Article 14 of the same agreement
zn
states that:
Algerian workers who are employed and settled in Belgium may be joined
by their families on the completion of three months work.
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Article 16 of the sameagreementexplainsthat:
The fights of this convention shall be applicable to Algerian workers who
immigratecL22

The above provisions, however, are less ambiguous than the provisions of
the Netherlands agreements. It is logical to interpret Article 14 of the AlgerianBelgium Agreementin theseterms:Algerian workers who settledeither temporaryor
have
in
Belgium
the tight to bejoined by their families.
shall
perinenantly
One of the vital issuesto the migrant workers is their statusafter the expiry of
their employment contracts. The question that posesitself at this stageis that, are
they allowed to stay any further and under what conditions? The rule which emerge
from the previousagreementsis that migrant workers are permitted to stay in the host
Statesafter the expiry of their initial contractsprovided that they either securenew
first
their
employment contracts. But the renewal or the
or
renew
contracts
do
lead
to automatic renewal of the
contracts
not
of
new
employment
conclusion
work and residence permits. A migrant worker or his employer must apply to the
competent authorities to obtain their approval. Article 12 of the Belgium-Algeria
Treaty providesthat:
Upon the expiry of his contract migrant worker may remain in Belgium
provided that he is re-employed in accordance with the Belgian law
23
foreign
concerning the employment of
workers.

According to the agreementbetweenBelgium and Tunisia, a migrant worker
may stay in Belgium after the expiry of his first contract only if he is re-employedin
the samesector.24 The Netherlandsagreementsdo not depart from the above stated
rule. The common provision in the Netherlandsrecruitment treatiesis that a migrant
worker is permitted to stay if his contractis renewedor he agreesto be placedin other
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24
Netherlands
to
the
the
approvalof
authorifies.
employmentsubject

The Power of the ReceivingStatesto Expel Nfgrant Workers

Another important issue relating to the security of residence is the power of the
receiving States to expel workers recruited by these agreements. The practice which
is inferred from the provision of these agreements is that the receiving States can
expel migrant workers in accordance with the provision of the national laws. For
example, Article 18 of the Netherlands-Portugal Treaty states that a migrant worker
by
be
deported
Portugal
the competent Netherlands authorities on the
to
might
healtV5
or
security
policy,
of
public
grounds

The French-Greek Agreement

provides for the compulsory return of a migrant worker if:
A- His work has been wholly

unsatisfactory.

13- He refuses to work or is unable to work for reasons beyond his control.
C- He endangers the public order or the national security. 26
The Netherlands-Yugoslavia
of international

Treaty states that according to the customary rule

law, States are entitled to send back the unwanted aliens:

This agreementis without prejudice to the power of the Netherlandsto send
back the Yugoslavian workers who enter the Netherlandsunder the terms of
the present agreement and who are no longer allowed to stay in the
27
Netherlands.

The home Statesare required, under an obligation, to re-admit their nationals
who have been expelled from another country. However, some of the recruitment
treaties have restatedthis rule thus putting the home Statesunder the obligation to
admit their unwanted migrant workers, at all times and without any formality.
Another relatedprovision is that the labour exporting Statesare underan obligation to
0
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adopt all the necessary procedures to prevent their nationals, who are seeking
Cý
Article
State
is
treaty.
from
to
to
travelling
which party a recruitment
a
employment,
18 of the Moroccan-NetherlandsTreaty provides that:
The competent Moroccan authorities shall take all the appropriate steps to
prevent Moroccansseekingemployment, who have not beenrecruited under
28
from
Nctherlands.
travclling to the
the terms of this convention

Lillich adoptsthe view that thesetreatiesmodify the "unfetteredfreedom of
States to expel aliens and hence represent a protgressivedevelopment in the law
the treatmentof aliens":
governing
0
Provisions of the sort under consideration are admittedly very far from
establishing a general right on the part of the migrant worker to remain in
the host country. It is important to note, though, that non of the treaties
for
limit
the migrant's stay. Most important yet is
time
states an absolute
the fact that the duration of the migrant's stay, at least to an extent, is
determinedpartly by him and therefore is not wholly within the discretion of
the host State. In practice, of course, the position of the worker is likely to
be very circumscribed: his ability

to conclude a new contract of

employment, for example, may be vcry restricted in times of economic
freedom
do
Nevertheless,
the
treaties
these
of
unfettered
modify
recession.
in
development
hence
to
progressive
represent
a
aliens
and
expel
countries
29
the law governing the treatmentof aliens.

Lillich baseshis argumenton the following groundsthat:
I- None of thesetreatiesstatesan absolutetime limit for the migrants' stay.
2- The treaties permit migrant workers to stay after the expiry of their
employment contracts,and even this is subject to the conclusionof new employment
contracts.
It is a highly contentious view that the studied provisions of these treaties
t:1
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The
in
field
improvement
the
treatment
the
migrant
workers.
of
of
represent an
international
law,
is,
foreigner
to
the
rules
of
according
established
admission of a
duty
States.
States
jurisdiction
to admit
the
are
obliged
of
not
exclusive
within
foreigners into their territory. The corollary of this is the right to excludethem and to
The
their
on
stay.
conditions
provisions of the recruitment
and
restrictions
place
treaties are clear in asserting that these treaties cannot be interpreted in terms of
C, the
1:5 restrictions or constraintson the power of the contracting
Zn Statesregarding
placing

The
foreigners
their
exclusion.
or
criteria to admit or excludea migrant
admissionof
The
determined
laws
States.
to
the
the
according
national
are
worker
of
contracting
treaties have added nothing to the already existing rules. Migrant workers who are
recruited under the terms of these agreementshave to satisfy the conditions of the
law
regardingtheir residenceand employment: thesetreatiesdo not createor
national
establishfor migrant workers a different or a favourable legal statusthat distinguishes
them from workers who are admitted into the territory of the contracting Stateson
their own accord. The possessionof a valid travel documentand work contract does
in
holder
the concerned States. They only
the
the
to
or
reside
right
enter
not give
facilitate obtaining the necessaryauthorization for residenceand employment. The
claim that the recruitment treaties, becausethey do not set a time limit on migrant
workers' stay, do not constitutean exception or deviation from the above statedrules.
The provisions regarding the expulsion of migrant workers are left to the States'
discretion. The treaties, nonetheless,enumerate the grounds for expulsion. The
French agreement with Greece provides for the compulsory return of miarant
r5
workers if their work is either unsatisfactory,or they are unable to worL30
An interesting provision of these agreementsis that workers who become a
,n
e)
_,
chargeon public assistanceand are also liable to repatriation. The governmentsof the
recipient States may, through economic Measures, force migrant workers into
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unemployment since they are concentrated in specific sectors. The question that
arisesthis caseis: are such Statesin breach of their contractual obligation under the
recruitment treaty? The provisions of the treatiesdo not provide an indication to the
issue
is
This
the
recruited
workers.
of great concern to
such
an
action
on
effects of
because
do
the
treaties
recruitment
workers
not oblige the governmentof the
migrant
States
to ensureemployment to migrant workers after the expiry of their
receiving
first employmentcontracts. One can correctly arguethat sincethe recruitmenttreaties
do not commit the labour importing Statesto specific economic policies, restrictions
on the States'economicfreedom cannotbe assumed.
The recruitment treaties place an obligation on the exporting Statesto admit
their nationals who are not allowed to stay any longer in the receiving States. This
in
international
law.
is
The obligation of the Statesto admit
well-founded
provision
their nationalsis basedon two grounds:
A- The conceptof nationality.
13-The States are obliged not to frustrate the right of other Statesto expel
unwantedaliens from their territory.
The right to return to one's country is embodied in constitutions and in the
international human rights treaties. Article 13 (2) of U. D. H. R. provides that
everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his
country.
Someof thesetreatiesreflect the customaryrule of the diplomatic protection.
Article 11 (7) of the Netherlands-YugoslaviaTreaty provides that the diplomatic or
consular representativesmay, without special authorization, extend assistanceand
31
Yugoslavian
the
to
protection
workers. Article 9 of the France-GreeceTreaty states
that the rights enjoyed by the Greek consul shall, in no case, be restricted by the
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terms of this treaty.32

Fanuly Reumifimtion Provisim in the Recruiftwnt Tmfies

The provisions of the recruitment treaties as to the right to family reunification are
divergent. Sometreatiesdisregardthe whole questio03
The Netherlands
with Italy and Tunisia
reunification.

34 Article

question of migrant
rý

in
this field lacks constancy.
practice
do not contain any provision

families

benefits granted by the Netherlands
certificate
family,

indicating

Agreement

alludes to the

b y stating that in order to be eligible

legislation

to workers with families,

status and a document

the martial
01

the right to family

regarding

16 of the Netherlands-Greece

workers'

The two agreements

listing

for the

an official

the member of his
tn-

who are accordin2 to the Greek law dependent on him should be submitted to

the Netherlands'

authoitie05

Netherlands-Portugal

A similar provision

Agreement.

provides that the Netherlands

36

authorities

is to be found in Article

The Netherlands-Yugoslavia
shall supply information

9 of the

Agreement

on chan2es in the

37
family
In contrast to the above provisions is Article
reunion.
provisions concerning
17 of the Morocco-Netherlands

Treaty

which

categorically

points to the right of

family reunion and the conditions attached to it. It reads as follows:
Moroccan workers who are employed and settled in the Netherlands shall
have the right to be joined by their families after they have worked for two
years,on condition that they dispenseof accommodationconsideredsuitable
for themselvesand their families by the Netherlandsauthorities. The family
shall be taken to meanwife and dcpgndentminor08

The Belgian's practice regarding the reunification of families is more liberal.
Migrant workers who are employed and settled in Belgium may be joined by their
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families on completion of three months of work provided they have suitable
accommodation. The definition of family is akin to the Netherlands' definition.
Family meanswife and dependentminor children. This is a common provision in the
Belgian recruitmenttreatie09
The Frenchapproachdiffers remarkably. Article 3 of the agreement
between
21)
France-Greece speaks about those persons who receive an authorization to
family.
An
head
the
the
of
administrative arrangementhas laid down the
accompany
following conditions:
A- Families of migrant workers must apply to the National Immigration
Off-ice.
B- They must obtain prior authorization from the Minister of Public Health
and Population.
40
C- The availability of acceptableaccommodation.
According to the treaties' provisions regarding the right to family unification
only migrant workers who are employed and settled can be joined by their families.
The term "settled" is liable to very different interpretations according to the national
laws. Does this provision apply to migrant workers who are "temporary settlers" or
"permanent settlers"? The same ambiguity is applicable to the term "immigrated".
The agreements state that the benefits accorded to the workers who are recruited
under the terms of these agreements will also be accorded to the workers who
"immigrated"

earlier.

Does this term include the migrant workers who are

permenantly residing in a State? Or is it designated to mean foreign nationals who
Or is it used to include workers who came to take up
entered a State as migrants?
1-n

employmentregardlessof their plans to residepennenantlyor return home?
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Equality of Treabnmt

The recruitment agreementsprovide for the equality of treatment: foreign workers
who are recruited under the terms of these treaties will enjoy equality of treatment
in
nationals
relation to:
with
A- Working conditions, wages, benefits, health protection and all rights
which are derived from the employmentrelationship.
13- Access to courts, judicial and administrative bodies in case of labour
disputes.
C- Social security benefits in accordancewith the conditions of the national
lawS. 41

Before examining the equality of treatmentclausesin the recruitment treaties,
some observationsare to be made regarding the period of the contracts, transfer of
workers to anothersectorand the termination of the contracts.
The Netherlands treaties provide, as a general rule, that the duration of an
in
Article
11
The
is
for
Italy
treaties
concluded
with
contract
one
year.
employment
(2) provides that the employment contracts shall not be concluded for less than twelve
42
in
between
The
duration
the
treaties
concluded
contract
of
an
employment
months.
the Netherlands Portugal and Turkey can be less than one year but not less than eight
43
monthS.
The other studied treaties do not stipulate an explicit time limit for employment
contracts.
The Netherlands'
with other employers,

treaties provide

that workers can conclude

if their performance

new contracts

during the period of the first contract is

44
satisfactory.
The Belgian treaties with Yugoslavia
4ý
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to conclude new contracts with other employers provided they are employed in the
samesecton45
The Netherlandstreatiesprovide that the managersof the local labour offices
decide, in cases of premature termination of employment contracts, whether the
termination is justified or not. It is important to note that in such cases,involving a
prematuretermination of an employment contract, are to be decidedby courts rather
than by the local labour off-ices because these offices are endowed with wide
discretionary power.46
In the Belgian treaties the premature termination

of an employment

is
contract

by
ajudge:
evaluated
A contract concluded between a worker and employer on the basis of this
agreementmay be terminatedprematurely on seriousgroundswhich shall be
evaluatedby a judgeý47

The rest of the recruitment treaties do not include special rules regardingthe
prematuretermination of employmentcontracts.
None of the recruitment treaties contains particular provisions regarding
industrial accidents.
The recruitment treaties provide for the equality of treatment of migrant and
national workers. Migrant workers are to enjoy the sameconditions of work, wages,
and the samelaws which apply to the national workers. Article I1 (1) of the ItalyNetherlandsTreaty providesthat:
Contracts shall specify the conditions of employment in conformity with
the standardsgenerally applied and shall not in any circumstancesbe less
favourable than these applied to the Netherlands workers in the same
48
in
category or a similarjob.

Some of the treaties stipulate that migrant workers are only to be recruited
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under the same conditions of employment as those which are applicable to native
workers. In practical terms, this provision is of limited effect becausethe majority of
migrant workers do not perform the samejobs as the native workers.
The equality provision, nevertheless,doesnot preventprivate employersfrom
discriminating againstmigrant workers since the provisions of international treaties
individuals.
Public
international
law,
against
not
enforceable
as a general rule,
are
doesnot accordindividuals direct rights. The P.C.I.J. held in the Danzig casethat:
While an international agreement cannot, as such, create direct rights and
obligations for private individuals, it could not be disputed that the very object
of an international agreement,according to the contracting parties' intention
may be the adoption by the parties of some definite rules creating individual
49
by
rights and enforceable national courts.

No indication can be inferred from the provisions of the recruitment treaties
that the intentions of the Statesparties to the recruitment treaties are to confer such
50
individuals.
the
upon
concerned
private
rights
L5
The effects of the provisions of the recruitment treaties in the municipal legal
systems differ according to the domestic legal principles of the receiving States;
51
States
"monism"
The provisions
"dualism"
the
the
the
adopt
or
whether
principle.
of international treaties in States which adopt the dualistic concept cannot produce
legal effects in its municipal

legal systems unless an international

treaty is

incorporated within the domestic legal system by an act of transformation.

The

monostic principle gives the provisions of international treaties direct applicability in a
domestic law once the treaty is ratified and published.
The issue that becomes important
of the receiving

in the context of migrant labour is the laws

States. Most labour importing

countries

are members of different

regional groupings like the EEC, the Benelux system, and the Council of Europe.
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virtue of these memberships, the national laws of the contracting

States give

preferential treatment to their nationals. Consequently, these laws constitute dejure
discrimination

vis-a-vis workers from non-member States, because it is noted that

these treaties do not provide for equality of treatment between workers recruited
under the terms of these treaties and workers from a third party. This point can be
illustrated by examining the EEC rules regarding the migrant workers' families. A
State
EEC
has the right to bring his family to settle in a
is
worker who a national of an
host member State. The family includes a spouse, their descendants who are under
the age of 21 and dependent relatives in the ascending line of the worker and the
spouse. In addition to this right, member States are required to facilitate

the

admission of any other member of the family provided that they are dependent upon
the worker or living under his/her roof in the State of origin regardless of the
dependents nationality. 52 According to Directive No. 77/485, a State member is
in
its
language
free
tuition
to the children of a migrant worker.
to
provide
obliged
0 Z!,

Article II of Regulation 1612/68,gives the right to employment to migrant workers'
families.
The European Social Charter and the European Convention on the Legal
Status of Migrant Workers are applicable only to the nationals of the contracting
States. Article I of the European Convention on the Legal Status of Migrant
Workers, provides that:
For the purposeof this Convention, the term "migrant worker" shall mean a
national of a Contracting Party who has been authorised by another
Contracting Party to reside in its territory in order to take up paid
53
employmcnt.

Similarly, Article I of the European Convention on Establishment54,and
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Article I of the EuropeanConvention on Social Security55,restrict the enjoyment of
the rights and benefitsto the nationalsof the contractingparties.
It hasbeenoutlined in ChapterThree of this study that the national laws of the
to
States
the
certain economic
workers
migrant
of
employment
can
restrict
receiving
issuance
to
of work or
or
withhold
sectors, reserve specific employment nationals
residencepermits.
It is a controversial provision that recruitment treaties limit the equality of
treatmentto matterswhich are considered"labour disputes"only. It is reportedin the
International Law Report that a plaintiff, Moroccan worker, raised an action for
damagesagainst his employer. The defendant requestedthat since the Moroccan
deposit
legal
he
towards
the
the
a
security
suit.
must
alien,
costs
was
an
of
worker
The plaintiff claimed that he was exemptedfrom depositing such a security because
Article 16 of the recruitment treaty betweenthe Netherlandsand Morocco provides
for the equality of treatment. His contentionwas rejectedby the court which basedits
decision on the fact that the agreementprovides for the equality of treatmentonly in
56
is
disputes
labour
be
and this not the case.
matterswhich are consideredto

The SocialSecunityand the RecruiftnentTreaties

The equality of treatment is extended to include social security benefits. The
fulfilment
is
benefits
the
to
to
of the
subject
workers
such
entitlement of migrant
Social
laws
States.
the
the
security programmes
recipient
of
national
conditions of
from
derived
The
them are wholly or
which
are
rights
are public national services.
like
benefits
from
Aliens
be
the old
these
to
nationals.
may
partly restricted
excluded
laws
Scandinavian
The
in
France
the
subject the
national
age pension
and
countries.
entitlementof social security benefitsto the fulfilment of a minimum residenceperiod
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which a migrant worker might not be able to accumulate. The withdrawal of
residencepermits leads to the loss of such benefits. Other national laws adopt the
reciprocity principle. There are other restrictions concerning the number of migrant
worker's children to benefit from such allowancesand the sum which is to be paid to
Social
World
Situation concludes:
The
Report
the
on
eachchild.
With respect to benefits such as unemployment, maternity, sickness,
invalidity and old age most countries afford equal treatmentfor foreignersin
principle, but differencesand limitations on the transfer of benefitsmake for
57
in
inequality
practice.
great

Article 11 (4) of the Netherlands-Yugoslavia Treaty provides that the same
legislation is applicable to Yugoslavian workers regarding social security, including
family
insurance
allowances, if they meet the conditions of the
and
unemployment
58
is
Article
law.
Of
effect
similar
national

16 (3) of the Netherlands-Tunisia

Treaty. 59 Article 17 (3) of the Netherlands-Turkey Treaty states that:
They [Turkish migrant workers] shall enjoy the social security benefits
including family allowances enjoyed by Netherlands workers under the
Netherlands law, in so far as they meet the conditions laid down by the
60
law.
Netherlands

Some treaties, such as the treaty between Italy and the Netherlandsprovides
that the recruited Italian workers, regarding social security, will benefit from the
EuropeanCommunity RegulationsNos. 3 and 4.61 These Regulationsestablishthat
migrant workers who are EEC nationals are entitled to social security benefits in
respect of sickness and maternity benefits, old age benefits, survivors' benefits,
industrial accidents and disease,death benefits, unemployment benefits and family
62
The purpose of these Regulations is to overcome the territorial
allowanceS.
limitations of national security systemsby, firstly, prohibiting discrimination on the
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ground of nationality.

Secondly, the Regulations forbid member States from

reducing, modifying, suspendingor withdrawing social security benefits becausethe
beneficiaries reside in the territory of a member State other than that in which the
institution responsiblefor payment is situated. Thirdly, the Regulations provide for
the "aggregation" rule which accounts for periods of employment or residence
63
legislation
States.
the
of any other member
completedunder
Special provisions should have been included in the recruitment treaties in
order to reduce the discriminatory effects of the territorial principle of the national
A
by
OECD points out that:
report
social security proor-arnmes.
Cý
It is pointless, for example, to state that foreigners can enjoy the same
advantages as nationals with regard to working conditions, housing,
vocational training or social security when the conditions of their
employment, their length of residence, the restrictions affecting them and
the fact of not knowing the languageor of having qualifications that are not
recognizedprevent them from fulfilling the necessarycriteria to benefit from
64
theseadvantages.

Tlie Transfer of Migrint Worken' Wages

Migrant
tý
r: 1
4n
the
workers have to comply with the different legal
systems regarding
transfer of their earnings. The standard provision in these agreements is that migrant
workers may transfer their wages in accordance with the laws and regulations in
force. Different terms are used in this respect. Article 16 of the Netherlands-Greece
Treaty allows the transfer of the entire savings in accordance with the prevailing
65
in
Netherlands.
Article 14 of the Netherlands-Yugoslavia Treaty
the
regulations
includes a similar provisioný66 Article XV of the treaty between Belgium and Tunisia
states:
Tunisian workers may transfer their savingsin accordancewith the laws and
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67
force.
in
regulations

The French-Greece Treaty provides for a rather different provision. The
Greek workers may transfer part of their wapes for the needsof their families; the
transfer is subject to the conditions and within the limits establishedby the exchange
law. 68

A ComparativeStudy betweenthe RecruitmentTreatiesand InternationalInvestment
Treaties
In contrast to the vague formulations of the provisions of the recruitment treaties is
the precise wording of the investment treaties.
Lanka-Switzerland

For example Article I of the Sri

Agreement for the Reciprocal Promotion and Protection of
C,

Investment defines investment for the purpose of this agreement:
Investment means every kind of assets and in particular, though not
exclusively.
I- Movable and immovable property and other property rights suchas
mortgages,lines or pledges.
2- Shares,stock and debentureof companiesor interestsin the property of
such companies.
3- Claims to money or to any performanceunder contract having a financial
value.
4- Intellectual property rights exercised in commercial production and
associated

with

activities

carried on in the territory of the

contracting parties.
5- Business and concessions conferred by the law or under contract
including concessions to search for, cultivate, extract or exploit
natural resources.
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The sameagreementsetsup a clear definition of returns:
0
Returns means: the amount yielded by an investment and in particular,
thought not exclusively, to include prof-its, interest, capital gains, royalties
69
fees.
or

Similar provisions are to be found in other investmenttreaties. The TunisianNetherlandsAgreement for the Encouragementof Investmentof the Nationals of the
Two Statesprovidesthat:
Investment such as property, rights, and interests belonging to physical and
juridical persons that are nationals of one of the contracting Parties in the
territory of the other shall have the benefits of fair and nondiscriminatory
treatmentat least as favourable as that recognizedby each party with respect
70
its
to
nationals.

It is useful to compare the equality of treatment clausesof the international
international
investmenttreaties.
the
treaties
the
clauses
of
equality
with
recruitment
In the treaty between Belgium-Luxembourg and Tunisia, the Tunisian
in
its
fair
territory
to
ensure
and equitable treatment of
government undertakes
investment, and to take stepsto ensurethat the exerciseof the right so recognizedis
investments
by
discriminatory
impeded
these
shall enjoy
measures;
and
unjust
or
not
the same security and protection granted to its nationals or to the investment of
nationalsand companiesof third States7l
Someobservationscan be maderegardingthe equality of treatmentclausesin
the investmentand recruitmenttreaties:
A- The scopeof the equality of treatment in the investment treaties is much
wider than in the recruitment treaties; it includes rights, property and interestswhile
the equality of treatmentin the recruitmenttreatiesis limited to employmentrelations.
B- The investment treaties prohibit any discriminatory, unjust and unfair
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investments.
There is no comparable provision in the
these
practice regarding
international recruitment treaties which prohibits unfair and unjust practice against
migrant workers. The national treatmentstandardin the recruitment treatiesdoesnot
forbid discrimination by national laws against migrant workers. It has been noted
the receivin9 States place various restrictions on migrant
that the legal
systems
of
;,>
change
of
employment
or
workers regarding
employment,
reserve
certain
occupations
In
Z:.
to nationals.
C- The provisionsof the investmenttreatiesstipulatethat the investmentsshall
benefit from any favourable treatment granted to nationals or companies of third
States. The recruitmenttreatiesdo not mention that workers recruitedunderthe terms
States'
treatment
third
treaties
these
equal
with
will
of
receive
nationals.
D- The investmenttreatiesprohibit discrimination againstinvestmentsin case
dispossession.
The recruitment treaties do not
nationalization,
and
of
expropriation,
include provisions that forbid the recipient Statesfrom discriminating againstmigrant
In Z,
workers in caseof exclusion or expulsion of migrant workers.
The investment treaties establishthe right for the natural orjuridical persons
of the contracting Statesto invest and establish enterprisesin the territories of the
parties. The recruitment treatiesdo not createa right to employmentfor the recruited
workers. They only refer to the conditions of employment.
The investment treaties provide for just and fair compensation,according
Zý to
international legal standard,if their provisions are breached. The recruitment treaties
tn'
are silent on this point and they do not refer to the effect of the termination of a
recruitment treaty on rights which migrant workers may acquire. The only exception
is the treaty betweenSpainand Belgium:
In the event of denunciation, the conditions of this convention shall
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continue to apply to the acquired rights, notwithstanding restrictions
72
foreign
in
imposedby the governmentsconcerned respectof
nationals.

The provisions of the recruitment treaties subject the transfer of migrant
States
laws
the
the
the
to
of
receivin",
of
national
conditions
workers' remittance
be
It
the
that
the
recruitment
provisions
of
noted
should
control.
regarding exchange
treaties employ different terms: transfer surplus of wages, savings,according to the
do
Furthermore,
States.
home
treaties
in
the
families
not
the
recruitment
needs of
include provisions regarding the transfer of lumpsurn payments like disability
from
liquidation
benefits
the
of assets
sums
or
which
result
payments, retirement
owned by migrant workers.
The investmenttreatiesprovide for the transferof.
dividends
interest,
to
Real
or
accruing
physical
and
royalties
net
profits,
juridical persons,and nationalsof the other party.
by
investments
liquidation
The
total
the
approved
of
or partial
proceedsof
the country in which they are affected.
Parties
Adequate
the
the
of
other
work of nationals
proceeds of
share of
5
in
its
territory:
authorizedto undertakeactivities
This brief comparative study of the provisions of the recruitment and
investment treaties demonstrates the disparity of the legal structure of these
far
fact
have
"so
This
that
the
treaties
the
escaped
recruitment
confirms
agreements.
74
legal
international
the
the attentionof
community.,,
C)

ne

Recniftment Treaties and the HO

Model Agreement on Temporary and

PennanentMipution fw Employnient

The studiedrecruitmenttreatiesare similar to the model agreementwhich was drafted
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by the ILO. 75 However,

treaties do not refer either to the ILO

the recruitment

standards regarding migrant workers or to the model agreement.
The provisions
categories

of migrant

in the ILO
workers:

model

permanent

migrants

The
displaced
provisions
persons.
refugees and
the exact meaning of "temporary"
permanent

immigrants

include

between

and other migrants

migration.

two

such as

do not also give an explanation

and "permanent"
persons

distinguish

agreement

as to

Does the concept of

who have been admitted

to a State as

Or does this concept include migrant workers who have acquired the

immigrants?

in
State?
The
their
as
a
result
of
of
permanent
settlers
a
residence
rights which
status
are accorded

to the migrant

workers

differ

according

to their

classification

as

permanent workers or temporary migrant workers.
The provisions
migrant

of the model agreement, in some aspects, offer more rights to

workers than the provisions

model agreement,
discrin-fination

of the recruitment

which deals with the equality

Article

treaties.

of treatment,

explicitly

against migrant workers on the grounds of nationality,

17 of the
prohibits

or
race, religion
t:l

sex:
1. The competent authority of the territory of immigration shall grant to
migrants and to members of 1heirfamilies with respect to employment in
which they are eligible to engage treatment no less favourable than that
applicable to its own nationals in virtue of legal or administrative
provisions or collective labour agreements.
2. Such equality of treatment shall apply, without discrimination in respect
of nationality, race, religion or sex, to immigrants lawfully within the
territory of immigration in respectof the following matters 76
...

The equality of treatmentclausesin the internationalrecruitmenttreatiesdo not
enumeratethe prohibited grounds of discrimination; they only provide that migrant
workers shall enjoy equality of treatment with national workers. The prohibition of
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discrimination on the ground of nationality in the model agreementshould have been
included in the recruitment treatiesbecauseit guaranteesequal treatmentnot only to
but
these
the
terms
treaties
under
of
and
national
workers,
recruited
workers
migrant
also to migrant workers of different nationalities. Article 17 of the model agreement
rý
limits the equality of treatmentto mattersregulatedby laws and subjectto the control
lawfully
to
the
and
only
migrant
workers
who
are
authorities
administrative
of
77
immigration
0
countries.
residing within the territories of
Zý-

The equality of treatment clause covers access to schools, technical and
limitations
But
this
training.
to
clause
puts
on
migrant
workers'
access
vocational
tl
Vý
institutions
training
that
to
these
technical
access
should not
and vocational
schools,
prejudice the interests of the nationals. It is difficult to specify the circumstances in
78
interests
the
the
of
nationals:
which such accessmay prejudice
The other criticism of the equality of treatment clause in the model agreement
is that only family members of permanent immigrants benefit from the equality of
treatment regarding their employment.
Equality of treatment is extended to trades, occupations and acquisition of
79
is
This
to
provision
only applicable
permanent migrant workers.
property.
The ILO model agreement contains more detailed provisions regarding
employment contracts of migrant workers. Article 22 provides that the contracts must
contain conditions of employment, to be translated into languages which migrant
workers

understand

and delivered

to workers before their departure to the

immigration countries.80
Special provisions in the model agreement deal with change of employment, 81
83
labour
disputes.
According to Article 23
employment stability82 and settlement of
the labour authority in the State of employment undertakes to
of the model agreement
eý
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find alternative employment for migrant workers if their first jobs do not correspond
with their qualifications.

Paragraph two of the same Article provides for the

families
during
their
and
members
of
workers
a
period
of
unof
migrant
maintaining
0
C,
employment:
During periods of unemployment, if any, the method of maintaining the
migrant and the dependentmembersof hisfamily authorised to accompany
or join him shall be determined by arrangements made under a separate
agreement84

Only family members of permanent migrant workers benefit from this
provision.
Article 24 of the model agreementprovides that if a migrant worker, before
the expiry of his contract, becomes redundant, the competent authorities shall
facilitate finding a new employment.85
With reference to the issue of the social security, the model agreement,
benefits.
regarding
social
security
recommendsthe adoption of special agreements
0
t5
These agreementsmust guaranteeequality of treatment of migrant workers and their
dependentswith the nationals and also protect migrant workers' acquired rights and
rights in the course of acquisition. The model agreementdoes not define the rights
which are included in the term of "social security" nor does it provide for special
the transfer of social security paymentsfor workers who depart
provisions regarding
Vý
tn'
from an employmentcountry.86
Article 13 of the model agreementdealswith the transfer of migrant workers'
wages. The scope of this Article is wider than the corresponding provisions of the
recruitment treaties. ParagraphI of this Article requestscountries of emigration to
authorize and facilitate the transfer of sums needed by migrant workers and their
family membersfor their initial settlementabroad. It is explained that the provisions
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the
transfer
regarding
of the recruitment treaties use various terminology
of
migrant
r) Z5
0
workers' wages such as "part of earnings", "entire savings", "surplus earnings", and
"part of their wages" and simultaneously subject the transfer of wages to the
conditions of national laws. Paragraph2 of Article 13 of the model agreementhas
by
different
terms
these
stipulating that migrant workers may transfer their
evaded
savings and "any other sumsdue in virtue of this agreement". However, the States'
I
Article
13
is
to
paragraph
according
of
confined to permanent
obligation
immigrants.87
A major defect in the ILO model agreementis that it does not provide for a
family
It
to
reunification. only speaksabout the membersof migrant workers'
right
families who are authorisedto accompanyorjoin migrant workers. Although several
Articles of the ILO model agreementdeal with the rights of migrant workers' families
regardingaccessto schooland social security and the right to work. Article 17 (1) of
the model agreement does not explicitly provide for the right to work for migrant
workers' families. However, its wording indicates such a right by stipulating that
be
treatment
extended to migrant workers and members of their
of
shall
equality
families in respectto employment:
The competent authority of the territory of immigration shall grant to
migrants and to membersof theirfainilies with respect to employment in
which they are eligible to engage treatment no less favourable than that
applicable to its own nationals in virtue of legal or administrative
88
labour
provisions or collective
agreemcnts.

Article 27 provides for the avoidance of double taxation on the earnings of
migrant workers. Such a provision is not included in the recruitment treaties.89
Article 29 statesthat the parties to recruitment treaties shall determine those
provisions which shall remain in force after the expiry of the treaty. Such a provision
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an
is omitted from the recruitment treaties.
.. -

Articles 1 (f) (g) and 14of themodelagreement
providethata receivingState
hasto takethe necessary
to promotethe rapidadaptationof migrants,and
measures
91
for
the
the
naturalization
of permanentmigrantworkers.
clarify
procedures
Article 25 of themodelagreement
containsan interestingprovisionregarding
theprotectionof migrantworkersfrom repatriationin caseof theyareunableto work:
The competent authority of the territory of immigration undertakes that
migrant workers and the members of their families who have been
authorised to accompany or join him will not be returned to the territory
from which he emigratedunlesshe so desiresif, becauseof illness or injury,
92
he is unable to follow his occupation.

This Article restrains the power of the receiving States to deport migrant
workers in casethey are unableto pursuetheir employment.
The model agreement can also be criticized on the ground of drawing a
distinction betweentemporaryand permanentmigration without providing criteria to
identify temporaryor permanentmigration.
Another issue which the model agreement does not addressis the power of
the employment Statesregarding expulsion or repatriation of migrant workers and
members of their families. The only exception is the case of permanent migrant
workers who are unable to follow their employment.
The model agreementignores the issueswhich relate to the cultural rights of
migrant workers.

ConchxFM Renorks

The presentstructuresand the provisions of the recruitment treatiesgive a valid claim
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to considerthem as no more than functional treaties:
These treaties,thus, can hardly be consideredbroad chartersof the rights of
migrant workers and their families.

Basically they are functional in

character. their purpose is to securean orderly flow of labour supply to the
industrialised States of Western Europe. They contain little more in the
way of human rights guaranteesthan is necessaryto implement this goal in
93
human
fashion.
a

This view is sharedby Maurice Flory: "The treatieswere primarily written to
foreigners
the
sufficient
quantities
provision
of
of
who were young, healthy,
ensure
diff
"94
doi
t
work.
cul
capabl
e
of
ng
often
i
and
Agreementsin international law are supposedto createmutual and reciprocal
States.
for
Thus the study establishesthe unbalanced
the
contractina
oblioations
00

obligations

and rights of the contracting

States. The labour importing

States

determine the number of the workers to be recruited, the nature of their jobs, the
working conditions, their wages, the amount of wages that workers can transfer, and
reserve the right to expel them or to refuse to admit them or their families.
unilateral

decisions of the labour importing

The

States to terminate these treaties

emphasize the unbalanced structure of the recruitment treaties and give valid grounds
to classify them as unequal treaties.95
The recruitment treaties do not consider the interests of the sending States,
such as establishing a link between repatriation of migrant workers and development
assistance. They remain exclusively concerned with employment relations:
Basically, they do not contain any guaranteesrelating to matters outside the
employment context.

They do not provide, therefore, for any of the

traditional civil rights, such as the right of freedom of expressionor freedom
of religion .... Finally on the cultural side there are no provisions for the
96
educationof the children of migrant workers.
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The treaties do not commit the governments of the receiving Statesto any
specific action in favour of migrant workers or their families nor do they advanceany
6
t>
rý
r> the Statespowers to admit or excludeforeign
new legal
norms regarding
nationals.

Lillich criticizes the recruitment treaties for not including a special provision
t5
which facilitates the naturalisationof the recruitedworkers:
Nor do they contain provisions for the integration of the migrants into the
society of host State. Most important, they do not make any special
provision for naturalisation. If a migrant wishes to become a national of
the host State, then his only option is to go through the normal
97
naturalisation process.

The purpose of the recruitment treaties is to overcome temporary labour
in
Evidence
the texts of thesetreaties to grant temporary
this
abounds
of
shortages.
t:I
&ý
Other
issues
like
to
the naturalisation
migrant
workers.
and
residence
work
permits
and permanentsettlementof the recruitedworkers remain unprovidedfor.
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CHAPTER FIVE

The Limitations

of Human Rights Conventions

Introduction

The foregoing analysis of the law systems of the receiving countries and the
international recruitment agreementsestablish their deficiency and inadequacy in
immigration
The
laws
the
migrant
workers.
of
rights
of the receiving
protecting
Stateshave adoptedan economic approachin relation to the issueof migrant labour
the implementation of immigration laws according to the
tightening
or
relaxing
in.
Cý
fluctuations in the economyand the requirementsof the national labour markets. This
approachdoesnot take into considerationthe impact of immigration laws on migrant
workers.
The economic foundation of immigration laws placesmigrant workers in an
inferior and insecure legal position. The legal terminology of these laws are
characterized by vaguenessand indefiniteness, thus endowing the administrative
bodies entrustedwith the execution of immigration laws with a wide discretion. It is
an established legal norm, within national immigration laws, to empower the
executiveswith considerablediscretion:
I think that the Minister [Home Office] can exercise his power for any
purposewhich he considersto be for the public good or to be in the interest
'
of this country.

The terms of the international recruitment treaties fall short of creating or
legal norms which might help in improving the legal status of migrant
advancing
Zý
IM
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Given the fact that the prime motive for emigration is the desireof migrants to
improve their economicconditions, the issuewhich this chapterattemptsto bring into
focus is the extent to which individuals can fulfil this purpose without being
discriminated againstand placed in an inferior and insecurelegal status. The second
legal
is
the
statusof migrant workers as non-nationals. This
peculiar
related point
fact remains valid although migrant workers through their long residence in the
recipient States may have acquired the de facto nationalities of the countries of
residence. The position of migrant workers as non-nationals shall be examined in
relation to human rights conventions. The third point is the impact of the
development of human rights norms and the economic interdependence among
international
law,
in
States
concepts
on
certain
of
sovereign
particular the
various
domestic
jurisdiction.
and
conceptsof sovereignty
The definition of migrant workers which is adopted in this study refers to
individuals who reside indefinitely for the purpose of employment, but do not
possessthe nationality of the country of their residence. This definition distinguishes
from statelesspersons,refugees, tourists, students,pilots, seamen
migrant
workers
tý
r5
determination
border
is
The
workers.
of
nationality
and
residence
and
made
laws
to
the
national
of the receiving countries. Two points are important in
according
this definition: first, migrant workers as non-citizens; second, migrant workers as
indefinitely
for
the purposeof employment. This definition
who
reside
non-citizens
assistsin examining the legal position of migrant workers as non-citizen underhuman
rights conventions.
We havenotedthat migrant
t5
4n
workers are faced with particular legal
problems:
discrimination
The
in
problem
of
employment, wages and social security
benefits.
insecurity
The
the
from
their
the
problem
of
of
residence
resulting
wide
2D
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discretionary power of the bodies enforcing immigration laws and the policies of
States.
The
by
initiated
the
have
been
the
of
problem
receiving
which
return
insecurity of residenceto migrant workers is a crucial importance:
The problem of affording adequateprotection to migrant workers is closely
immigration
in
the
to
the
country
of
security
of
residence
of
question
related
foreign
is
felt
by
Where
the
workers
risk
the
expulsion.
risk of arbitrary
and
they, may be led to accept discriminatory conditions of employment and to
10
from
their
rights.
claiming
refrain

families.
The
their
with
reunification
of
problem
This chapter examines the capacity of human rights agreementsin dealing
Declaration
include:
Universal
These
the
agreements
the
abovestatedproblems.
with
Cultural
Social
Covenant
Economic,
International
Rights,
Human
the
and
on
on
Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International
Covenant on Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination, and the European
Convention on Human Right.

The Status of Migrant
Rights

Workers

as Non-Citizens

under

the Human

Conventions

Reading through various human rights conventions, one can safely conclude that
these conventions apply equally to all individuals within the jurisdiction of the
contracting parties except where the provisions of the conventions make an express
distinction between nationals and non-nationals, or when a contracting party makes
Article
H.
R.
2
U.
D.
the
provisions.
certain
of
statesthat every
regarding
reservations
11
freedoms
forth
in
declaration.
The
is
this
set
one entitled to all the rights and
I. C.C.P.R. speaksabout the duty of the contracting Statesto ensureto everyoneand
e)
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to all individuals subject to their jurisdiction the rights enumerated in the Covenant. 12
Article 5 of the I. C. E.A. F. R. D. provides that the States parties to the Convention
13
forth
in
Convention.
The
the
to
the
to
everyone
rights set
undertake
guarantee
E. C. H. R. does not depart from the above provisions.

Article

I requires the

contracting parties to secure to everyone within their jurisdiction

the rights and

freedoms guaranteed in the Convention. 14
The States parties to these conventions

are under an obligation

individuals,

national

instruments,

save the case when there is an express provision

contracting

or non-nationals,

the rights and freedoms

limit
to
the enjoyment
parties either

reserve certain rights to their nationals.

Article

I. C. E. S. C. R. permits developing

nationals.

allows distinction

permits

distinction

18
or preference.

of the I. C. E. A. F. R. D. that the Convention

based on nationality.

permitted on the ground of citizenship

Differential

treatment

is thus

parties to impose restrictions

on the

19
lack
it.
or
of

The E. C. H. R. authorizes the contracting
activities

2 (3) of the

between nationals and non-

by exclusion, restriction

It is obvious from the provisions

political

of his country and has the

1 (2) of the I. C. E. A. F. R. D. expressly

distinctions

parties to

countries to determine the economic rights of non-

between nationals and non-nationals

does not forbid

the

21 (1), (2), of the U. D. H. R. states

15
in
his
Article
services
country.

16
implicitly
The
I.
C.
C.
R.
P.
citizens.
17 Article

that permits

allow the contracting

that everyone has the right to take part in the govemment
right to an equal access to public

set forth in these

of the rights and freedoms by non-

of the Conventions

nationals or where the provisions

to ensure to all

of aliens which include restrictions

on the freedom of expression,

on the freedom of peaceful assembly and on the freedom of association with others. 20
These human rights conventions

also establish a category of rights which can
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be termed as non-derogatable or absolute rights where the position of non-citizens is
identical to the position of nationals. This category includes the prohibition of slavery
22,
21,
inhuman
degrading
torture
treatment
the
the
and
or
and servitude
prohibition of
24
23
before
law.
It
is
be
life
to
the
to
to
the
recognition
as
a
person
and
right
right
does
for
E.
C.
H.
R.
that
the
not
provide
a specific provision on the right of
observed
25,
before
law
laws
the
the right not to be
and the equal protection of
equality
imprisoned on the ground of being unable to fulfil a contractual obligation 26 and the
0,
C)
prohibition

of retroactive

"basic humanitarian
Migrant
V)

27
However,
offence or penalties.

principles"

protection

discrimination
against
C)

in employment,
their families.

and are applicable to nationals and non-nationals. 28

workers as non-nationals

for the purpose of employment

these rights constitute

residingrn,indefinitely

face particular

in the receiving States

legal problems.

on the ground
of
nationality,
tP

They need legal

discrimination
against
V.
)

security of their work and residence and to be able to be joined
The fundamental

by

question is the extent to which these human rights

instruments recognize these needs.

Definition

of Discrimination

Discrimination is a key issue in immigration.

The human rights conventions outlaw

discrimination and enumer-ateprohibited grounds for discrimination. Article 2 of the
U. D. H. R. states that everyone is entitled to all rights and freedoms set forth in this
declaration, without any distinction of any kind. The Article enumerates race, colour,
sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property
or other status as prohibited

grounds for discrimination.

for discriminatiom29
nationality as a prohibited ground
r5

It does not refer to

Similarl y Articles 2 of the
,

I. C. E. S.C. R., 2 of the I. C. C. P.R. and the I. C. E. A. F. R. D. provide that: "The term
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distinction,
discrimination
any
shall
mean
exclusion, restriction or preference
racial
based on race, colour, descent, or national or ethnic originit.30 Article 14 of the
E.C.H.R. prohibits discrimination in relation to the rights and freedoms enumerated
in the Convention on grounds of sex, race, colour, language, religion, political or
other opinion, national or social origin, association with a national minority,
31
birth,
or other status.
property,
Russo rightly observes that these instruments are silent concerning
discrimination due to nationality.32 McDougal objects to the interpretation that the
omission of nationality as a prohibited ground of discrimination enablesthe partiesto
theseconventions to discriminate between nationals and non-nationa03

He bases

his objection on the grounds that these conventions provide that "all the rights and
freedoms are conferred upon everyone and begin the list of prohibited grounds with
"such as" clearly indicating that the list is not intendedto be exhaustive."
The Travaux Preparatoires of the U.D. H.R. clearly establish that the term
national origin is not consideredsynonymouswith nationality and is not usedto refer
34:
to an individual from a foreign State;rather,the term has sociological
significance
IM
The Sub-Commissionwished to make it clear that the word'national origin'
should be interpreted by taking this conception not in the senseof citizens
35
State,
but
in
the senseof national characteristics.
of a

Mckean, explains that "the term national origin referred not to aliens but to
different ethnic groupsliving in a country.,,36
IM
0
The Human Rights Committee has held that although Article 26 of the
International Covenanton Civil and Political Rights prohibits discrimination on "any
ground" or "other status", nationality is not included within these two terms. The
scope of this Article is limited to cases "involving grounds which are explicitly
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be
in
Article
the
or
which
can
said to come within the words "other
enumerated
The
Committee
is
'67
latter
term
the
statesthat:
undefined.
status",
does not figure among the prohibited grounds of
as
such
nationality
...
discrimination listed in article 26 Under article 26, discrimination in the
...
equal protection of the law is prohibited on any grounds such as, race,
colour, sex, language,religion, political or other opinion, national or social
origin, property, birth or other status. There has been differentiation by
reference to nationality acquired upon independence. In the Committee's
opinion, this falls within the reference to "other status" in the second
sentenceof article 26.38
Discrimination
Convention

on the ground of nationality

on Maternity

Protection

No. 103.39 Article

No. 111 states that the addition of nationality
may be included
organizatiom40

by a ratifying

is explicitly

in the ILO

1.1 (b) of ILO convention

as a prohibited

State after consultation

prohibited

ground of discrimination

with employers and workers

Article 7 of the EEC treaty provides that:

Within the scope of application of this treaty and without prejudice to any
special provision contained therein, any discrimination on ground of
41
nationality shall be prohibited.

A historical analysis of the development of the concept of discrimination
disclosesthat the main function of non-discriminationis to protect national minorities.
The definition of national minorities doesnot include individuals from other States.
Capotorti definesa minority as:
A group numerically inferior to the rest of the population of a State, in a
non-dominant position whose members -being nationals of the Statepossessethnic, religious or linguistic characteristicsdiffering from those of
the rest of the population and show if only implicitly, a senseof solidarity,
directed towardspreservingtheir culture, traditions, religion or language.42
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The omission of nationality as a prohibited ground prompted the UN to adopt
a special declarationto protect the humanrights of individuals who are not citizens in
the country which they live: The UN Declaration on Human Rights of Individuals
Who Are Not Citizens of the Country in which They Live.
The declarationis supposedto addressdiscrimination on ground of nationality
in
loophole
the humanrights conventions. It statesin Article 4 that
to
the
and remedy
Statesmay make a "distinction" betweencitizens and non-citizen&43This distinction
is subject to two kinds of limitations. First, the limitations which are provided for in
the U.D. H.R. Second,the distinction is subject to non-infringement on the rights
which are enumeratedin the declaration.
One of the major deficiencies of the human rights conventions is the lack of a
definition of discrimination.

While these conventions unequivocally delegitimize

discrimination, they do not propose a definition of discrimination.

The exceptions to

this general rule, are to be found in the following human rights treaties: Article I of
the I. C. E.A. F.R. D. which defines discrimination in terms of distinction, exclusion,
restriction or preference based on race, colour, descent or national or ethnic origin
which has the effect of nullifying or impeding the recognition, enjoyment or exercise,
on an equal footing, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political,
economic, social, cultural or any other field of public life44.

Article

I of the

International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against
Women45; Article I (a) of the ILO Convention Concerning Discrimination in respect
of Employment46; and the U. N. E. S.C. O. Convention Against Discrimination

in

Education. 47
The
discrimination,

lacuna,

which

has been

caused

has prompted a controversy

by the lack

of a definition

as to what constitutes discrimination
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to the scopeof the application of the non-discriminationprinciple.
The UN Declaration on Human Rights of Individuals Who Are Not Citizens
of the Country in which They Live, evadesthe issueof a defini tion of discrimination.
The declaration statesthat a Stateis entitled to make a "distinction" betweencitizens
and non-citizens. But it does not provide for a criterion by which to distinguish
between"distinction" and "discrimination".
However, a consensushas been reachedregarding the prohibited grounds of
discrimination.

These grounds are reproduced in the various human rights

declarations. They include: race, colour, sex, language,religion, political or other
opinion, national or social origin, property or other status. The question which
is:
remains doesan act or abstention,which is basedon the above statedgroundsand
which distinguishesor differentiatesbetweenindividuals, constitutesdiscrimination?
Mckean deduces, from the studies undertaken by the Sub-Commission on the
prevention of discrimination and protection of minorities, and from works of nonthe UN, the general principles which enableone to
and
organizations
governmental
,
lay down the criteria to identify whetherdiscrimination exists in a specific conduct or
not:
A- A distinction, exclusion, or limitation which is placed on an individual
becauseof his/her classification into a particular group, regardless of individual
merits or capacity, or unduepreferencewhich is accordedto individuals according to
his/her classification.
13-A distinction, exclusion, or limitation which is made on the basis of such
classification must adverselyaffect the legitimate interestsof a particular individual
and preventhim/her from the enjoymentof equality of treatment.
C- An exclusion,distinction or limitation is not considereddiscriminatory if it
is legitimate, reasonable or justified.

An exclusion, distinction or limitation is
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if
it
is
legitimate,
orjustified
aimed to achieve equality rather
reasonable
considered
than to preventequality in the enjoymentof rights.
D- It is not necessaryto establish a discriminatory motive if discrimination
exists in fact.
E- The human rights instruments do not give priority of one right over
is
freedoms
The
to
of
non-discrimination
applicable
all
rights
and
another.
principle
48
in
instruments.
these
enumerated
The European Court of Human Rights has established criteria to identify
t5
discrimination:
It is important, then, to look for the criteria which enable a determination to
be made as to whether or not a given difference in treatment, concerning of
course the exerciseof one of the fights and freedoms set forth contravenes
Article 14. On this question, the Court, following the principles which
may be extracted from the legal practice of a large number of democratic
States, holds that equality of treatment is violated if the distinction has no
objective and unreasonable justification.

The existence of such a

justification must be assessedin relation to the aims and effects of the
measure under consideration, regard being had to the principles, which
normally prevail in democratic societies. A difference of treatment in the
exercise of a fight laid down in the Convention must not only pursue a
legitimate aim: Article 14 is likewise violated when it is clearly established
that there is no reasonablerelationship of proportionality betweenthe means
employed and the aim sought to be realised. In attempting to find out in a
given case whether or not there has been arbitrary distinction, the Court
cannotdisregardtheselegal and factual featureswhich characterisethe life of
the society in the State which, as a Contracting Party, has to answer for the
measure in dispute. In so doing it cannot assume the role of competent
national authorities for it would thereby lose sight of the subsidiary nature
of the international machinery of collective enforcement establishedby the
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Convention. The national authorities remain free to choose the measures
which they consider appropriate in those matters which are governed by the
Convention. Review by the Court concerns only the conformity of these
49
Convention.
measureswith the requirementsof the

The decisionof the Court hasfirmly establishedthe following, principles:
A- Not all different treatmentconstitutesdiscrimination.
13-A differentiation or distinction is not discriminatory if it has an objective
legitimate
justif
and
pursues
a
aim.
ication
and reasonable
C- The proportionality betweenthe meansand the aims.
D- The legal and factual featuresof the way of life of a Contracting Stateare
to be taken into consideration.
E- The non-discrimination principle is limited to the rights and freedoms set
t:1
forth in the Convention.
Article 14 of the E.C.H.R. prohibits discrimination as to the enjoyment of
50
in
Convention.
forth
freedoms
the
set
rights and
The jurisprudence of the Commission and the European Court has
C.
freedoms
E.
H.
is
limited
R.
Article
14
the
to
the
that
rights
and
of
emphasized
held
in
C.
H.
Commission
E.
R.
In
3781/68,
that:
the
the
application
enumerated
It is to be observed that the guarantee of Article 14 has no independent
existencein the sensethat, under the terms thereof, it relatessolely to rights
51
freedoms
forth
in
Convention.
the
and
set

This view has been restated in many applications.52 So, the aeneral rule is
0
that Article

14 of the European Convention

existence";

it only relates to the rights and freedoms

Convention.

In case of a complaint

there has been a violation

on Human Rights has no "independent

based on Article

of a right or freedom
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in the European

14, an applicant must prove that

as set forth in the Convention,
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must also demonstrate that this infringement has violated the non-discrimination
ptinciple:
The dependenceof article 14 implies also that some complaints allegeing
discrimination must be declared inadmissible by the Commission to the
extent that they do not disclose violations of rights and freedomsset forth in
the Convention, though these complaints may relate to treatment that is
53
otherwisediscriminatory.

Vierdag bases his argument on the fact that Article

14 of the E. C. H. R. is

copied from Article 2 of The U. D. H. R. The draft of Article 2 of the U. D. H. R.
is
limited
freedoms
Article
in
the
the
to
that
the
rights
and
scope
of
enumerated
shows
the Declaratiom54
The jurisprudence of the Court and the Commission recognizes that Article 14
has no independent existence, and provides that the Article complements and forms
55
Articles
in
Convention.
integral
This indicates that Article
the
the
part of each of
an
14 has, in some cases, an autonomous existence:
Article 14 complementsthe other substantiveprovisions of the Convention
and its Protocols. It has no independentexistence,since it has effect solely
in relation to the "rights and freedoms" safeguardedby those provisions.
Although the application of Article 14 does not presupposea breach of one
or more of such provisions- and to this extent it is autonomous- there can
be no room for its application unless the facts of the case fall within the
56
lattcr.
ambit of one or more of the

In anotherdecisionthe Commissionstatedthat:
The application of Article 14 does not only depend upon a previous finding
of the Commission that a violation of another Article of the Convention
already exists. In certain casesArticle 14 may be violated in a field dealt
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with by another Article of the Convention, although there is otherwise no
57
violation of that Article.

The problem of "dependence" or "independence" of the non-discrimination
has
less
instruments
in
human
controversial arguments than
attracted
rights
clauses
Article

14 of the E. C. H. R. The texts of Article 2 of the U. D. H. R. 58, Article 2 of

I. C. C. P. R. 59, Article

2 of the I. C. E. S.C. R. 60, Article

I of the I. C. E. F. R. D. 61,

is
the
that
confined to the rights and
principle
of
non-discrimination
clearly provide
freedoms listed in these instruments. Article 26 of the I. C. C. P.R. reads:
All persons are equal before the law and are entitled without any
discrimination to the equal protection of the law. In this respect, the law
shall prohibit any discrimination and guarantee to all persons equal and
effective protection against discrimination on any ground such as, race,
colour, sex, language,religion, political or other opinion, national or social
62
origin, property, birth or other status.

The non-discrimination clauseof this Article is not confined or limited to any
in
For
for
It
tenns.
this
non-discrimination
general
and
absolute
provides
rights.
63
be
independent.
it
is
to
autonomousor
considered
reason
The important issue in this context is how to apply the concept of nondiscrimination

to the immigration

legislation

of the contracting

ramifications
must be illustrated before examining the legal
0

States. Two points

of the non-discrimination

States'power
immigration laws. Firstly, the States'
the
their
conceming
principle on
t,
into
2: 1
the
their territories and, secondly,the legal
admission
aliens
of
power regarding
0

natureof a residencepermit.
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'Me States' Power and the Admission of Aliens

The rules of international law regarding the admission of aliens are founded on the
concept of sovereignty. Sovereignty is the power of a State to control any object
includes
its
territory
capital, individuals, legal persons,and trade. The
which
within
methodsof control are mainly implementedby legislation. The legislative powersof
sovereignStatesare unrestrictedunlessthey contravenea customary or positive rule
of international law. International law is basedon thesefundamental concepts:the
inherent
powers to admit, exclude and to set conditions on
of
a
sovereign's
concept
justify
States'
discretion
in
immigration
laws.
the
alien's
wide
an
residence,
Publicists and the legal writers assertthe idea that the admission and exclusion of
aliens is a matter of domesticjurisdiction and is rooted in the conceptof sovereignty:
"If a sovereign could not exclude aliens it would be to that extent subject to the
64
control of anotherpower.,,
International law writers place particular emphasis on a State's power to
control the admission of aliens and that the admission of aliens "is a matter of
domestic jurisdiction: a State may choose not to admit aliens or may impose
conditions on their stay."65 Oppenheirnsupportsthe view:
No State can claim the right of its subjects to enter into, or reside on, the
territory of a foreign State. The reception of aliens is a matter of discretion,
and every State is by reason of its territorial supremacy competent to
66
from
its
the
tcrritory.
exclude aliens
whole, or any part, of

One of the supremeduties of a society organized in the form of a sovereign
State is to promote and preservethe interests of its subjects,whether theseinterests
are economic, political, social, cultural or demographic. The concepts of selfC5
preservationand self-interest,which are quite legitimate,justify the wide discretion of
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influence
interests.
issues
deciding
The
their
which
upon
when
powers
sovereign
logical consequencesof this perception of the function of Sovereign Statesis that,
decisions
based
into
States
their
territories,
their
on economic,
are
admit aliens
when
demographicand cultural interests:
Affluent and free countries are, like 'elite universities', besieged by
applicants. They have to decide on their own size and character. More
precisely, as citizens of such a country, we have to decide: whom should we
Ought we to have open admission? Can we choose among
67
for
distributing
What
are the appropriatecriteria
membership?
applicants?

admit?

It has beenpointed out that Statespreservetheir intereststhrough legislation;
is
based
legislation
the
the
admission
or
concerning
exclusion
of
aliens
on
and since
the above mentioned considerations, States cannot be held responsible for losses
laws.
their
to
the
of
changing
result
caused aliens as
International law placesthe issue of admissionand residenceof aliens within
the institutions of national laws. The limitation of international law in this aspecthas
been furthered by the legal nature of residence permits. International law writers
view a residence permit as a privilege or concession and the abstract nature of a
it
judge
difficult
to
permit
makes
objectively
exclusion
of
whether
an
residence
alien
4:0
constitutesa wrongful act:
A general right of entry is too abstract to permit a tribunal to say that a
specific individual has been wrongfully excluded. The appreciation of him
as a security or racial or moral contamination risk is essentially subjective,
and it is difficult to conceiveof an occasionwhen one could with confidence
68
faculty
has
bcen
of appreciation
say that the
misuscd.
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Ilk LegaI Natum of a ReidencePennit

Two important issuesare linked to the questionof residenceand admissionof aliens:
the legal nature of a residencepermission and the concept of acquired rights. Does
the concept of acquired rights recognize an acquired right of residence? There is a
legal confusion over the definition of acquired rights and a lack of agreement
interests
by
the
the conceptof acquiredrights.
which
are
protected
regarding
Plender points out that: "To ask whether international law is capable of
protecting an acquired right of residenceis to posea fundamental question about the
nature of acquired rights"69and to assumethat the phrase"acquired rights could not
be defined."70
O'Connell defines acquired rights as "any rights, corporeal or incoporeal,
properly vested under municipal law in a natural or juristic person and of an
assessablemonetaryvalue.1171
However, it seems that writers on international law have identified two
componentsin the conceptof acquiredrights: first, acquiredrights are contrastedwith
"legal expectationsor expectancies",second,for a right to be protectedby the concept
of acquired rights, this right must be assessablein monetary value. Kaeckenbeeck
explainsthat:
The emphasiswas laid on "quaesitum", "acquis", "erworben", "vested". It
was sought to distinguish between such rights as, deriving only from a
statutory provision, could also be taken by statutory provision, and such
rights as, resting on a special title of acquisition, could not be thus taken
72
away.

While legal writers disagreeover to the precise definition of the tenn acquiredrights,
In
j
there is a consensusthat for a right to be classified as a vested or acquired right it
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Oscar
have
In
Chinn case the P.C.I.J. decided
the
an
economic
component.
must
that:
No enterprise -least of all a commercial or transport enterprise, the success
of which is dependenton the fluctuating level of prices and rates-can escape
from the chancesand hazardsresulting from general economic conditions.
Some industries maybe able to make large profits during a period of general
prosperity, or else by taking advantagesof a treaty of commerce or of an
alteration in custom duties, but they are also exposedto the danger of ruin
or extinction if circumstances change. Where this is the case, no vested
73
by
State.
the
rights are violated

The question that ariseshere is can a long and legal residenceof an alien in a
State be protectedby the concept of an acquired right? Writers on international law
answer this question in the negative. Their arguments are basedon the following
in
considerations:an alien residence a State is a privilege or concessiongranted to
him/her by the law of the State of residence. This residencedoes not mature into a
legal right that can be enforced againstthe State of residenceto confer on an alien a
legal position that is immune from subsequentchangesof law. An alien cannotclaim
in
State74
legal
to
a
particular
enter
or
reside
a
entitlement
The definition of acquired rights refers to those rights which are basedon a
75
be
destroyed
by
law.
Although the
title
of
acquisition
which cannot
special
a new
legal systemsof the studied countries recognize a special statusfor lawful and long
residents,this special statusdoesnot mean that the Stateof residencecannot change
its law in this regardand requestthe residentalien to leavethe country:
A right is not protected as an acquired right unless it is vested, in the sense
that the State against which the right is assertedcan be said to have taken
some unequivocal step to invest the alien with entitlement. From this it
follows that prolonged lawful residence by itself cannot give rise to an
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acquired right. The possibility could arise (if at all) only in a casein which
a State has granted to an alien by some express act the right to reside
indefinitely or for a certain period, without reserving the possibility of
76
curtailing the alien's stay.

The other major reasonwhich has been advancedby international law writers
on why a residencepermissioncannotfall within the scopeof acquiredrights is that a
be
residencepermissioncannot assessedin monetaryterms:
From the sparse materials available, it seems that the right of residence
lacks the proprietary elementor the capability of being assessedin monetary
77
for
indispensable
is
the protection of acquired rights.
terms that

It is evident from the precedingparagraphthat a residencepermission cannot
be protectedby the conceptof vestedrights for two major reasons:
A- Public international law places the issue of an alien's residence in the
institutions of municipal laws since national legislators cannot be restricted. The
concept of vested rights cannot force national legislation to classify a residence
permission as an acquired right. The decision to admit aliens is clearly connected
its
State
with a
perception of
economic and social interests. The national legal
systems regarding the admission of aliens are directed towards the protection of
States'interests. Theseinterestsmay changeand as a result the legal rules are bound
to change. Kaeckenbeeckpoints out that:
0
laws abolishing or changing legal institutions as such, which are closely
connected with moral, political and economic motives and purposes, the
preservation of vested rights cannot be conceived as a ruling principle,
78
becauseit would rob theselaws of all meaning.

This view is reflectedin the following judical decisions;
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Niederstrasserv.Polish State:
The licence to exercisea professionis no less than an acquired right than the
possessionof a concession....Any type of acquired right may be limited or
79
for
abolished well-founded reasonsof administrativeor penalnature.

Jablonsky v. Germany:
freedom to use one's working capacity and to exercisea
the
principle,
as
a
...
profitable activity which rests on the general principle of industrial liberty
does not constitute a subjective vested right. For such a right to exist there
80
by
be
law
tide
the
of acquisition
must some
of some concrete powcr.

Although a State may not invoke its municipal law as a sufficient justification for
international obligations, international law doesnot require Statesto grant a
avoiding
0
.P
residencepermissionor to admit aliens into their territories.
B- Sincea residencepermit cannotbe assessedin monetaryvalue, it cannotbe
protectedthrough the conceptof vestedrights:
It seems, however, that the doctrine has not yet been applied to the
protection of a bare right of residence. It would, indeed, be difficult to apply
it to such a right, since the licence to live in a certain territory can scarcely
be assessedin monetary terms.81

A changein this characterizationcan be deducedfrom the return policies of
the receiving States. In France, the Act No. 84-311,27 April 1985, provides that
foreign workers over the age of 18 and in possessionof residencepermits are eligible
to receive20,000FF in addition to anotherfinancial aid if they give up their work and
residencepermits.
Similar laws are enactedin Belgium and Gennany. The French law, unlike
the Belgian and German law, does not differentiate among migrant workers from
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different nationalities or whether workers are employedor unemployed. The German
law is concerned only with non-EEC workers. The Belgian law provides that
from
benefit
to
the
compulsory
visas
might
who
are
subject
migrant workers
provisions of this law. In these three countries, migrant workers who choose to
lose
incentives
financial
their work and residencepermits, and are not allowed
receive
to return to the receiving countries for the purpose of permanent residence. These
laws encouraaethe return of migrant workers to their countriesof origin by providing
financial incentives, and in return, migrant workers relinquish their work and
between
link
This
loss
the
of residenceand work permits and the
permits.
residence
be
implied
financial
can
viewed
as
an
recognition that a permissionto
aid
of
a
receipt
in
be
in
assessed
monetaryterms.
reside a country can
This conclusion, nevertheless,must be consideredwith considerablecaution.
We may argue that this limited practice does not nullify the general principle that a
residencepermission and a work permit cannot be assessedin monetary terms. It is
quite difficult to establish or to deduce from these laws that the intention of the
drafters of these laws is to confer a monetary value on residence permits. The
induce
laws
is
to
these
migrant workers to return to their countries of
of
purpose
82
origin.
The conclusion we may draw thus is international law neither protects nor
83
in
State.
to
or
recognizesan alien's tight reside work a
The significanceof the EastAfrican practiceto internationallaw is that it made
States
East
African
did not accept the principle of vested rights of
that
the
clear
residenceor rights to carry out a businessor profession.
The concept of sovereignty permits Statesto set their own criteria regarding
the admissionof aliens,accordingto their perceivedinterests. Since the admissionof
aliens and their conditions of residenceare dependenton the national legal systems,a
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change in the legislation regarding the status of aliens does not entail States'
law
by
"rights
municipal
are liable to be terminated by that
created
responsibility;
law. "84

The Non-Discrhnination Prhwiple aM finni*mfim

Laws

The methodological question that cannot be avoided in discussing the nondiscrimination principle and immigration laws is how to apply such a principle to the
Goodwin-Gill
statesthat:
admissionof migrant workers.
However, except in those areas in which treaties or peremptory norms
operate,such as that of non-discrimination, it is not easyto bring matters of
entry and exclusion within the bounds of international law.

The

preponderant view remains that these matters are essentially within the
85
jurisdiction.
domestic
reserveddomain of

It is sufficient for the purposesof this section to explore the impact of the
non-discrimination principle on rules regarding the admission of aliens. The merits
of States'exclusion power will be analysedlater.
The jurisprudence of the EuropeanCommissionand the Court has established
a framework to apply the provisions of the E.C.H. R. to the national immigration
laws of the contracting States. In the application no. 434/58, the European
Commission established the applicability of the provisions of the E.C.H. R. to the
immigration laws of the contractingStates. The Commissionheld that:
Under general international law a State has the right, in virtue of its
sovereignty, to control the entry and exit of foreigners into and out of its
territory; and whereas it is true that a right to or freedom to enter the
t---il-, -y -f- s, -, --. M-6er

Council
Europe,
is
the
of
not, as such
-f
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included among the rights and freedoms guaranteed in Section I of the
Convention; whereas, however, a State which signs and ratifies the
European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedomsmust
be understood as agreeing to restrict the free exercise of its rights under
general international law, including its right to control the entry and exit of
foreigners, to the extent and within the limits of the obligations which it
hasacceptedunder the Convcnfion.86

In the Abdulaziz Cabalseand Balkandali'scaseit was held that:
The right of a foreigner to enter or remain in a country was not as such
guaranteedby the Convention, but immigration controls had to be exercised
87
Convention
obligations.
consistently with the

Thesejudgments, in addition to otherjudgments, establishthe applicability of
the E.C.H.R. to the immigration laws of the contracting States.
Two principles can be deducedfrom thejurisprudenceof the Commissionand
the Court. First, the E.C.H.R. sustainsthe traditional rule of international law: States
are free to admit aliens into their territories and to set conditions on their admission,
Second,
in
is
States'
discretion
this
and
residence.
respect
not an
economic activities
absolute, but it is circumscribed by the provisions of the E.C.H.R. and the State's
internationalobligations.
The caselaw of the Court and the Commission establishesthat, in principle,
States do not breach the non-di scri mi nation provision of the E.C.H. R. if their
immigration laws:
A- Exclude or place a restriction on entry or residenceof "some individuals".
The legal justification for such decisionsis basedon the wording of Article 14 of the
Convention which limits the application of non-discrimination to the rights and
freedoms guaranteedby the Convention. Since the Convention doesnot guaranteea
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right to reside or to enter a State, an applicant's claim that he/she has been
discriminated against in respect of a right which is not guaranteed by a provision of
the Convention is declared incompatible with the provision of the Convention ratione
Commission
held:
3798/68,
In
the
the
no.
application
materide.
The Commission has already found that a right of a foreign national to be
admitted to a country other than his own is not as such guaranteedby any of
the provisions of the Convention or Protocol: whereas it follows that the
exclusion or restriction upon entry or residenceof foreign nationals cannot
constitute discrimination in respectof a right or freedom guaranteedby the
Convention.88

In application no. 1465/62,the Commission statedthat the right of a personto reside
in a country of which he is not a citizen is not as such included among the rights and
freedoms auaranteedby the Conventio09 In another application the Commission
0
provided that:
Whereas in regard to the complaint that the said refusal constituted a
violation of Article 14 of the Convention....it is to be observed that that
Article, by its expressterms, forbids discrimination only with regard to the
enjoyment of fights and freedomsguaranteedin the Convention,and whereas
the Commission has already held above that such right is not violated in the
90
presentcase.

In anotherapplicationthe Commissiondecidedthat:
The exclusion or restriction upon entry or residenceof someindividuals and
not others cannot constitute discrimination in respect of a right or freedom
91
by
Convcntion.
guaranteed the

The same arguments were submitted by the U. K. government in its
0
submissionsin application no. 4403nO. It advocatedthat "the action of the U.K. not
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to admit the applicants was not a discriminatory within the meaning of Article 14
in
it
did
discriminate
the
their enjoyment of rights and
against
applicants
since
not
freedoms guaranteedby the Convention."92-Indeed the claims in this case,the East
African case,were not basedon the right to enter but on the claims that the exclusion
infringes other rights which are guaranteedby the Convention, namely, the right to
family life underArticle 8 and underArticle 12 of the Convention.
13-The immigration law of a State which grants a preferenceto nationals of
countrieswhich enjoy a closelink with that State,cannotbe classified asa racist law:
Most immigration policies restricting, as they do, free entry, differentiated
on the basisof people'snationality, and indirectly on race, ethnic origin and
possibly their colour.

While a Contracting State could not implement

"policies of a purely racist nature", to give preferential treatment to its
nationals or to persons from countries with which it had the closest links
93
discrimination.
did not constituteracial

Immigration laws which restrict the admissionor residenceof somealiens, or
give a preferential treatment to specific nationalities cannot be considered, in
principle, as violating the provisions of the Convention. But this generalstatementis
qualified by the facts and circumstancesof each case. An immigration law which
excludes some aliens may in certain circumstances infringe the provisions of the
Convention.

In the East African case, the Commission noted the special

circumstancesof the caseand decidedthat the U.K. governmenthad breachedArticle
3 of the Convention:
The Commission recalls in this connection that, as generally recognised, a
special importance should be attached to discrimination basedon race; that
publicity to single out a group of persons for differential treatment on the
basis of race might, in certain circumstances,constitute a special form of
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affront to human dignity; and that differential treatment of a group of
persons on the basis of race might therefore be capable of constituting
degradingtreatment.94

The Commissionfound that the U.K. had violated Article 3 by discriminating against
a group of people on the ground of race and colour not in form but in substanceand
effect:
The Commission finds it established that the 1968 Act had racial motives
and that it covered a racial group.

The Commission refers in this

connection to statementsmade in both of Housesof Parliament during the
debateon the Bill in February.95

The Commission did not accept the United Kingdom argument that the
Act,
1968, was to achieve a multi-racial society in
Commonwealth
the
purpose of
Britain and that the Act adopteda geographicaltest ratherthan a racial oneý%
The Commission vindicated its decision on a number of grounds. It deduced
Act of 1968by referenceto
the racial motive behind the CommonwealthImmigrants
t5
the statementsmadeduring the adoptionof the Act:
The recent upsurge in arrivals from East Africa has been most consideredby
the government in the light of a great many reports that have been received
97
is
likely
happen
to
and what effects are at presenttime.
about what

In addition to the fact that the new Act was racially motivated, the
Commissionstressedthe specialcircumstancesof the case:
A- The speedwith which the 1968Act was passed.98
13-The persons who were expelled from East Africa were not aliens but
citizens of the United Kingdom and colonies. As suchthey were entitled to enter and
reside in the U.K.
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C- Their statusas citizens of the U.K. and colonies entitled them to enter the
U.K. since no other country was obliged to admit them. The refusal by the U.K.
government to admit them meant that they were excluded from the country of their
nationality.
The decisionof the Commissionsupportsthe propositionthat the maintenance
of immigration law by a contracting Statewill entail a breachof the Convention if in
its effect discriminates on the ground of race against a group of persons. It is not
99
be
for
States.
to
the
that
nationals
of
contracting
group
necessary
An immigration law which places restrictions on admission of certain
individuals cannot, in principle, be considered as breaching the provisions of the
Conventionunlessan applicantprovesthe existenceof a racist motive:
The Commission considers that the subjection of the British Overseas
Citizens to immigration control for entry to United Kingdom, by way of
limited quotas or otherwise, does not constitute racial discrimination or
degrading treatmentcontrary to Article 3 of the Convention. However, this
generalisationdoes not preclude the possibility that the facts of a particular
case may raise an issue under Article 3. Accordingly it remains to be
hcther the applicant himself suffered treatment contrary to this
examined %N,
provision of the Convention.

The Commission notes that there is no

indication that the applicant has beenrefused permission to enter the United
Kingdom for racist motivcs. 100

The Court and the Commission place special emphasison the existence of
racial motives to determinewhether an immigration law can be consideredas a racist
law that breachesthe provisions of the E.C.H.R. An immigration law that excludes
or affects certain racial group cannot be classified as a racist law unlessthe affected
personsprove the existenceof a racial motive.
The Court in the Abudlaziz's caserejectedthe argumentof the applicantsthat
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the immigration rules of 1980were racist and explained that the primary purposeof
the new rules was to protect the labour market at a time of high employment. It was
true that the new rules affected more citizens of India and Pakistanthan other citizens
Commonwealth,
but
this was not sufficient reasonto characterizethem as racist
the
of
rules:
immigration against which the rules were directed consisted
the
mass
...
mainly of immigrants from the New Commonwealth and Pakistan,and that
as a result they affected at the material time fewer white people than others,
is not sufficient reasonsto consider them as racist in character:it is an effect
which derives not from the content of the 1980 Rules but from the fact that,
among those wishing to immigrate, some ethnic groups outnumbered
101
others.

The Court did not agreewith the minority of the Commission that the 1980
immigration rules were discriminatory since their effectswere to prevent immigration
from the new Commonwealth.I(Y-'
The interesting point in this context is to compare the reasoningof the Court
in the EastAfrican casewith the Abudlaziz's case. In the Abudlaziz's casethe Court
noted that the 1980rules were applicableto all individuals regardlessof their race and
ethnic origin. The 1980 rules included specific instructions to the immigration
officers to carry out their duties without regard to race or colour of the individuals.
The Court acceptedthat the rules had a legitimate purposethat is the protection of the
labour market.

Disýýtion

on the Ground of Sex

The Abdulaziz's caseraised an important issue regarding the sex equality in the field
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immigration
law
had
U.
K.
laws.
The
that
the
immigration
contended
applicants
of
discriminated against them on the ground of sex. While a settled man in the U.K.
him,
denied
join
to
his
this
bring
to
was
a settled
right
spouse
non-national
could
had
difference
U.
K.
that
this
treatment
The
of
an
government submitted
woman.
in
legal
difference
justification.
The
this
the
of
purposes
objective and reasonable
immigration
legislation
U.
K.
female
the
were:
under
statusof male and
A- To limit primary immigration.
13-To protect the domestic labour force, becausemen are more likely to seek
employmentthan women.
C- To ensureeffective implementationof immigration control.
The Court accepted that the protection of domestic labour force was a
legitimate aim, but this legitimate purposedid notper sejustify the differencesin the
immigration rules:
A- Equality of sexesis a major goal of the E.C.H.R.
13-The impact of male and female immigrants on the domesticlabour market
is not sufficiently important to justify the differencesin treatment.
C- Public tranquility is best maintained by allowing husbandsand wives to
live together.103
The above section
national

immigration

laws.

has attempted

to study the impact

It is evident that the non-discrimination

restrain the sovereign power to admit or exclude aliens.
Court decisions
falling

within

in this regard signify
the exclusive

of human rights on

jurisdiction

principle

The Commission

that what was formerly

considered

can

and the
a matter

of States, can be subject to international

scrutiny.
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Expulsion and Human Rights Conventions

The previous section has,as we havejust mentioned, sought to explore the impact of
the non-discrimination principle on the States'power regarding the admission and
The
issue
other
related to the question of the security
workers.
residenceof migrant
deport
The
is
States'power
to
to
the
expel
migrant
workers.
national
or
of residence
laws divulge a conspicuoussimilarity as to the groundsof expulsion. These grounds
following
be
the
categories:
can summarizedunder
A- If an alien breachesimmigration laws, or conditions of residenceor work
104
permits.
13-If an alien becomesa public liability. 105
C- If an alien involves in criminal activities.
in undesirablepolitical activities.
D- If an alien en(yages
E- If an alien commits actsagainstpublic order or national security.106
The rules of international law regarding the expulsion of aliens are basedon
identical legal conceptsgoverning the admissionand residenceof aliens. There is no
international
law
in
to
the
this respect.
of
position
need restate
Two points have to be stressed. First, the admission and expulsion of aliens
falls within the discretion of eachState.However, this discretion is circumscribedby
the customarynorms of internationallaw or by a treaty obligation:
The right of a State to expel, at will, aliens, whose presenceis regardedas
undesirable,is, like the right to refuse admission of aliens, consideredas an
attribute of sovereignty of the State...The grounds for expulsion of an alien
may be determined by each State by its own criteria. Yet the right of
107
be
expulsion must not
abused.
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Second,the Stateof an expelledalien is under an obligation to admit him.
Public international law stipulates conditions to ascertain the legality of an
expulsion order an expulsiondoesnot entail a State'sresponsibility if it is carried out
law
State,
the
to
the
of
municipal
expelling
and there must not be "illaccording
treatmentor torture and due regardmust be paid to the dignity of the individual and to
his basic rights as a humanbeing."108
The legality of expulsionis determinedin accordancewith the national laws of
the expelling State but this does not mean that the expelling State can invoke its
national legislation to evadethe standardsof international law: "...the domestic law
and the measuresemployed to execute it must conform with the requirements of
international law, and any failure to meet theserequirementsis a failure to perform a
legal duty."109
International law imposes on States an obligation to offer procedural
guarantees to scrutinize the legality of an expulsion order. However, these
to challengethe merits of an expulsionorder:
guaranteesdo not include a right
In
týl
It is plain that there is no general obligation in international law to afford a
judicial review of the merits of a decision to expel an alien. Indeed,
relatively few systemsof law can be found in which every decision to deport
an alien attracts a right of appeal; and in some the courts have expressly
refrained from inferring the existence of such a right.

Moreover, the

distinction between review of merits and review of underlying legality
appears insufficiently established in State practice, particularly in civilian
jurisdictions, to constitute the basis of a rule of customary law universal in
110
application.

Goodwin-Gill agreeswith Plender'sstatement. He points out that the national courts
are not entitled to review the facts or the reasonsbehind an expulsion order especially
if an expulsion is basedon public order:
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The judicial tribunals are not entitled to question the occasion for an
it.
lie
behind
the
which
reasons
expulsion order or

Moreover, the

fact
to
the
tribunals
of
review
appreciation
permitted
are not
administrative
upon which is basedeither the conclusion that the alicn is a danger to'ordre
III
is
public'or the occasion one of urgency.

The procedural guarantees which international law requires for an expulsion
do not include a right to question an expulsion order on its merits. Does this indicate
that States are under no obligation to prove the legitimacy of an expulsion order?
International law writers answer this question negatively:
The requirement that the expelling State proves its legitimate grounds for
deportation has not, however, persisted in, and the tendency has been to
leave,
but
States
to
to engage
to
aliens
competence
allow
general
a
allow
them in international responsibility with respect to the manner of
expulsion.

112

Plenderaffirms that the expelling State is under a duty to provide reasonsfor
is
is
before
international
if
there
tribunal
no
an
and,
an expulsion a case presented
State
for
furnish
duty
to
the
the
the
to
of the
reasons
expulsion
corresponding
113
expelled alien.
is of the same opinion:

Goodwin-Gill
requirement

reasons applies

of explicit

"It is doubtful

to what extent

in cases other than those submitted

the
to

114
"
arbitration.
The I. C. E. A. F. R. D. is silent on the issue of expulsion
confines the prohibition

of racial discrimination

on racial grounds.

It

to the movement and residence within

115
State.
border
the
the
of
However,
international

Article

13 of the I. C. C. P. R. restates

law which provides that an expulsion
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law,
is
the
the
that
with
and
expelled
alien
entitled to submit reasons
accordance
116
before
These procedural guarantees
his
a competentauthority.
against
expulsion
lawfully
in
limited
the territory of a State party to the
to
residing
aliens who are
are
Covenantand theseproceduresmay not apply in casesof extremenecessity.
From Plender's point of view, Article 13 presentsan additional procedural
further
international
than
the
to
which
aliens
goes
protect
requirements
of
guarantee
I
does
law;
States'practice
not disclose any degree of consistency as to the
customary
before
body:
a
competent
of
alien
an
representation
The Article as a whole appearsto go further than customarylaw requires. In
particular, there is insufficient basis in State pmctice to maintain that States
which are not bound by that Article are obliged to allow aliens to be
represented; and the language of the Article implies a greater degree of
formality in the review than is required by application of customary law or
general principles of law.

For this reason the Article represents an

important addition to the alien's procedural guarantees,in States that have
117
by
iL
bound
agreedto be

The provisions of the E.C.H. R. do not include explicit guaranteesas to the
right of admission or residencein a particular State. However, it is evident that the
is
indirectly prohibited if the expulsioninfringes one
to
or
expel
an
alien
refusal admit
or more of the rights enumeratedin the Convention.
The Articles of the E.C.H. R. which have been frequently invoked in cases
which involving national migration laws are: Article 3 of the Convention prohibits
inhuman or degrading treatmentI18 Article 5 which provides for the right to liberty
0,
19,
and security of a personi Article 6 which guaranteesthe right to a fair and public
hearingby an independentand impartial tribunal establishedby law120 Articles 8 and
C,
,
12 which safeguard and prohibit an arbitrary interference with family and private
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life. 121 The following section scrutinizes the impact of these provisions on the
immigration laws of the contractingStates.
D
According to Article 3 of the European Convention, an expulsion is
Commission
believes
if
Article
3,
the
that the expulsion of an
to
consideredcontrary
be
State
the
to
alien
subjectedto any treatment
where
will
actually
alien a particular
is
inhuman
Article,
degrading
by
there
the
the
2:1
or
present
of
an
risk
or
prohibited
122
treatment.
punishmentor
The Commissiondecidedthat the deportation of aliens without identity cards
123
known
degrading
treatment.
may amount to a
or whosecountriesof origin are not
In the EastAfrican casethe Commission rejected the argumentof the British
Government that: Article 3 of the Convention is concernedonly with the prevention
of physical or mental maltreatmentand could not be interpretedto include a refusal of
law.
Although
immigration
the British governmentadmittedthat Article 3
entry under
of the Convention is relevant only in the caseof personsbeing sent repeatedlyback
Commission
forth
between
different
found that the 'shuttlecocking'
the
countries,
and
immigration
U.
K.
the
authority amountedto a degradingtreatmentwithin
of
practice
the meaningof Article 3 of the Convention.
The Commission established that deportation may per se in certain
circumstancesamount to a treatmentprohibited by Article 3 of the Convention. The
Commission held that any act by the authorities liable to have direct effects on the
applicant's physical condition or endanger his life might be contrary to the
Convention,particularly Articles 2 and 3.124
The criteria which has been developed by the Commission to determine
whethera treatmentis consideredcontrary to Article 3 of the Convention include: the
status of human rights in the State of destination and the political regime, the
proceduralguaranteesavailable in the Stateof destination,the severity of the penalty
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125
factions.
by
and the risk of persecution non-government
Three main rules can be deduced from the decisions of the Commission
Articles:
based
the
the
above
mentioned
on
regarding applications
A- An expulsion is contrary to the Convention if its only principle purposeis
126
in
Convention.
freedoms
the
destroy
stated
to
rights and
B- The rights and freedoms set forth in the Convention

do not grant an alien

the right to stay in a particular State.
C- An alien's rights under the European

Convention

are independent

from

his/her right to stay in a particular State.
It must be pointed out that Article
prohibits collective

Article
This
of
aliens.
expulsion

to a group of individuals.
to international
expulsion

127 Article

international

is
illegal.
per
se
masse
of aliens en

Rights, and the African

of the E. C. H. R.

does not apply to individuals

4 of the fourth protocol is an important

law since the customary

prohibit collective

explicitly

4 of the fourth protocol

nor

addition

law does not consider that the

Only a few human rights instruments

expulsion of aliens: the American

Convention on Human

Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights. 128

Family Life, linmigrution and Human Rights

A fundamentalproblem which is associatedwith the international labour immigration
is the preservationof family unity and normal family life. The common pattern of the
begins
husband
leaving
his
with
a
country of origin, and after
migratory process
being admitted into an immigration country he requeststhat membersof his family to
join him.
The defects of national laws have been pointed out in Chapter Three. The
rules of international law place no obligation on the part of the recipient country to
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his
family.
alien
or
admit an
The provisions of human rights instruments manifest that the contracting
States attach a considerable importance to the protection of family life. Article 15 (3)
of the U. D. H. R. states that "... family is the natural and fundamental group unit of
by
State.
Article
"129
12 of the
is
the
to
society
and
protection
society and entitled
U. D. H. R. prohibits

arbitrary

interferences

130
family.
Article
with

17 of the

I. C. C. P.R. contains a similar provision, but it extends protection to include unlawful
131
C.
Article
C.
S.
R.
10
I.
E.
honour
the
of
provides that the
reputation.
and
attacks on
132
family.
States
the
to
widest possible protection
recognize
contracting
Article

8 of the E. C. H. R. reads:

1. Everyone has the right to respectfor his private and family life, his home
and his correspondence.
2. There shall be no interference by a public authority with the exercise of
this right except such as is in accordancewith the law and is necessaryin a
democratic society in the interests of national security, public safety or the
economic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime,
for the protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and
freedomsof others.133

The provisions of the human rights agreementsdo not include any definition
of "family". The absenceof criteria as to what relationships constitute a "family"
issue
definition.
the
of
providing
a
controversial
raises
0
Nafziger observes that: "The definition of family is at least problematic
internationally as it may be domestically."134 The problem of laying down criteria to
define the term "family" is explainedby Robertson:
Family life may vary very much with social, economic cultural and
geographicalconditions, and it is subject to various ideological, religious and
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135
philosophical conceptions.

In the absenceof authoritative interpretation of the provisions of humanrights
instrumentsconcerningthe conceptof "family", 136thejurisprudence of the European
Commissionand the EuropeanCourt of human rights constitutesa primary sourceto
build up a definition of "family".
Two concepts must be elucidated: first, the meaning of "family life", which
differs according to social groups of different nationalities. Second, the definition of
"interference"

by a public authority.

Not all interferences are prohibited in this

The interference which contravenes the provisions of Article 8 is the

Article.

interference which cannot be justified by the requirements of paragraph (2) of Article

8.
The caselaw of the Commission and the Court stipulates three requirements
before an applicantcan successfullyinvoke Article 8:
A- An applicant must prove that there is close, effective and genuinerelations
betweenhim/her and his/ her family.
13-It must not be possible for the family to live as a family unit in another
country.
C- There must be unjustified interferenceby a public authority.
The Commissionestablishedthesethree stipulationsin a numberof cases:
The Commission recalls that it has previously held that, apart from any
blood relationship, certain links must exist between persons before their
relationship can be said to constitute "family life" within the meaning of
Article 8. Thus in deciding whether "family life" exists, the Commission
has taken into account whether, for instance, personsin fact lived together
137
financially
dependent
they
and whether
were
on one another.
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In the application no. 2992/66, a Pakistani national, Singh, residing in the
U.K. applied for an entry certificate for his father to join him. The immigration
Singh
failed
family
the
that
to
the
the
on
grounds
application
prove
authoritiesrefused
Z.
found
Commission
The
that there was no violation of Article 8 since
relationship.
Singh and his father were two adults who had been living apart for a considerable
138
time.
The approach of the Commission is not only to ascertain that a family relation
exists, but also whether this relationship can constitute a family life within the
meaning of Article 8.139

Storeyobservesthat the Commission "hasusedthis test to exclude complaints
in immigration casesinvolving adult sons and daughters; siblings; grandchildren;
nephewsand nieces;other relatives and adoptive children."140 These generalcriteria
are subject to modifications by the existence of financial dependenceor strong
family
life,
jurisprudence
The
ties.
to
the
of
according
concept
of the Court
emotional
the preservationof the family as a unit:
and the Commission,envisages
0
The definition of the word 'family', for the purpose of the European
Convention, must be basedon fact, rather than on unyielding genealogical
rules modified by reservations governing age and status of legitimacy or
matrimony. The case-law under Article 8 of the Convention is dominated
by the conceptof family unity, whereby personswho in fact live together as
141
family
in
law
do
to continue to
a
are permitted
so.

The Court decided in the Abdulaziz's case that "the exclusion of a person
from a State where members of his family were living might raise an issue under
Article 8", but this did not mean that the concerned State was obliged to issue a
residencepermit if the alleged applicant could maintain regular visits to that State
unlessthere were specialcircumstances.In the application no. 1855/63,the applicant
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issue
had
Danish
to
the
that
the
a
permit
authority
residence
of
refusal
complained
infringed his family life. The Commissiondeclaredthis application inadmissibleand
his
had
to
the
visits
relativesand
that
the
making
regular
possibility of
applicant
stated
his parentsfor reasonablelength of time. The refusal to issue a residencepermit for
142
family
life.
hinder
to
did
the
the effective exerciseof
right
the applicant
not
The European Court's judgment in Berrehab's case, elucidated the special
Article
8:
issue
to
the
permit
violated
refusal
a
residence
circumstanceswhere
The refusal to grant the first applicant a new residence permit and his
resulting expulsion was an interference with the applicants' right to respect
for their family life.

Although the first applicant could travel to the

Netherlands from Morocco on a temporary visa, the possibility of
maintaining family relationshipswas theoretical in a situation where regular
143
in
contactswere essential vicw of the very young age of the child.

The Court's decision in Berrehab's case has significant legal implications.
First, the Court defined family life in board term: the cohabitation of the parentswas
it
frequent
family
life
Mr
Berrehab's
that
visits to
and
accepted
not a sin qua non of
his child -despite the fact that he was living separatelyfrom her mother- constituted
family life. Second,the Court establishedthe children's right to family life and the
denial of that breached the provisions of the E.C.H. R. The domestic laws of the
from
birth,
his/her
States
the
the
ensure,
of
child's
must
moment
contracting
integrationinto his/herfamily. 144
Thirdly, it is noted that the immigration laws require that a non-national
spouse,who is issued with a residence permit on the ground of his marriage to a
if
An
leave
has
dissolved.
the
to
the
marriage
applicant who can
country
national,
prove the continuationof the family life after divorce can challengesucha decision.
Applicants who basetheir claims on Article 8 to challengethe decisionsof the
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national immigration authoritiesregardingentry and exclusion, must demonstratethat
they bearno responsibility for suchimmigration measuresand that it is impossiblefor
them to establishnormal family life in anothercountry. Indeed,thejurisprudence of
the Commýission
and the Court establishesthat the "voluntary migration of one spouse
145
itself
Article
8":
cannot
engage
0 any public responsibility under
The Commission notes that the parentshave themselvescreatedthe present
situation by leaving the children behind in the United Kingdom, where the
parentshad no right to stay...where they apparently found the economic and
educational opportunities for their children to be more favourable than
Northern Cyprus.146

In anotherapplication the Commissionfound that althoughthe refusal to grant
a residencepermissionto the applicantconstitutedinterferencewith the light to family
life, the applicant was responsiblefor this measureby deliberately entering the U.K.
illegally to evadeimmigration control.147
The Commission

declared inadmissible

applications based on Article 8

because it found that there were no legal obstacles for a family to live as a unit in
148
is
family.
this
The
the
unless
other country
other country
unconnected with
Commission

did not accept that lower standards of living

and the economic

conditions in a State of origin, constitute obstacles to family life. 149
The terms of Article

8 do not guarantee the right of a family

to choose a

country of residence: "The right to respect for family life does not necessarily include
the right to choose the geographical location of that family life. '1150 In the application
no. 3325/67, the Commission

decided:

It is to be observedthat the refusal by the authorities of entry or continued
residenceof the husbanddid not prevent the wife and children from joining
him abroad,no reasonappearing,given the short period of their residencein
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the United kingdom, why they could not do so, therefore; and whereasthe
refusal would not have constituted a separation of the family by the
authorities, if the wife and children as they were entitled and choseto remain
151
in the United Kingdom.

The guaranteesin Article 8 are confined to respectthe existing family life. 152
The Article doesnot oblige a Stateto issuean entry clearanceto a foreign citizen for
153
famil
This raisesthe question of
the purposeof establishing
a
new
relationship.
0y
Does Article 8
the practice of an arrangedmarriage.
the States'obligation regarding
C.
tý
tý
t)
issue
State
to
to
an
and
residence
permit
a
entry
authorization
on
place an obligation
01
the one party of the intended marriage? The issue was indirectly raised in the
Abudlaziz'case. The applicant contendedthat the U.K. immigration rule interfered
by
intended
life
family
that
to
the
t:
the
to
1
tý
stipulating
parties
marriage should
right
with
have met before the marriage. This condition could not be fulfilled since the practice
in
Court
directly
India.
The
did
is
address the
not
customary
of arranged marriage
issue
is
State
to
obliged
a residence or an entry permit to a party
question of whether a
is
it
But
intended
that
the
the
the
above
mentioned
rule
stated
of
purpose
marriage.
of
to prevent evasion of immigration

154
bogus
by
marriage.
means of a
rule

Nevertheless, it can be assumed from the judgement of the Court that a State Party to
the Convention enjoys a margin of discretion to determine whether or not to issue a
in
the case of arranged marriage.
permit
residence

Article 8 does not only place a duty of abstentionfrom interfering in family
life, but also demandsaa positive obligation on the contracting Statesfor maintaing
normal family life. In the Belgian linguistic case,the Commissiondid not uphold the
Belgian government interpretation of Article 8 that the obligation resulting from
155
Article 8 possesses
a strictly negativecharacter.
The Court hasassertedin various casesthat the obligation containedin Article
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8 is not limited to a passive obligation, i. e. States Parties are required to abstain from
an unjustified interference in family life, but also obliges States to act positively to
ensure effective respect for family life. The Court has referred to the fact that the
purpose of Article 8 of the Convention is to ensure effective protection of individuals
against arbitrary interferences by a public authority.

This obligation cannot be

brought about by passivity on the part of a State but necessitates a positive
tn

undertakina:
eý
The Court recalls that although the object of Article 8 is "essentially" that
of protection of the individual against arbitrary interference by the public
authorities, it does not merely compel the State to abstain from such
interference:in addition to this primarily negative undertaking, there may be
positive obligations inherent in an effective respect for private or family
life. These obligations may involve the adoption of measuresdesigned to
secure respect for private life even in the sphere of the relations of
individuals betwcenthemselves.156

States' obligations regarding Article 8 of the E.C.H. R. assert that the
fulfilment of obligations of the Convention requires the removal of legal and factual
obstacles which hinder the effective enjoyment of the rights enumerated in the
Convention:
hindrance in fact can contravene the Convention just like a legal
...
impediment. Furthermore, fulfilment of a duty under the Convention on
occasionsnecessitatessome positive action on the part of the State; in such
circumstances,the State cannot simply remain passiveand there is no room
to distinguish betweenacts and omissions.157

Article 8 of the E.C.H. R. places some restraints on the sovereign power
its immigration laws. Yet the practical value of this Article in the field of
regarding
Cý
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immigration is limited. According to the caselaw of the EuropeanCommissionand
the Court, an applicant cannot basehis claim on Article 8 unless there is actual and
in
The
by
interference
the
this
authority
exercise
of
a
public
right.
refusal
unjustified
to admit an alien into a country where his wife has taken up residence does not
constitute a violation of Article 8 if the concernedfamily can live togetherin another
158
238156,
her
husband,
In
the
the
that
no.
application
applicant
complained
country.
into
Commission
declared
Denmark.
The
German
the
refused
entry
was
a
national,
because
in
had
Germany
inadmissible
the
their
couple
common
residence
application
159
The
Court
do
decided that an expulsion of the whole
to
so.
and could continue
family doesnot raisean issueunder Article 8, if the family could continue to live as a
160
in
unit their country of origin.
Paragraph(2) of Article 8 is liable to misuse. The Commission recognizes
that national authoritiesenjoy considerablediscretionary power especiallyregardsthe
link betweenthe effective implementationof immigration policies and the maintenance
161
But an interference with the right to family life is justified if it is in
of order.
in
law
and
necessary
a democratic society, on one or more of the
accordancewith
(2).
Convention
in
Velu
Article
listed
8
that
the
grounds
paragraph
notes
of
eight
"did not provide for any restrictions on the safeguardof this interest."162
Nevertheless, the decisions of the Court have interpreted paragraph (2) of
Article 8 of the E.C.H.R. in a very rigorous way in order to avoid the misuse of the
(2) of Article 8. The Court and the Commissionaccept
tn
textual elasticity of paragraph
that Statesare entitled to enjoy a certain degree of discretionary power. However,
this margin of discretion is circumscribed by the requirementsof Article 8 and by the
supervisoryrole of the Court:
In the first place, its review is not limited to ascertaining whether the
respondentState exercised its discretion reasonably, carefully and in good
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faith. In the second place, in exercising its supervisory jurisdiction, the
Court cannot confine itself to considering the impinged decisions in
isolation, but must look at them in the light of the caseas a whole; it must
determinewhetherthe reasonsadducedtojustify the interferencesare relevant
and sufficient.

163

The term."according to law" implies that a norm cannot be consideredas law
unless it is formulated with enough precision, made accessibleto individuals and
for
provides consequences a given action. In other words, the phrase "according to
law" does not merely refer to the domestic law of a State, but also relates to the
discretionary
law.
The
that
character of law is not inconsistent with the
quality of
abovementionedrequirements:
The IaNvwhich confers a discretion is not in itself inconsistent with the
requirement of foresceabitlity, provided that the scopeof discretion and the
manner of its exerciseare indicated with sufficient clarity, having regard to
the legitimate aim of the measure in question, to give the individual
164
intcrference.
adequateprotectionagainstarbitrary

It is not sufficient for the purpose of Article 8 (2) that a State refers to its
domestic law to justify an interference in family life. The said municipal law must
comply with the abovementionedrequirements.
An interferencein family life can be justified only if its purposeis legitimate.
The legitimacy of such an interference is determined by the criteria provided in
(2) of Article 8: the national security,public safety,economicwell-being of
paragraph
0
el
the country; the prevention of disorder, protection of health or morals, or for the
protection of the rights and freedomsof others:
In order to determine whether these interferences were justified under the
terms of paragraph 2 of Article 8, the Court must examine in turn whether
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they are "in accordance with law", whether they had an aim that was
legitimate under paragraph2, whether they are necessaryin a democratic
165
society.

Two notions have been emphasizedby the Court: the necessity of such an
intervention,and the proportionality principle. The notion of the necessityimplies the
166
for
intervention.
"pressing
social need"
existenceof a
The proportionality
individuals

principle

requires a process of balancing

the interest of

interest provided for in paragraph (2) of Article
and the general
r.5
tn'

8. While

it is legitimate for a State to expel or discontinue an alien's residenceon the one or
in
Article
Court
has
(2)
8,
the
the
paragraph
of
annulled
provided
grounds
more of
t:1
b
decisionsof national authoritieson the basisof the lack of proportionality betweenthe
interest which Article 8 protectsand the interestsof the individuals. In the Berrehab's
issue
for
immigration
Dutch
to
the
authority
refused
permit
a
residence
a
case,
Moroccan national after his divorce from his Dutch wife on the ground of the
issue
The
disorder.
that
the
to
applicant
claimed
a residence
refusal
prevention of
his
The
Court
from
keeping
him
regular
with
minor
child.
contacts
permit prevented
immigration
Dutch
breach
Article
the
that
the
a
of
authority
constituted
refusal
of
ruled
8, and the interferencewas disproportionatesincethe Dutch immigration authority did
not achieve a proper balancebetween the applicant's interest in maintaining regular
his
interest
for
the
the prevention of
and
general
child
allowing
contacts with
disorder.167
The Court assertedthe proportionality principle in the Moustaquim's case.
The caseconcerneda Tunisian national who lived in Belgium for twenty years with
his brothersand sisters. As a result of committing over twenty criminal offences, he
was issuedwith a deportationorder. The Court annulled the deportationorder stating
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that no proper balance was achieved between the interests involved, and the means
168
legitimate
being
disproportionate
to
the
aim
employedwere
in pursued.

Nfgrant Workers mid Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

An earlier section of this chapter has attempted to analyse some aspects of the
normative ambiguity of the concept of discrimination. The non-discrimination
principle proposesto achieve equality. However, this simple statementraisesmore
important
issues
is
most
of
which
whether the aim of the noncomplicated
discrimination principle is to achieveequality beforelaw (formal equality) or equality
in law (material equality), and whether the Statesparties to humanrights conventions
interfere
to
positively to achieveequality?
are underan obligation
The principle of equality implies formal and material equality. Formal
equality refers to equal treatment while material equality relates to equality in
fields.
The
from
be
deduced
human
cultural
view
which
social
and
can
economic,
Z5
rights instrumentsappearsto be in line with the notion of formal equality. According

to this view, the principle of non-discrimination does not protect economic, social and
ghts since this category of rights requires a State's positive action:
cultural ri tn
The non-discrimination principle does not relate, in this view, to the group
of human rights that supplementsthe classic set of freedom rights, namely
economic, social and cultural rights. To comply with theserights requires,
in the traditional view, not state abstention (as is the casewith the freedom
rights ) but state action. The non-discrimination principle prohibits only a
certain action; therefore it does not relate to such inaction, not even if this
inaction would violate social rights and lead to a discriminatory situation at
169
that.

The genesis of this approach can be traced back to philosophical and
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jurisprudential conceptswhich underlie the definition of human rights. The preamble
for
Human
Rights
Declaration
Universal
the: "Recognition of the
the
provides
of
of
inherent dignity and of the equal and inalienable rights of all membersof the human
family". The concept of inalienable rights is derived from the natural law theory.
According to this theory, "individuals possessedof rights in nature". And "these
legislative
1170
dependent
sovereign
upon
a
grant
or
statue.,
not
were
rights
The intellectual underpinning
Cý of the notion of inalienable rights is ascribedto
the "social contract". Men during the period of "transformation" from "primitive
state" to "social state" gave up some of their natural rights and at the same time
171
fundamental
These
termed
rights
are
as
rights.
certain
rights.
preserved
0
The theory of the "social contract" is best expressedin John Locke's writings:
gn
Locke imagined the existenceof human beings in a state of nature. In that
state men and women were in a state of freedom, able to determine their
in
in
the sensethat no one was subjected
equality
of
a
state
also
and
actions,
to the will or authority of another. To end the certain hazards and
inconveniencesof the stateof nature, men and women enteredinto a contract
by which they mutually agreed to form a community and set up a body
politic.

However, in setting up that political authority they retained the

natural rights of life, liberty, and property which were their own.
Government was obliged to protect the natural rights of its subjects and if
government neglected this obligation it would forfeit its validity and
office.
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-Thesetheoreticaland philosophicalconceptsof political liberty are reflectedin
the provisions of the U.D.H.R. where primacy is given to political rights:
A perusal of the provisions regarding rights makes it abundantly clear that
the overriding philosophy underlying them is the Western concept of
political

liberty

and democracy, inclusive
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contradistinction to economic rights or egalitarianism. The rights and
freedomsenumeratedin the articles are life, liberty, the illegality of torture,
equality before law, prohibition against arbitrary arrest, fair trail by
impartial tribunal, freedom of travel, the right to marry freely, the right to
own property, freedom of assembly, and so on. The primacy of political
rights in the Declaration is clear of the thirty articles only three, one of
them dealing with property rights, can be considered as dealing with
economic rights.

173

This view is materialized by the adoption of two separateconventions, the
I. C.E.S.C.R. and the I. C.C.P.R. The provisions of the I. C.E.S.C.R. recognize the
injust
favourable
to
and
work
conditions, the right to an adequate
of
right everyone
standardof living and to social security assistanceand welfare. The implementation
of theseprovisions can help to overcomesome of the deficienciesof national laws in
theseareas.
There are major obstacles, legal and economic, which disallow the
enforcement of the provisions of the I. C.E. S.C.R. These impediments are related,
first, to the legal status of the rights enumeratedin the I. C.E.S.C.R., and to States'
obligations; and, second, to the economic situations of the States parties to the
Covenant.
Maurice Craonston argues that the economic and social rights are not
universal human rights since these rights "cannot be transformed into universal
body and cannot be enforced by
some
specific
positive legal rights against
or
person
C>
an international court.11174
This view is sharedby Siegel who arguesthat the fights enumeratedin the
InternationalCovenanton Economic, Social and Cultural rights, cannotbe considered
175
legal
by
individuals.
He points out that there
as
claims which are enforceable
exists two major reasons to justify this approach. First, during the process of
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drafting the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the
limit
legal
ly
"shar
the
to
p
obligations and entitlements
predominate views are
associatedwith most social and economicrights":
The outcomeswere usually conceptually closer to what Feinberg has termed
"manifesto rights" than much more substantial sensein which Henry Shue,
among others,advocatessubsistencerights.
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And, second, the other reason is that the purpose of the International
Covenanton Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, is to emphasizethe States'duties
tý
than establishing individual entitlements
social
rights
rather
and
economic
regarding
0
to theserights:
Rights do not appear to be the key operative concept in most articles of
leading contemporaryinternational documentspurporting to prescribesocial
and economic rights. Statementsof welfare rights in such instruments as
the United Nations Covenanton Economic, Social and Cultural Fights and
the Council of Europe's European Social Charter are designed primarily to
highlight the broad context of State responsibilities regarding health,
welfare, education, and employment, while only minimally advancing
177
individual
entitlcments.
meaningful

Article 2 of the I. C-E S.C.R. statesthat:
Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take steps,
individually and through international assistanceand co-opcration,especially
economic and technical, to the maximum of its available resources,with a
view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized
in the presentCovenant by all appropriate means,including particularly the
178
legislative
adoption of
mcasurcs.

The term "to achieving progressively" is contrasted with the language of
CI
tý
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Article 2 (1) of the I. C.C.P.R.: "Each State Party to the presentCovenantundertakes
to respect and to ensure to all individuals within its jurisdiction... ". The full
be
the
should
rights
achieved progressively, whereascivil
recognized
realization of
179
be
and political rights should ensureduno actu.
The granting of civil and political rights is obligatory on the State yet the
enforcement of economic, social and cultural rights is to be achieved progressively by
180
States.
the
Applying
Convention

a similar

on Human

and the freedoms
The preamble
which

analytical

Rights

establishes

of the Convention

of the Convention

are likerninded

approach

on the provisions

the strong

and the Western
states:

and have a common

"The

interaction
European

Governments

of the European
between

political

philosophy.

of European

heritage of political
ZI)

traditions,

the rights

countries

freedom

and

the rule of law."
A fundamental component of the Western theory on human rights is the
freedom
individuals'
and controlling
protection of

States' power vis-a-vis

individuals. The Convention guaranteesa set of rights which protects individuals'
liberty and controls States'power by the concept of the due processof law. 181 The
rights which are protected by the Convention are: the right to life, freedom from
torture, inhuman or degradingtreatment,freedom from slavery or servitude,the right
to individual liberty, the right to fair trial, prohibition of ex post facto criminal
legislation, respect for private and family life, freedom of thought, conscience,
freedom of peaceful assembIy and association, the right to
religion,
expression,
rý
marry and found a family. As it has been noted, the EuropeanConvention protects
only the rights and freedomsset forth in the Convention. The right to work, the right
to receive compensationfor occupational diseasesand the right to receive social and
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182
by
Convention.
the
the
medical assistanceare not rights protected
provisions of
In the application no. 2380/64, the Commission stated that the applicants
cannot claim the right to receive pension under the national insurance schemesof a
183
particular country.
In the application no. 4288/69, the Commission provided that States may
imposerestrictionson the benefitsof national insuranceschemes:
Restrictions of the benefits of national insurance schemesto categories of
persons satisfying certain conditions are inherent features of such
184
schemes.

Regardingthe right to work, Borchard explains that the labour of aliens is the
only exchangeablecommodity they possess;to deprive them of the right to labour is
them to starvation. An alien cannot live where he cannotwork. 185
to consign
0
Under international law, a Stateis entitled to control every type of economic
States
its
jurisdiction.
Since
to base their economic
within
are not obliged
activity
en,
policies on the principle of free activity, they may reserveemploymentto their citizens
or prohibit employmentof non-nationals. As a result, Statescan discriminate against
non-nationalswithout violating internationallaw:
A State may exercise a large control over the pursuits, occupations, and
modes of living of the inhabitants of its domain. In so doing, it may
doubtless subject resident aliens to discrimination without necessarily
violating

any principle of international law.

According to general

international law, the States, members of the international community, are
not obliged to base their economic legislation on the principle of free
activity and intercourse. They may, consequently, reserve the exercise of
economically gainful occupations to their own nationals and exclude
186
iens.
a]

In the application no. 86/55, the applicant complained that he was unable to
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his
because
he
foreigner
demanded
licence
to
was
profession
a
and
a
practise
obtain
Germans.
Commission
The
treatment
the
rejected the applicant's
with
equality of
is
discrimination
that
the
to
the
exercise
a
ground
right
profession not
on
claim of
included amongthe rights guaranteedby the Convention.187
The E.C.H.R. and the caselaw of the European Commission and the Court
have maintainedthe liberal traditional division betweencivil and political rights and,
the economic and social rights. The E.C.H.R. in its presentstructure does not offer
adequate protection
cultural

rights.
tý

to migrant workers particularly

Migrant
a:.

regarding

economic-social

workers who are nationals of the contracting

and

States benefit

from the provisions of the European Covenant on the Legal Status of Migrant
Workers. Articles 1 and34 of the EuropeanCovenanton the Legal Statusof Migrant
Workers limit the enjoyment of the benefits of the rights to the nationals of the
188
States.
contracting
The protection of social, economic and cultural rights is an issue of
fundamental importance to migrant workers. If the traditional view is accepted
without question, the legal and practical value of the provisions of the I. C.E.S.C.R.
is curtailed.
The legal gap regarding
r) the protection
C,
of the social and economic rights of
by
is
the participants in the colloquy on the Human Rights
workers
stressed
migrant
of Aliens in Europe:
A personliving in a foreign country, for instance,normally attachesgreater
importance to social, economic and cultural circumstancesthan to the legal
189
force.
in
provisions

However, this statementcannot be acceptedwithout questioning. It reflects
the evolving trend in the European countries members of the Council of Europe to
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attachgreateremphasison the economicand social rights.
The merits of the classical division between political, civil, economic and
later
be
discussed
stage.
a
at
social rights will

The Judicial Protection against the Decis6w of the National Ituniigrution Audwrifies

The employment and residence of migrant workers is largely dependent on the
immigration
by
decisions
taken
the
authorities and employment
administrative
bureaus. As it has been pointed out in Chapter Three, immigration laws are
by
discretionary
by
the
their
terminology
the
wide
and
of
vagueness
characterized
immigration
by
authorities.
enjoyed
power
The immigration authorities are executive public bodies empowered with
immigration
legal
decision-making.
This
latitude
nature
of
as regards
considerable
immigration
leaving
liable
thus
the
to
to
authorities a
them
and
misuse
rules renders
substantialscopefor an arbitrary action:
Moreover, the legislature and the judiciary, apparently assumingthat a high
degreeof administrative discretion is essentialfor effective implementation
of immigration policy, have proved so unwilling to restrict the decision of
the administration in this area that the latter has been left with considerable
immigration
to
take
to
arbitrary
action
against
all
persons
subject
scope
controls.
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The transformation in the functions of modem governmentsfrom protectors
of civil and political rights of citizens to active suppliersof social and economicgoods
in
fields.
by
intervention
and
social
public
authorities
economic
active
necessitates
This intervention might infringe the welfare and tights of citizens and residentaliens.
0
This explains the importance of offering effective judicial protection against the
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decisionsof the administration. It is crucial for migrant workers to be protectedfrom
the adverseeffects of the administrativedecisionstaken by the public authorities:
When one considers how the importance of modern administration has
shifted from govemmental intervention to governmental supply of benefits
to help maintain the necessities of life in a broader sense, then this
phenomenonbecomesself-evident and also of decisive importance for the
law of aliens. The failure of the public authority to supply benefits can
especially today be considered as a source of discrimination against which
judicial protection has become extremely urgent. No modem State can do
without a certain dirigisme, without planning or without the distribution of
from
Those
excluded
such aid are endangeredtoday in their
assistance.
social
very subsistence. The refusal for instance to grant an alien a business
licence can be equivalent to his expulsion, since in many caseshe would be
deprived of his basisof livclihood. 191

Public international law and the provisions of human rights agreements
individual.
juridical
They confer upon every
the
of
every
personality
recognize
individual the legal capacity to bring claims before the existing national courts and
fair
the
to
to
to
the
trial, the
6
right
access
right
a
courts,
guaranteeprocedural rights:
followed
in
detention
have
to
procedures
particular
casesand the right to an
right
Article
Article
3
(2)
domestic
8
U.
D.
H.
R.;
the
remedy.
of
of the
effective
I. C.C.P.R.; Article 13 of the E.C.H.R. provide for the above rights. 192
However, the wording of theseArticles is substantiallydifferent. Article 8 of
the U.D.H. R. guaranteesan effective remedy regarding the rights enunciatedin the
Declaration and the rights grantedin domestic national laws: "Everyone has the right
to an effective remedy by the competent national tribunals for acts violating the
fundamental rights granted him by the constitution or by law". Articles 3 (a) of the
I.C.C.P.R. and Article 13 of the E.C.H.R. limit the scope of an effective remedy to
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the rights and freedomsrecognizedby thesetwo conventions.1m
Under Article 13 of the E.C.H.R., the right to an effective remedy is limited
to the rights and freedoms of the Convention which do not include a right to enter,
reside and not to be expelled from a State. An alien cannot claim a right to an
effective remedy in national laws against expulsion or refusal of entry. An alien is
entitled to this right only if an expulsion or refusal of entry encroacheson the rights
194
freedoms
Convention.
of the
and
The other basicdifferencesof thesethreeArticles is that accordingto Article 8
of the U. D.H. R., the right to an effective remedy requires a competent national
tribunal. While Article 3 (b) of the I. C.C.P.R. speaks of "competent judicial,
administrativeor legislative authorities,or by any other competentauthority provided
for by the legal system of the State; Article 13 of the E.C.H.R. simply refers to a
"national authority" which does not have to be a tribunal or a court195although the
Court has expressedthe importanceof thejudicial protection to safeguardindividual's
196
the
executive.
rights againstacts of
The importance of an effective remedy is dependenton the substantiverights
which it aims to protect. This fact depreciates the practical value of an effective
remedy in the field of immigration since the interpretation of human rights
conventionsand their ideological basisdo not recognizea wide rangeof rights which
are the most fundamentalto migrant workers.
Lillich adoptsthe view that the legal confusion surroundingArticle 13 of the
E.C.H.R. vitiates its categorizationas a part of customaryinternational law:
To date only article 13 of the EuropeanConvention has beeninterpretedand,
in Professor Fawcett's words, its interpretation has revealed 'a basic
confusion of thought as to the real purpose and the function of the Article'.
Is article 13, be asks, 'concerned with the international or the domestic
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implementation of the Convention, with the collective guarantee,or with
internal remedies? Does the article, from the claimant's perspective,
mandatethat an effective domestic remedy be in place ready to considerany
alleged violation of the EuropeanConvention, or does it becomeapplicable
only after there has been a determination (by the Committee of Ministers,
the European Court of Human Rights, or a domestic court applying the
Convention as part of domestic law) that another, 'substantive'article of the
Convention has beenviolated?197

While international law requires States to guaranteethe above mentioned
rights to aliens as a minimum standard,it is quite difficult to establish that public
international law placesan obligation on sovereignStatesto structuretheir domestic
judical systems in order to offer a judicial protection against the decisions of the
be
A
cannot
assumedthat Statesmust adapttheirjudicial and
general
rule
executive.
legal systemsto grant such protection in the absenceof expressprovision regarding
thejudicial protectionagainstthe decisionsof the executive.
This conclusion can be reinforced by analysing the provisions of the
investmentand the recruitment treaties(ChapterFour). The generalformula adopted
by these treaties provides that the nationals of the contracting parties shall enjoy
equality of treatmentas regardsthe protection of laws i. e. they have the samerights
to bring claims before the existing courts. It is evident that this formula reflects the
national treatmentstandard.
According to this view, the national treatment standard is "a generally
recognized rule of international law that a foreigner within a State is subject to its
public law, and has no greater rights than the nationals of that country. "198 In
Doehring's words: "Theseagreementsdo not offer any generallegal principle which
would go beyond the scopeof treaty obligation."199 Doehring further adds:
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A general principle requiring administrative law to provide judicial
protection against all activities of the Executive cannot, however, be
detected. This is not surprising becausealso in classical times of sovereign
States the national legal orders only recognized the above guaranteesas
essential. The notion of Rechtsstaat (State basedon the rule of law) as it
developed during the movement of liberalization (19th century), i. e. the
civic rule of law which standsin contrast to a modern conception of the rule
of law (extensive court protection) comprises mainly of the protection of
theseguaranteesby legislature against the government. Thus, for instance,
life and liberty have always been special subjects of protection under
criminal law, so that also the alien had to be protected against illegal
prosecution; encroachments upon his life and liberty caused by other
individuals had to be under the same criminal penalty as provided for
200
law.
generally by national

Article 6 (1) of the E.C.H.R. is closely linked to the former paragraph. The
Article providesfor a fair and public hearing by an independentand impartial tribunal
in casesinvolving civil obligations or criminal charges,and it has been invoked by
the administrative decisions of the national immigration
applicants to challenge
ID
201
authorifies.
The concept of civil obligations -as it has been adoptedby the Court and the
Commission- must be elucidated before appraising the value of Article 6 in
immigration cases. Someinitial observationsmust be emphasized:
A- Article 6 applies only to the rights and freedoms enunciated in the
Convention.
B- It applies to the proceedings before courts and to the administrative
t: 1 if they are decisive for relations in civil law between the applicants and
proceedings

third parties.2(Y-1
C- The Court and the Commission do not examine the merits of the
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administrativedecisions.
D- The Court and the Commission examine the legality of an administrative
decision taken by public bodies,if it infringe the rights setforth in the Convention.
The above observations can be deduced from the jurisprudence of the
Commissionand the Court:
Whereas, insofar the Applicant alleges a violation of Article 6 of the
Convention, it is to be observed that this Article

applies only to

proceedingsbefore courts of law; whereasthe decision taken by the Ministry
of justice to suspend the applicant's right of accessto her children is an
administrative decision, solely within the competence of that Minister,
whereas, the Convention, under the terms of Article I guaranteesonly the
rights and the freedoms set forth in section I of the Convention and under
Article 25 paragraph(1) only the alleged violation of one of thoserights and
freedoms by a Contracting Party can be subject to application to the
Commission-, whereas, the right to have a purely administrative decision
based upon proceedings comparable to those prescribed by Article 6 for
proceedingsin court is not as such included among the rights and freedoms
203
guaranteedby the Convention.

The Commissionand the Court have constantlystatedthat the conceptof civil
be
interpreted
independently
from
in
the
0
must
existing
rights
and
obligations
rights
the laws of the contracting parties, even though the general principles of the domestic
law must be taken into consideration

in any such an interpretation204.

It is

incompatible with the provisions of E. C. H. R. that the contracting parties adopt an
20-5
interpretation
the
terms
of
of civil rights and obligations.
extensive
The decisions of the Commission and the Court have restricted the concept of
civil rights and obligations to private rights and obligations.
This approach has serious implications regarding the admission, residence,
deportation and exclusion of migrant workers. The proceedings which regulate the
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admission, residence and exclusion of migrant workers fall within the domain of
public law and therefore outside the competenceof the Commission. The claim to
for
law
it
be
is
State
this
reason
cannot
of
public
and
characterizedas
a
matter
enter a
Convention:
in
the
the
of
sense
a civil right
Whereas the right to enter and reside in a country is determined by public
law, through acts of public administration, from which it follows that the
term "civil right", in Article 6 paragraph.I does not include any such right
and that therefore neither the decision to grant or refuse entry, nor the
proceedings through which that decision is reached are governed by the
provisions of Article 6.206

Request for an entry clearance or residence permit does not include the
determination of a civil right.207 In Agee v. U.K. the Commission held that Article
6 does not apply to a decision to deport an alien, since it does not relate to the
determination of civil rights and obligations.208 Deportation is not consideredas a
by
just
it
is
a government to discontinue the residenceof an
a refusal
punishment,
209
full
due
law
that
processof
a
may not apply.
undesiredpersonso
In anotherapplication the Commissionconsideredthat an alien's right to enter
is,
in
in
country
a
particular
principle, independentand separatefrom the
or remain
private rights and obligations which may occur to him under the contract of
210
in
the
country concemed.
employment
This view was repeated in the application no. 7902/77 in which the
Commission decided: "An authority which decides to terminate a residencepermit,
doesnot determinea civil right, even where this decision hasconsequences
in relation
211
law
the
to
person'srights and obligations under private
contracts.,,
Article 6 is not applicable to the administrative proceedingson the prohibition
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212
of entry.
The above constant decisions of the Commission and the Court clearly
establish that the refusal of an entry or expulsion of an individual cannot infringe
his/her civil rights and obligations for the purposeof the EuropeanConvention.
This trend hasbeennarrowly modified by the Commission. The Commission
statedthat a refusal by an immigration authority to allow an individual to enter a State
might in certaincircumstancesencroachon his/her civil right and obligations.
In the application

no. 2991/66, the applicant invoked Article

decision made by the U. K. immigration

authority,

6 to challenge a

whereby a child was refused leave

to enter the U. K. to join his father:

Whereas the determination of the question whether the Applicants had in
this respect any civil right under Article 6, paragraph (1), depends
substantially upon the determination of the question whether or not the
refusal of the immigration authorities to allow the minor child Mohamed
Khan to enter the United Kingdom to take up residence with his father
Mohamed Alam was unjustified interference with the family life of the
Applicants within the meaning of Article 8 may well be considered as the
determination of civil right within the meaning of Article 8, whereas the
Commission hasjust held this complaint of the Applicants under Article 8
cannot be declaredmanifestly ill-founded;

whereasthe Applicants' further

complaint that they were denied a fair and public hearing before an
independentand impartial tribunal for the determination of such civil right
raises questions of such complexity that their determination must depend
upon an examination of the merits of the case; whereas accordingly this
further complaint of the Applicants under Article 6, paragraph(1), can again
not be regardedas manifestly ill-founded within the meaning of Article 27,
213
Convcntion.
(2)
the
paragraph of

The Commission held that the refusal of the Swedish authority to grant the
applicant an entry permission so that he can take part in custody proceedingsraised
200
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the possibility of violating Article 6 of the Conventiom214
However, in the Singh case,the Commission rejected the applicant's claim
that the refusal of the British immigration authority to issue an entry clearancebad
violated paragraph(2) of Article 6 of the Convention. The interesting point in the
Singh caseis the Commission'sreasoning. The father of the applicant came to the
United Kingdom to join his son who was settled in the United Kingdom as the
he
had
been
into
but
household
the country. The
refused
admission
applicant's
Commission rejectedthe applicant'sclaim that there was a breachof Article 6 of the
Convention,and went on to state:
Whereasthe Commission hasjust held that the Applicant failed to establish
his right to family life within the meaning of Article 8 of the Convention;
whereas it follows that the Applicant had no right to the entry of his
widowed father to join him which could be considered as a 'civil right'
within the meaning of Article 6, paragraph (1) of the Convention; whereas
consequentlyit is not necessaryto consider the substanceof the Applicant's
further complaint that he was denied a fair public hearing before an
independent and impartial tribunal; whereas it follows that this part of
Application is incompatible with the provisions of the Convention within
215
27,
Article
(2).
the meaningof
paragraph
s

According to the Commission's reasoning, if the applicant had successfully
family
life
his
to
within the meaningof Article 8, the decisionrelated
right
established
to his entry would have come within Article 6. These decisions indicated that the
refusal to grant a residence permit right or to enter a State might, in certain
216
issue
Article
6
European
Convention.
the
under
raise
an
circumstances,
of
The jurisprudence of the Court and the Commission regarding the concept of
civil rights and obligations establishesthat the administrative decision of a public
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interference
licence
in
business
to
constitutes
an
civil rights. The
withhold
a
authority
European Court judgment in Konig's case stated that Dr. Konig's right to practise
Article
6 of the E.C.H. R.,
the
within
meaning
of
medicine constituted a civil right
despitethe fact that the disputewas concernedwith the administrativemeasurestaken
by the competentbodiesin the exerciseof public authorityý217
In the Benthem case the European Court decided that the refusal of a public
licence
interference
business
in
to
the
the
to
applicant
was
an
a
grant
authority
applicant's civil right.
Article

While

218
6 equally

negate the administrative

applies to nationals

decisions

taken by a competent
the Commission

decisions affect civil rights and obligationsfrom

adopting

the same view

and aliens, and is invoked

regarding

the immigration

public

bodies,

to

these
-if

and the Court refrain
decisions

to terminate

deport
if
decisions
have
to
these
even
aliens,
or
consequences in
residence permits
relation

to the person's rights and obligations

Commission

219
law
The
under private
contracts.

decided that:

The Commission observesthat the right of an alien to reside in a particular
country is a matter governed by public law. It considers that where the
public authorities of a State falling within the public sphereand that it does
not constitute a determination of his civil rights or obligations within the
meaning of Article 6. Accordingly, even though the decision to deport the
applicant may have consequencesin relation to his civil rights, in particular
his reputation, the State is not required in such cases to grant a hearing
conforming to the requirementsof Article 6.220

It can be statedthat the conceptof civil rights and obligations as interpretedin
the case law of the European Court and the Commission is synonymous with the
private rights and obligations:
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It would appear therefore that "civil rights and obligations" are rights and
obligations relating to private law and that Article 6 (1) of the European
221
Convention is applicable to such civil rights and obligations.

This interpretation, which limits the concept of civil rights and obligations to
is
by
indicates
law,
Dijk.
He
that the
questioned
rights and obligations of private
legislative history of Article 6 of the E.C.H. R. clearly proves that the intention is to
avoid "any restriction which would exclude -a priori- rights other than private
222 This view is shared by the dissenting judge in the Benthem's case. The
',
rights.
tý
judge has expressed the opinion that the term civil rights should be interpreted: "To
include all rights which are individual rights under the national legal systems and fall
into the sphere of individual freedom, be it professional or any other legal activity, it
1,223
be
ts.
civil
rig
seen as
must
5h
.

Plender explains the difficulty

of invoking 0 Article 6:

Aliens dissatisfiedwith the determination of their applications or appealsby
national administrative authorities are seldom able to avail themselvesof
Article 6 of the European Convention, given the fact that 'civil rights' are
for
include
the purposeof that provision,
taken
to
redress,
administrative
not
unless(exceptionally) a decision of a public authority affects private rights
224
betweenindividuals.

The preceding section demonstrates the limitations

of Article 6 of the

European Convention in immigration cases:
A- Article 6 is confined to the civil law and the criminal proceedings referred
to in the Convention.
B- Article 6 of the Convention applies to the administrative decisions if these
decisions infringe private civil rights and obligations. Excluded from its scope are the
rights which fall within

the domain of public
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deportationof aliens.
C- The jurisprudence of the Court and the Commission considers that the
from
independent
to
an alien right
and
separate
are
private rights which accrue aliens
decisions
As
in
State.
the
the
to
of
administrative
a
to enter or
result,
a
reside
the private rights and obligations,
immigration authorities are, even if they infringe
t:l
6.
by
Article
protected
not
D- Article 6 does not permit the Court or the Commission to examine the
"The
decisions
the
the
of
authorities:
provisions of
national
administrative
merits of
the European Convention on Human Rights do not equip the Commission or the
Court to review the decisionsof national administrative agencieson their facts, even
States
from
doing
"225
higher
so.
the
refrain
member
of
courts
when
E- Article 6 doesnot compel Statesto institute a system of appeal courts. A
Statewhich doesset up suchcourts goesbeyond its obligations underArticle 6.2-16
F- The Convention does not guarantee to have the execution of an
decision
suspendedý227
administrative
G- The jurisprudence adopted regarding Article 6 places serious limitations
228
due
to
process.
upon non-nationals'enfitlement substantiveand procedural

Concluding Renmrks

This chapterhas exclusively soughttwo major objectives:first, to probethe influence
immigration
laws
human
the
on
conventions
of the studied countries;
rights
of
secondly, to question the capacity of human rights conventions to protect migrant
workers. The connection of human rights with migration originates in the very
fundamental conceptof human rights: rights which are attributed to every individual
his/her
classification as an "alien" or "migrant worker".
of
regardless
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The intricate problem of re-defining basic conceptsof international law is an
before
into
is
badly
States
to
take
requiring
needed
account
essentialcondition which
human fights norms for the formulation of their immigration policies.
Immigration policies are concernedwith the admission,exclusion, residence,
deportation and controlling the economic and non-economic activities of foreign
nationalswithin the territory of a receiving State. So, immigration policies are such a
Sovereignty
is a legal concept: Statesare sovereign
vital componentof sovereignty.
discretion
in
immigration
issues.
However, this
considerable
powers equippedwith
discretion does not mean a total freedom from the international law requirements.
States are obliged not to act arbitrarily and are bound by the non-discrimination
So,
international
laws.
law
formulate
their
they
and
enforce
migration
principle when
Sovereign.
States
fulfil these conditions when
the
a
power of
places restraints on
they act in accordancewith their national laws and their internationalobligations. It is
international
laws
law
host
States
the
that
and
under
national
expel
quite permissible
have
been
its
to
working
who
and
contributing
workers
economic
migrant
developmenton economic grounds. As it has been establishedearlier, international
law neither protectsnor recognizesnon-nationals'right to resideor to labour in States
other than the Statesof their nationality. Human rights conventionsexplicitly permit
Statesto derogatetheir provisions for the well-being and for the general welfare of
in
the concernedStates.
The Staff Reporton Immigration publishedby the International Law Institute,
proposedthe following three provisions:
Article 6. Freeentry of aliens to the territory of Statemay not be generallyand
forbidden
for
permanently
except the public interest and for very seriousreasons.
Article 7. The protection of national labour is not, in itself, a sufficient reason
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for non-admission.
Article 12. Entrance to a country may be refused to any alien if he is a
vagabond or beggar, or is suffering from a malady liable to endanger the public
health, or strongly suspectedof seriousoffensescommitted abroadagainstthe life or
health of human beings or against public property or faith. Aliens who have been
229
be
State.
the
to
aboveoffencesmay also refusedentry a
convicted of any of
It is quite difficult to establish that new conceptsregarding the admission or
exclusion of foreigners have emergedsince 1919despitethe profound changesin the
international intercourseand the growth of international interdependencein the world
On
in
these
three
the
their
contrary,
proposals
are
more
advanced
community.
international
laws.
States
than
rules
of
contemporary
many
are still
principles
unwilling to subject their immigration policies to international scrutiny and to accept
specific groundsfor the expulsionof individual aliens. One example that can be cited
in this regard is the refusal of the Consultative Assembly to accept the proposals of
the Committee of Experts regarding individual expulsion. The latter proposedthe
following provisions:
A- An Alien who is lawfully resident in the territory of a contracting State
he
be
endangersnational security or public order.
unless
expelled
cannot
B- An Alien who has been lawfully resident for over two years must have
before
to
remedy
an
effective
a national authority.
access
C- An Alien who has been lawfully resident for more than ten years can be
for
only
national security reasonsý230
expelled
While international human rights instruments prohibit discrimination on the
basis of colour, sex, race, religion, and national origin, migrant workers as aliens
suffer differentiation upon the ground of alienage. McDougal, Lasswell and Chen
rightly statethat:
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Differentiation upon the ground of alienage is scarcely less invidious to
human dignity values than discrimination basedupon race, sex and religion.
A unique feature of deprivations imposed upon the ground of alienage is,
further, that they commonly involve high degreesof transnational impact.
The reference of the generic label "aliens" is not to some static isolated
group, but potentially to the whole of humanity. Every individual is a
potential alien in relation to all the states of which he is not a national; to
the extent he moves and engagesin activities across state boundaries, this
231
becomes
an actuality.
potentiality

It has been pointed out, during the proceedings of the Colloquy on the Human
Rights of Aliens in Europe, that the impact of 15 million long-term resident migrant
workers and their contribution to the economic development of the recipient States
in
the
concept
of
citizenship
a
rethinking
order to assert the universality of
requires
human rights and negate the claim that human rights are still, in many cases, citizens
rightsp2:
Surely the time has come to rethink the concept of 'citizenship' in more
functional terms, with particular reference to the individual's place of
233
his
residenceand
contribution to the economy.

Finally, it has beenillustrated that the human rights conventionsare founded
on liberal philosophy. The core of this philosophy is to protect individuals from the
power of States:
The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights is, of the [four]
treaties submitted, the most similar in conception to the United States
Constitution and Bill of Rights. The rights guaranteedare those civil and
political rights with which the United States and the western liberal
democratic tradition have always been associated. The rights are primarily
limitations upon the power of the State to impose its will upon the people
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234
its
jurisdiction.
under

This conceptconstitutesthe legal backboneof human rights instruments. It is
into
human
human
'fundamental
division
in
the
rights
of
classical
also reflected
denote
is
interpreted
to
civil and political rights, and a secondcategory
rights' which
According
includes
to this
social
and
cultural
rights.
economic,
of rights which
In
differ
human
States'
to
this
according
classification
of
rights.
obligations
concept,
the caseof civil and political rights, Statesare under an obligation to securecivil and
ju
States'
individual
The
their
to
within
obligation and
ri
sdiction.
political rights every
its extent regardingeconomic,cultural and social rights are still debatable.
The protection of economic, social and cultural rights of migrant workers is
by no means less vital than the civil and political rights. Economic, social and
favourable
include
the
tojust
to
the
work,
right
and
conditions of
right
cultural rights
living,
to
the
the right
to
the
right
an
adequate
security,
standard
of
social
right
work,
to protection and assistanceto the family, the right to the highest attainable standard
Chapter
health,
Three
the
to
right
of this study
and
education.
mental
and
of physical
hasestablishedthat migrant workers are placed in a discriminatory and inferior status
in thesefields.
The merits of this traditional division of human rights can be contested on
several grounds. The profound permutation in the function of modem States. States
in
involved
fields;
distributors,
directly
they
economic
and
social
producersof
are
are
economic resources, and are not just guardian States. These changes must be
reflectedin legal rules:
The necessity for the law to deal with the ever increasing complexities of
social life is in part the result of the transition from the nineteenth century
"night-watch State" - as Lassal dubbed it - to the State that must take into
235
diverse
accountýand react to, the multiple and
social needsof the people.
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The other ground upon which one can to challenge this distinction between
fundamental human rights and other human rights is that such a distinction indicates
human rights are classified hierarchically according to their importance which is
challengedby the conceptof indivisibility of humanrightsý236
The human rights treaties place the two categories of rights on an equal
footing.

The United Nations affirms that "... all human rights are indivisible and
...

interdependent; equal attention should be given to civil and political, and economic,
social and cultural rights. "237

Trubek explains that the adoption of two instruments, the dealing with civil
and political rights, and the second with social, cultural and economic rights, is
factors
legal
to
than
the
to
rather
natureof the rights:
attributed political
The other factor which was influential in the division of the proposed
Covenant was more political. There was substantial disagreementover the
desirability of a covenantwhich dealt with social welfare at all. Some states
which were preparedto support a covenant guaranteeingpolitical and civil
rights were not willing to agree to a document that would commit them to
social welfare rights and thus to specific social programs. This led some
statesto suggestthat the proposedcovenant be limited to political and civil
238
rights.

Civil and political rights are viewed as non-ideological and compatible with
Economic,
systems
of
government.
most
social and cultural rights are perceived in
ideological
context which does not fit into the philosophy of the free market, and
an
they necessarily encroach on the domestic affairs of Statm239
It has been explained that some writers on international law advance the view
that the I. C. E. S.C. R. does not place a legal obligation

on States Parties to the

Covenant to enforce the rights which are enumerated in the Covenant. They base
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is
first
The
that the rights are notjusticiable.
two
their argumenton
main concepts.
The secondis the wording of Article 2 (1) of the Covenant.
While it is discernablethat the economic, social and cultural rights differ from
differences
the
these
accepts
polarized approachof
one
rights,
political
civil and
-if
do
these
that
mean
rights are not
rightsnot
and
economic-social
civil- political,
justiciable, but that they require special methods for their achievement and their
enforcement:
A government need not ask whether a fight is political or cultural, civil or
economic. In the last resort, it will divide all human fights, whatever their
nature, into the following two categories:
Category 1. Rights which are capable of effectively becoming a reality
through immediate legislative or administrative action on the part of each
Stateand which may be expectedto be enforced without delay by judicial or
includes
fights
law.
domestic
(This
the
category
of
processes
administrative
which are already in existenceby virtue of action as aforesaid taken prior to
the signatureof the Covenant.)
Category 2. Rights which, although recognized in principle, cannot
effectively

come into existence in law until after the execution of

programmes,including economic and social programmes, which may vary
240
feasibility.
in duration and

The Covenantrecognizesthis fact and for this reason,it provides in Article 2
(1), that "Stateswill take steps...by all appropriate means..."
Some of the rights which are enlisted in the I. C.E.S.C.R. can be legally and
immediately implementedthrough appropriatejudicial means. For example, Article
13 (2) which provides that primary education is compulsory and should be made
available to aV41
The second point which is raised by the groups of writers who tend to
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dismissor depreciatethe significanceof the legal implications of the economic,social
Covenant
by
the
rights, relates to the wording of
and cultural rights as enumerated
Article 2 (1) of the Covenant. The Article reads:
Each State Party to the present Covenant undertakes to take steps,
individually and through international assistanceand cooperation,especially
economic and technical, to the maximum of its available resources,with a
view to achieving progressively the full realization of the rights recognized
in the presentCovenantby all appropriate means,including particularly the
242
adoption of legislative mcasures.

They argue that the wording of this Article, particularly the wording of
"achieving progressively the full realization", does not place or establish a legal
Covenant
Covenant.
"goals"
States
Party
the
to
the
the
to
the
enforce
of
on
obligation
The wording of Article is comparedwith other Articles of human rights conventions
"to
"to
the
or
ensure".
guarantee"
phrases
which use
While it is true that the wording of Article 2 (1) of the Covenant is rather
lead
Article,
for
does
to
the
that
the
this
not
a number
conclusion
weak,
or
moderate
Covenant.
legal
States
Parties
The
to
the
obligations
on
no
places
reasons,
of
Covenant is an international treaty which imposes legal obligations. Treaties in
international law createlegal obligations for the parties of such treaties243 t is c ear
from the preparatorywork of the Covenantthat the draftersof the Covenantrecognize
that the nature of some of the fights cannot be immediately implemented. The
implementation of the rights of the Covenant differs from one country to another
depending on its economic development and its resources. For this reason the
drafters of the Covenanthave preferred using the phrase"progressiverealization" of
theserights:
Any one who was familiar with social and educational policy could not fail
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to realise that the programme entailed by the acceptanceof the provisions
farreaching
be
that
cultural
rights
would
so
and
social,
economic,
concerning
it would take a long time to achieve. He therefore considered the word
Rprogressively"both necessaryand valuable. Furthermore, it introduced a
dynamic element, indicating that no final fixed goal had been set in the
implementationof economic, social, and cultural rights, since the essenceof
244
progresswas continuity.

As it has been noted earlier, the provisions of the E.C.H. R. have serious
implications on the immigration laws of the StatesParties to the Convention. The
Commission
European
Court
has
Human
Rights,
European
law
the
the
and
of
of
case
developed substantial rules which affect the implementation and the formation of
Convention
is
States
Parties
laws.
It
to
immigration
that
the
to
the
state
safe
national
did not envisage at the time of signing and ratifying the Convention, that the
Convention,
influence
immigration
in
laws.
their
the
the
would
rights
protection of
Article I of the Convention categorically provides that everyone within the
jurisdiction of the Contracting Parties is entitled to the rights and freedoms of the
Convention,irrespectiveof whetheror not he/sheis an immigrant.
AccordingZý to the case law of the Commission and the Court, Statesare, in
issues
immigrants;
in
deciding
immigration
but
free
the
this
on
and
of
principle,
freedom of action is limited by the Convention, and it must be exercised in
its
The
provisions.
with
power of exclusion, admission, granting
conformity
Convention
if
it
infringes
deportation
the
of
aliens
contravenes
and
one or
residence
in
Convention.
the
the
of
rights
guaranteed
more
Generalprinciples can be deducedfrom the caselaw of the Commission and
the Court which represent special value in the field of immigration. The nondiscrimination principle is of special significance. Immigration laws are indirectly of
discriminatory nature: they are about the admission, residence, exclusion of non-
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differentiate
between
individuals
Consequently,
they
various
or group of
nationals.
individuals on the groundsof race, nationalities and sex. This differentiation occurs
favourable
treatment, or refusing admission or extending residence
a
when granting
to certain nationals. The question which emergesin this context is: does such an
immigration law breachthe of non-discrimination principle? The jurisprudenceof the
Court and the Commission has established that although the Convention does not
in
to
to
or
reside
enter
a country member to the Convention, an
guarantee a right
immigration law which excludes or refuses to extend the residence of certain
nationals, or gives them a preferential treatment, cannot be consideredas breaching
the non-discrimination principle unlessa racist motive is proven. The racist motive
history
legislative
law
from
form
factual
be
deduced
that
the
the
of
and
can
individual
This
case.
was the case of the 1968 Act as it has
circumstancesof each
been explained in this chapter. However, the Court and the Commission do not
in
treatment
a
preferential
relation to their admission
certain
nationals
granting
regard
and extending of their residence as a breach of the non-discrimination principle,
have
links
if
individuals
these
certain
with the concernedcountry such as
especially
interests,
ties,
previous long legal residence,or their countries
economic
emotional
have historical links with the concernedState.
The important implication of the non-discrimination principle relates to
discrimination on the ground of sex. It has beennoted in ChapterThree of this study
that some immigration laws permit a non-national male who is granteda permanent
is denied to a settled non-national
residencepermit to bring&ýhis wife while this right
V5
female. This issue was raised in the East African Asian casesand in the Abdulaziz's
case. The Court and the Commission upheld the applicants' claims and decided that
an immigration law which differentiated between male and female as regardstheir
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admissioninto a territory of a Stateinvolved discrimination againstmale immigrants
and contravenedArticle 14 of the Convention.
It has been observedthat many applications before the Commission and the
Court are basedon Article 8 of the E.C.H. R.which guaranteesto everyone the right
to family life and prohibits arbitrary interferencesin the exerciseof this right. Despite
the fact that the Conventiondoesnot guaranteeto individuals a right to enter or reside
in a particular country, the decisions of the Court and the Commission have placed
several obligations on the member Statesto the Convention to protect the effective
exerciseof this right. Theseobligations relate to the preservationof family unity and
family
life
States'
obligation to ensurean effective protection againstan
and
normal
unjustified interference by public authority in family life. The fulfilment of these
obligations requires a positive action on the part of a State. The Court and the
Commission have stipulated rigid conditions regarding paragraph(2) of Article 8 of
the E.C.H.R. which permits Statesto interfere in family life. Such an interferenceis
only justified if it pursueslegitimate aims as they are provided in this paragraph,or it
is according to the law. Three fundamental legal norms have beenestablishedby the
Commission and the Court regarding paragraph(2). First, an intervention by public
authority in family life is only justified by the existence of a pressing social need.
Secondly, the term "according to the law" implies that this law should not limit or
derogateany of the rights establishedby the Convention, and the term itself requires
that this law should havebeenenactedthrough a normal legislative processregistered
and published in official records, and its provisions are clear and provide
foreseeability. Thirdly, the proportionality principle is an important legal norm which
hasbeendevelopedby the Court and the Commission and is not directly basedon the
provisions of the Convention. It provides that a decision of an immigration authority
to exclude an alien or to discontinuehis/her residenceis not consideredin conformity
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it
is
based
listed
in
because
Convention
the
the
or
more
on
one
of
grounds
with
in
Convention,
legislation,
the
the
provided
grounds
and that the
or
on
national
decision pursues legitimate aims. In addition to the fulfilment of the above two
conditions, sucha decisionmust achievea proper balancebetween,first, the interests
of the individual and the legitimate purposeswhich the decision seeksto protect; and,
balance
between
legitimate
be
the
there
proper
must
a
purposesand the
secondly,
legitimate
The
to
these
protect
purposes.
proportionality
are
employed
meanswhich
it
to
the
which
are
attached
are emphasized by the
conditions
principle and
Commission and the Court especially in the Berrebab'scaseand in the Moustaquim's
The
been
have
examined.
already
proportionality principle and the
case which
Court's interpretationof the term "according to the law" provide additional guarantees
for immigrants becausethey are not only confined to laws which affect the right to
family life, but their scopeof application also includes any national law which limits
Convention.
by
the
the
established
rights
any of
It is evident from the former analysis that human rights instruments, as they
stand,fall short of offering adequateprotection for migrant workers. They primarily
legal
the
philosophy which was prevailing at the time of their adoption.
reflect
During that period, the problem of international labour migration did not exist.
The next chapter will deal with the UN Convention on the Protection of
Human Rights Migrant workers and Their Families.

The Provisions of this

conventionwill be comparedwith the ILO Conventionsregardingmigrant workers.
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The UN

Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant
Workers

and Members

of Their

Families

Introduction

The preceding chapters have examined so far the legal systems of the receiving
States, the international recruitment treaties, the U. D. H. R., I. C.E. S.C.R.,
E. C.H. R., I. C.C.P.R., and the I. C.E.A. F.R.D. I have argued that the provisions of
these instruments cannot adequately safeguard
rý
non-citizens' rights when they are
employed in countriesother than their own.
Immigration laws based on national and narrow economic considerations
Z5
relate exclusively to the short-term requirements of the labour markets and their
fluctuations.

This economic approach undermines the normative value of the

laws. It has been demonstratedthat the immigration laws
0
provisions of immigration
of the receiving Statesare characterizedby the vaguenessof their texts, and by the
considerablelatitude of discretion that the executing bodies enjoy in enforcing these
laws. This discretion makes it possible for the executing bodies to practise either a
strict or liberal application of these laws in accordancewith the needsof the labour
market. The weaknessof the national legal systemsis exacerbatedby the fact that the
decisionsof the courtsand the executingbodiesin casesinvolving migration laws are
t5 r>
&)
vulnerable to non-legal factors such as public attitudes and political and economic
factors.
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The provisions of the international recruitment treaties reflect the receiving
States' approachto international labour migration. Workers are recruited for a short
period of time to perform specificjobs. The recruitment treatiesembody the national
treatment standard whereby the status of the recruited workers regarding their
employment, residence,expulsion, family reunification, transfer of their wagesand
social security is governed by the national laws of the receiving States. The
the labour importinge)
or
commit
norms
recruitment treaties do not advancenew legal
&I
Statesto a positive action in favour of the recruitedlabour.
Human rights instruments on migration disclose serious theoretical and
normative limitations. It is said by Erem:"The Universal Declaration of Human
Rights of 1948and the EuropeanConvention on Human Rights have today acquired
the status of classical texts"; and "at the time the declarations of human rights were
"
thing
there
migrant
workers'
question.
as
proclaimed
was no such
On the 18 December 1990, after ten years of negotiations, the General
Assembly adoptedthe international Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All
Migrant Workers and Membersof Their Families.
The UN Convention consists of nine parts. Part I sets forth the scope and
definitions of the Convention. Part 11 lays down a non-discrimination clause
Zý the
rn
regarding
rights
enumeratedthereafter. Part III spells out the rights of migrant

workers and their families. Part IV includes additional rights which are applicable to
migrant workers and their families who are in a regular situation. Part V specifies
which provisions of Part IV are applicable to six of the eight categories of migrant
workers as defined in Article 2 of the Convention. Part VI deals with the illegal
migration and the illegal employment of non-nationals. Part VII focuses on the
supervisory arrangementsand complaints procedure. Part VIII containsa number of
general stipulations on, for example, the preservation of acquired rights, the
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provision of effective remedies and implementation, and finally part IX includes
procedural matters.
The main purpose for the adoption of the UN Convention is to protect the
human rights of migrant workers. This chapter questionswhether the provisions of
the Conventionintroducenew internationallegal norms or are they merely a repetition
of the already existing humanrights provisions?
It has already been pointed out in the course of this study that migrant
workers face particular legal problems which are related to their admission, work,
residence, equality of treatment, family reunification

and social security.

The

is:
do
in
the provisions of the UN Convention
this
which
context
question
raises
the former issues? The provisions of the UN
advance new legal concepts regarding
r5

Convention will be compared with ILO Convention No. 97, Migration for
Employment Convention,and Convention No. 143, Migrant Workers.
The points which are going to discussedin this chapterare:
Scope
definitions.
and
Equality
treatment.
of
Family
reunification.
Residence
Expulsion.
and
Employment.
Social
security.
-

Scope and Deflnifions

The UN Convention adopts a general definition of the term "migrant worker" in
Article 2 (1) and other definitions of particular categories of migrant workers in
tn'
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paragraph (2).

Article

2 (1) defines "migrant worker" in general terms.

The

definition includes any person who is to be engaged, is engaged or has already been
2
in
State
in
he
is
a
of which
or she not a national.
engaged
a remunerated activity
Article 2 defines particular categories of migrant workers, frontier workers, seasonal
itinerant
installation,
workers, project-tide workers,
workers, workers on an offshore
3
specified-employment workers, and self-employed workers.
Excluded
organizations,
refugees

from

the above

persons who are employed

and stateless persons,
installation

offshore

definitions

of international

are personnel

by a State outside its territory,

students,

trainees,

seafarers

investors,

and workers

on an

been
have
they
that
admitted to take up residence
not
provided

in a remunerated activit y in the State of employment.
and engage
ýn
During
regarding

the process of drafting

the inclusion

the Convention,

of self-employed

migrant

objections

workers

and seafarers.

Convention
by
delegations
the
the
that
purpose
of
new
some
stressed
vulnerable

groups of migrant workers and self-employed

have been raised
It has

is to protect the

persons who are in higher

by
instruments:
human
other
rights
economic positions are protected
Since the mandateof the Working Group was to draft an instrument for the
protection of vulnerable groups of migrant workers, by extending such
protection to self-employed personsor investors the Working Group would
deviate from its purpose. They stressedthat self-employed personsare in a
higher economic position, such as restaurant owners or other investors or
other categories of workers who are in higher economic positions and are
4
by
human
instrumcnts.
already protected other
rights

The French delegation has referred to the difficulties of setting up criteria to
distinguish between self-employed personsoccupying.high economic positions and
thosein averageor weak economic positions.5
0
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We can say that the term "self-employed worker", as defined in Article 2 (h)
of the Convention, refers to a person who is engaged in small-scale economic
activities other than those who are employed by a contract of employment, and to a
person who is recognized as self-employed by the legislation of the State of
employment, or by bilateral or multilateral agreements.
According to Article 3 (f), non-residentand non-nationalseafarersfall outside
the scopeof the Convention,whereasnon-nationalresidentseafarersare protectedby
the Convention. The formulation of this Article is adoptedin order to satisfy several
European countries with international ship registers who pay non-residentand non6
lower
national seafarers
wagesthan national seafarers.
Accordingly, this Article permits States Parties to this Convention to pay
different wages for the samejobs for workers of different nationalities if they are
classified as non-residents.
The provisions of the UN Convention protect regular migrant workers and
their families as well as migrant workers in an irregular situation. But the extent of
the protection varies according to the regularity or irregularity of the concerned
migrant workers and their families. The Convention distinguishesbetweenthe rights
to be enjoyed by all migrant workers (Part 111),and the rights applicable only to
migrant workers whose status is considered lawful in the country of employment
(Part IV). The rights in Part IV of the Convention apply only to migrant workers in a
regular situation. Theserights include: the right to political participation7' the right to
equality of opportunity and treatment regarding
social
the
and
economic
matters8,
tý
Z5
right to the free choice of employment9,the right to establishunionsIOand the right to
substantiveguaranteesin caseof expulsion.
Article I1 (1) of the ILO Convention No. 97, defines a migrant worker as a
person who migrates from one country to another for the purpose of employment.
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This definition includes any person who is regularly admitted as a migrant for
No.
Convention
97 points out that managers,
Committee
The
the
on
employment.
executive staff, enterpriseadministratorsand highly qualified techniciansare migrant
12
Convention.
Article
II
Article II of the
the
of
workers within the meaning of
Convention No. 143containsa very similar definition.
As the two Conventions are not based on the principle of reciprocity, a
migrant worker does not have to be a subject of the State which has ratified the
Conventions or guaranteed identical treatment to the subjects of the country of
emigration or employmentin order to benefit from the protection they provide for.
The definitions in the two Conventions apply to migrant workers regardless
13
be
It
lengths
their
the
their
occupations.
must
noted that certain
of
of
stay or
is
admission
to
whose
on a permanent basis
workers
provisions apply only migrant
such as Article 8 of the ConventionNo. 97 which protectsmigrant workers and their
families from expulsion on the groundof incapacity to work.
Excluded
members

from the scope of the two ILO Conventions

of the liberal

professions

14
The Convention
seamen.

employees of organizations

for
is
a short-term;
whose entry

No. 143 excludes

who come specifically

persons

are frontier

two more categories

for the purpose of training

or undertakings

workers,

artists

and

of workers:

15
or education,
and

operating within the territory of a country

16
duties
Both
to
the
their
or assignments.
undertake specific
at
request of
employers
Conventions

do not apply to both self-employed

As a general rule, the provisions

and frontier workers.

Conventions
two
the
of

apply to regular

However,
Part
families.
I
Convention
their
the
of
migrant workers and membersof
No. 143 is specifically adopted to solve the special problems of irregular migrant
workers.
The UN Convention definition of migrant workers expands on the term
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"migrant workers" to cover wider categories of workers. The inclusion of selfemployed workers recognizes the fact that self-employed workers have become a
major sourceof migration. The Convention extendsand defines rights applicable to
certain categories of migrant workers, such as frontier workers who are excluded
from the coverageof ILO ConventionsNos. 97 and 143.
The second advantage of the UN Convention is in detailing the extent to
which rights are applicableto certain categoriesof migrant workers. Article 2 defines
particular categoriesof migrant workers. Thesecategoriesinclude: frontier workers,
seasonal workers, itinerant workers, project-tied workers, specified employment
17
workers and a particular group of self-employedworkers.
However, the expansion of workers who benefit from the Convention should
by
First,
be
for
two
specifying that certain rights are
reasons.
over-valued
not
main
Convention
the
to
workers,
runs the risk of
applicable
certain groups of migrant
establishing two sets of rights: rights which are applicable to migrant workers in a
in
to
workers
an irregular
migrant
regular situation, and rights which are applicable
situation.

The existence of two sets of rights contradicts the purpose of the

Convention which is the establishment of human rights which can apply to all migrant
18
Second, the reservation clause in Article 88 enables the contracting States
workers.
to exclude entire categories of migrant workers by unilateral statements. Article 88 of
Z5

the UN Conventionprovidesthat:
A State ratifying or acceding to the present Convention may not exclude the
application of any Part of it, or, without prejudice to article 3, exclude any
19
its
from
application.
particular categoryof migrant workers

Regardingthe reservationclause,we needto emphasizethat the ratification of
C5
ILO conventionscannotbe accompaniedby reservations.20
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Family Reunifimtion and Family Rights

One of the major humanitarian issueswhich is associatedwith international labour
migration is the problem of divided families. The migratory processusually begins
with a husband departing from his home country and after being admitted into an
immigration country, he applies to the national immigration authority in the Stateof
employment for his family memberstojoin him.
It has been pointed out that the concept of "family" and the conditions of
admitting a family differ from one Stateto anotheraccordingto national laws. While
the human rights agreements,which have already been mentioned, recognize the
importance of preserving the unity of the family and the right to normal family life,
these instrumentshave not documenteda def-initionthe term "family". As they stand
Contracting
States
do
the
to admit families
they
on
state,
obligation
and
not place an
of migrant workers. This section examines the provisions of the UN Convention
regarding family reunification and the rights which are accorded to the membersof
migrant workers' families.
Article 44 (1) of the Convention restatesthe principles of Article 16 of the
Universal Declarationon Human Rights, and Article 23 of the International Covenant
on Civil and Political Rights emphasizesthe importanceof protecting the unity of the
"family".

However, the preparatory works of the UN Convention reveal a

between labour sending countries and the Statesof
views
substantial divergence
of
6
Cý
0
employmentin relation to the following:

definition
"family",
labour
Regarding
States
the
the
term
the
of
exporting
always endeavourto adopt a wide concept of the term "family", while the Statesof
employmentpressfor a more restrictive conceptof the term.
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With
families,
to
the
the employment
workers'
reference
rights
of
migrant
States link the status of migrant workers' families with the status of the migrant
workers themselvesinsofar as their residenceand accessto work is concerned.
As
States
the
to
the
of
regards
obligation
employment
admit members of
migrant workers' families, the labour exporting States argue that the States of
employment are under an obligation to admit membersof migrant workers' families,
whereas the latter state that the provisions of the Convention, in this regard, are
recommendatoryand do not affect the sovereigns'right to establishtheir own criteria
to admit migrant workers' famil i es.

Ilk

Definitim of the Term Faunly

A document by the International Council on Social Welfare points out that different
family:
different
the
to
concept
of
societiesattach
meanings
I- The nuclear family, refers to husband, wife and unmarried children
residing in the samehousehold.
2- The extendedfamily, referred to as a composite orjoint family, includes
three or more generations:grandparents,their married children and wives, their grand
children as well as other relativesresiding frequently in a common household.
3- The modified extendedfamily, is a common form of family organization in
modem industrialized societieswhich refers to three or more generationsresiding in
separate households, but maintaining bonds of affection, support and social
interaction.21
Article 4 of the UN Convention which defines the term family reads as
follows:
For the purposes of the present Convention the term "members of the
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family" refers to personsmarried to migrant workers or having with them a
relationship that, according to applicable law, produceseffects equivalent to
marriage, as well as their dependentchildren and other dependentpersons
who are recognized as membersof the family by applicable legislation or
applicable bilateral or multilateral

agreements between the States

22
concemed.

Several options have been suggested during the process of drafting this
Article. The initial proposalincludesa very broad definition of the term "membersof
the family". 23 It includes the spouse,the dependents,the parents of the migrant
family
by
the
as
of
are
recognised
members
any
who
and
any
workers,
other persons
between
States
bilateral
the
treaties
employment
and the
relevant
or multilateral
emigration countries.
This broad definition of members of a migrant worker's family reflects the
fact that different legal and cultural systems give various definitions of the term
family. The important issue is that the diversity of the concept family should not lead
to establishing discriminatory criteria. This view is reflected by the objections of
"as
to
the
equivalent
countries
words
some

to marriage" and the question of

24
These countries argue that while the provisions of the Convention make
polygamy.
it clear that the applicable legislation which governs the status of the family is the law
of the State of employment, the law of the foreign worker's State should not be
dismissed all together, and reference must be made to the rules of private law. 25 This
0

view is partially approvedby the Chairman of the Working Group who explains that
the expression"applicable law" in the presentArticle of the Convention is meant to
26
include the rules of conflict which might
foreign
laws.
the
application of
Cý permit
While Article 44 (2) of the Convention

states that unmarried minor dependent

children of migrant workers are included in the concept of family,
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stipulate that the children of migrant workers should be unmarried and minor. The
only qualification which is mentionedin Article 4 is the dependencestatusof migrant
workers' children. This difference might be explained by two reasons. The first is
that while Article 4 of the Convention provides for a definition of family, Article 44
(2) defines members of migrant workers' family who might be entitled to family
unification.
Secondly, Article 4 of the Convention is adopted in responseto the labour
exporting States'demandto adopt a wider concept of the term "family" by deleting
the qualifying words: minor and unmarried. Labour importing countries have
insisted on retaining the above qualifying words. They have argued that it is
important to retain a restrictive definition of the family of a migrant worker, since
migration for employment is a "transitory phenomenon and not a permanent one,
there is a necessity in their view to keep a restricted definition of the family of a
migrant worker."27
The second point which is raised in opposition to the adoption of a broad
definition of the family of a migrant worker is that such a broad definition would
place "migrant workers in a more privileged status than nationals of the State of
employment. "28

The foregoing discussiondisclosesthe difficulties of setting up a definition of
tn'
tý
the term "family" at an internationallevel. This is mainly due to the legal and cultural
diversity, and to the conflicting interests of the labour receiving countries and the
labour sending countries. Article 4 permits States to adopt different concepts of
family, and the referenceto the national legislation of the Stateof employment in this
29
States
impose
to
these
restrictive practices.
regardalso permits
Article 8 of The ILO Convention No. 97, evadesthe problem of providing a
definition of a migrant worker's family and speaksonly about membersof a migrant
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worker's family who have been authorized to accompany orjoin him, thus placing
the issue of a definition within the national legislation of the Statesof employment.
Similarly, Article 13 (2) of the ILO Convention No. 143 statesthat for the purposeof
family reunification, membersof a migrant worker's family include the spouseand
dependent children, father and mother provided that the migrant worker is legally
residing in the Stateof employmenOO
A more useful legislative technique for the drafters of the UN Convention
would have beennot to attempt to lay down a generaldefinition of a migrant worker's
family; but, rather just to identify the personswho are entitled to apply for family
reunification.

The Admission of Members of Migrant Workers' Families into the Employment
States

It has been explained in the preceding chapters that the admission of members of
migrant workers' families is subjectto the national laws of the Statesof employment.
The States invoke the sovereignty doctrine to show their unwillingness to subject
their immigration policies to international scrutiny. The exceptionto this generalrule
is thejurisprudence of the EuropeanCourt of Human Rights which has categorically
established the applicability of the provisions of the E.C.H.R. to the immigration
laws of the contracting States.
Article 44 (2) and (3) of the UN Convention deals with family reunification
its
by
the
provisions:
are
covered
and specifies
personswho
2. StatesPartiesshall take measuresthat they deem appropriate and that fall
within their competenceto facilitate the reunification of migrant workers
with their spouses or persons who have with the migrant worker a
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relationship that, according to applicable law, produceseffects equivalent to
marriage,as well with their minor dependentunmarriedchildren.
3. Statesof employment, on humanitarian grounds, shall favorably consider
granting equal treatment,as set forth in paragraph2 of this Article, to other
31
family membersof migrant work-ers.

The provision of the secondparagraphof Article 44 covers both the Statesof
employment and the Statesof emigration. It is obvious from the wording of this
Article and from the statementswhich are madeduring its formulation that this Article
does not establish a right to family reunification. The only obligation contained in
Article 44 is that the StatesPartiesto the UN Conventionshould take measureswhich
they "deemappropriate"to "facilitate" family reunification.
During the process of drafting the Convention, the delegations of the
have
labour
that
countries
exporting
maintained
since
countries which are considered
VD
(1) of Article 44 establishesthe ri 9ht to family protection by the States,this
paragraph
2:1
family
includes
the
unity and consequently the right to family
right
preserving of
reunificationý2
The recipient countries,on their part, have stressedtwo points:
First,
is
Article
does
State
this
the
a
general
statement
and
not
oblige
of
employment to admit membersof migrant workers'families.
is
interpreted
States
have
The
that
those
the
term
second
point
reunification
in a very broad way to include the admissionof migrant workers' families, the terms
and duration of their residence,and the terms of housing and resources.
The USA delegateis reportedto having statedthat the Article is:
Cý
family reunification was a
of
principle
regarding
a
statement
general
...
useful contribution to the text, but the sovereign right of Statesto establish
their own immigration policies had to be protected. He stressed his
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delegations' understanding that the provision in no way prejudiced that
sovereignright.

Norway hasexpressedthe view that:
it understood the text as a statementof guidance only, and not imposing
...
any obligations on the States of employment, leaving the family
reunification subject to the legislation of the State of employment.

Francehas statedthat:
its
State
to
the
that
the
might,
according
employment
of
means
provision
...
33
legislation, set conditions to family rcunification.

The effect of these statements is to reduce this provision to a mere
State
discretion
to recognize personswho
is
It
the
each
of
recommendation.
within
are members of a migrant worker's family and to take measuresto facilitate their
reunification with migrant workers.
The provision of the UN Convention regarding family reunification doesnot
it
from
Conventions
ILO
does
depart
family
the
to
nor
establish a right
reunification
Nos. 97 and 143 regarding migrant workers. Both Conventions do not place
States
Contracting
to admit membersof migrant workers families.
the
obligations on
Article 8 of the ILO Convention No. 97 speaksabout personswho are authorised to
join migrant workers who have been admitted to a State of employment on a
permanentbasis. The purposeof this Article is not to deal with family reunification,
but to limit the power of the concerned State of employment to send back migrant
workers and membersof their families who havebeenadmittedpermanently:
A migrant for employment who has been admitted on a permanent basis and
the members of his family who have been authorised.to accompany or join
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him shall not returned to their territory from which they emigrated becausethe
by
illness
follow
his
is
to
of
occupation
reasons
contracted or
unable
migrant
injury sustainedsubsequentto entry, unlessthe personconcernedso desiresor
34
an international agreementto which the member is a party so provides.

Article 13 of the ILO Convention No. 143 mentions that the competent bodies
"measures"
"facilitate"
"may"
to
States
take
the
to
this
the
convention
members
of
legally
in
its
families
the
are
residing
who
of migrant workers
reunification of
territory. 35
The Committee of Experts affirms that "...neither of the two Conventions
imposes any obligation on ratifying Statesto permit the families of migrant workers
to join them." and the Committee recognizesthe fact that "only a limited number of
have
been
family
in
facilitate
designed
to
reunification
mentioned
measures
governments' reports."36
Article 50 of the UN Convention in addressesan actual issue which is not
issue
This
deals
Conventions
by
ILO
the
two
workers.
regarding
migrant
covered
legal
dissolution
the
death
status of migrant
the
on
of
a
marriage
or
with
effects of
family
families
the
reunification.
on
ground
of
workers'
who are admitted
The purposeof this Article is to protect thesefamilies from being considered
in an irregular situation in case of a migrant worker's death or dissolution of his
link
between
Article
Clearly,
the status of migrant
this
a
establishes
marriage.
families
families.
These
their
are not entitled to continue their residence
and
workers
or employment in the country of employment since the ground for their admission
into the State of employment -family reunification- has been forfeited by death or
difficulties
for
imposes
Article
This
dissolution.
migrant workers'
serious
marriage
families in countieswhere the national immigration laws do not entitle thesefamilies
to independent work or residence permits.

Consequently, these families are

consideredin an irregular situation as the caseis in the law of USA whereby families
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days
leave
in
30
to
a
situation
and
such
are
granted
of migrant workers are considered
the country.37
This Article
population
foreign
with

and the employment

nationals

during

of migrant

that this Article

only obliges

to reduce the social costs which are associated

workers'

families.

the States of employment

have

an absolute right to stay but

in
State
the
of employment
remain

a permission

countries

to grant them a reasonable period of time

has represented a very restrictive

shall grant such families

The recipient

does not give these families

which they can legally

delegation

States. The latter have sought to limit the number of

in their territories

the existence

stipulated

views between the countries with emigrant

has raised conflicting

view.

8 The German

Germany has stipulated

to stay if they meet the following

that it

conditions

that:

in
been
to
has
permission
granted
a
permanent
reside
migrant
worker
-A
Germany.
in
Germany
legally
for
famil
i
have
Members
rý
resided
es
of migrant workers'
have
been
in
Germany.
born
they
time,
or
a specified period of
disposal
families
have
their
Members
at
enough
workers'
should
of migrant
39
depending
on social assistance.
resourcesto supportthemselveswithout
The labour exporting countrieshave opposedthe link betweenthe permits of
dependents and migrant workers. They have argued for a differential treatment
between the cases of the families of migrant workers who have resided in the
territories of employment States for a considerable time, and families who have
for
for
in
States
time;
the
the
period
of
stressing
short
need
a
a
of employment
resided
favourable treatmentto the children of migrant workers who are born in the Statesof
employment:
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No parallel could be drawn betweenthe casesof migrant workers who had
recently settled in the employment State and those who had been there for
several years, especially children of migrant workers who are bom in the
40
State of employment.

Article 50 reflects a compromise between the two conflicting views. It
in
be
families
that
provides
of migrant workers will not regarded an irregular situation
if a migrant worker dies or his marriage is dissolved. The obligation which this
Article placeson the Statesof employment is to allow membersof migrant workers'
families to stay for a reasonableperiod in order to settle their affairs. However, the
Article recommends that the States of employment may grant these families an
authorization to stay in the country of employment if they fulfil the followingr5
conditions that:
in
State
legally
They
have
been
the
the
with
migrant
workers
residing
of
employment.
into the State of employment for the purpose of
They
have
been
admitted
family reunification.
The Article does not entitle families who have not been in the State of
employment at the time of the death of a migrant worker or the dissolution of his
marriage to enter the State of employment afterwards. It must be noted that the
Article does not adversely affect any right granted to the members of migrant
workers' families by the legislation of the Stateof employmentor by a multilateral or
bilateral treaty.

T'he Rights of the Families of Nligrmt Workers

This section focuseson the rights which are accorded by the Convention to persons
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who are recognized as membersof migrant workers' families. Article 36 provides
that families of migrant workers shall enjoy the rights which are enumeratedin the
Convention.

This section will be confined to analyzing the provisions which

specifically deal with their accessto employment and to educational and social
services.
It must be emphasizedthat only membersof migrant workers' families who
are legally residing in the territory of a State of employment benefit from the rights
which are provided in Articles 12,31,45 and 53 of the Convention. One exception
to this generalrule is to be found in Article 30 which stipulatesthat the children of all
migrant workers shall enjoy the basic right of accessto education on the samebasis
of with the nationals. This right shall not be "limited by reason of the irregular
by
to
or
reason of the
situation with respect stay or employment of either parent
irregularity of the child's stay in the State of employment. Thus the Article extends
the right to educationto the irregular migrant workers' chiIdren.41
Article 45 (1) guaranteesthat families of migrant workers shall enjoy equality
of treatment with nationals regardingaccessto educationalinstitutions and services,
vocational guidance and training institutions, social and health services. Their
children will also have accessto the local schoolsin which teaching is in their native
language. However, this principle of the equality of treatment is subject to various
And
its
legal
the exerciseof these
value.
conditions which undermine practical and
rights is subject to fulfilment of the conditions and the requirementslaid down by the
respective institutions. The families of migrant workers have accessto social and
health services provided that the requirements for participation in the respective
schemesare met.
As it has been explained in Chapter Three of this work that the laws of the
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receiving countries stipulate various conditions regarding access to the above
services. The period of residenceis an establishedprecondition for the entitlement of
Families
health
services.
of migrant workers who do not
social,
and educational
accumulatethe stipulatedperiod of residencecannotbenefit from theseservices. For
this reason, several delegations have objected to any reference to national
legislatiom42
The other reason which hinders the effective implementation of equality of
treatment is the obligations of the States of employment. The wording of Article 45
does not oblige the States of employment to take specific measures in favour of
migrant workers' families and their children, regarding the preservation of their
43
identity.
cultural
Article 31 of the UN Convention provides:
1. States Parties shall ensure respect for the cultural identity of migrant
workers and members of their families and shall not prevent them from
maintaining their cultural links with their State of origin.
2. States Parties may take appropriate measuresto assist and encourage
efforts in this respccL44

According to this Article, the States of employment "may take appropriate
tý,
measuresto assistand encourageefforts in this respect." It is statedby the Chairman
of the Working Group that:
"ensure" is understood to mean that the States concerned did not bear
to
...
the responsibility for ensuring the religious and moral education of the
children of migrant workers, but rather undertook-to respectthe liberty of
migrant workers to ensure the religious and moral education of their
45
children.

Another example which can be cited regarding the cultural rights is the
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provision of Article 45 (2). The Article reads:
States of employment shall pursue a policy, where appropriate in
collaboration with the Statesof origin, aimed at facilitating the integration
of children of migrant workers in the local school system, particularly in
46
respectof teachingthem the local languagc.

The USA has stated that its understanding of the provision of this Article
imposesonly a non-interferenceobligation.47
Similar views have been expressedregarding paragraph(3) of Article 45 of
the UN Convention. The paragraphprovides that:
States of employment shall endeavour to facilitate for the children of
migrant workers the teachingof their mother tongue and culture and, in this
48
regard, Statesof origin shall collaborate wheneverappropriatc.

The French and German delegations have explained that this paragraph does
not require the States of employment to provide the children teaching courses in their
49

a
mother tongue;it is a matter, exclusively, for the countriesof origin.

In this aspect, the provision of the UN Convention does not depart from the
ILO Conventions regarding migrant workers. Article 10 of the Convention No. 143,
provides for equal treatment of migrant workers regarding cultural rights-50 Article
12 (f) of the same Convention states that States Parties to the Convention shall, by
methods appropriate to national conditions and practice:
Take all steps to assist and encourage the efforts of migrant workers and
their families to preservetheir national and ethnic identity and their cultural
ties with their country of origin, including the possibility for children to be
51
given someknowledge of their mother tongue.

Article 10 of the ILO Convention No. 143, as we have just mentioned,
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provides for equal treatmentin respectof cultural rights. The Article also statesthat
migrant workers shouldhave the right to participate in the cultural life in the Stateof
employment and to maintain and develop their cultural heritage in the sameways as
the nationals. Both Articles, Article 10 and 12 of the ILO Convention, represent
statements of general principles which do not regulate specific questions of
educational assistancenor do they place an obligation on the employment Statesto
interfere positively in this field.

Accessto Employmentby Menibers of Mligimt Workers' Famffies

The final issue in this section is accessto employment by members of migrant
Convention
UN
follows:
families.
53
Article
the
reads
as
of
workers'
1. Members of a migrant worker's family who have themselves an
authorization of residenceor admission that is without limit of time or is
automatically renewable shall be permitted freely to choose their
remuneratedactivity under the sameconditions as arc applicable to the said
migrant worker in accordancewith article 52 of the presentConvention.
2. With respect to members of a migrant worker's family who are not
permitted freely to choose their remunerated activity, States parties shall
consider favorably granting them priority in obtaining permission to engage
in a remunerated activity over other workers who seek admission to the
State of employment, subject to applicable bilateral and multilateral
52
agreements.

The UN Convention distinguishes between two cases. The first case
concernsmembersof migrant workers'families who have a residencepermission of
unlimited period of time. In this casethesefamilies enjoy the right to choosefreely
their employmentprovided they comply with the conditions and restrictionsof Article
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52. The secondcaseis when membersof migrant workers' families do not possess,
on their own, a residence permit of unlimited period of time. Article 53 (2)
favorably
States
their applicationsfor
that
may
consider
recommendes
of employment
work permits.
Another point which is to be mentioned in this regard is that some States
object to the idea that families of migrant workers who have been admitted on
humanitarian groundsshouldbe entitled to the right to employment.53
While the UN Convention makes an explicit reference to access to
families,
ILO
Conventions
deal
the
by
workers'
migrant
of
employment
members
by
families
it
implicitly.
is
Access
to
members
of
migrant
workers'
employment
with
dependenton the work permit issuedto the migrant workers. Article 10 of the ILO
Convention No. 143 provides for equality of opportunity and treatment for migrant
workers and their families in respect of employment and occupation thus covering
accessto employmentby membersof migrant workers families:
ILO Con. No. 143 Article 10 provides for equality of opportunity and
...
treatment for migrant workers and their families in relation to employment
and occupation and thus covers the free choice of employment. But the
right to free choice of employment is restricted implicitly.

It has to be

recalled that neither the right of a State to admit a foreigner to its territory
nor the issue and renewal of residenceor work permit is affected. Thus a
family member may only derive rights from Con. No. 143 Article 10
referring to the access to employment if he himself possessesa work
permit. The provision does not extend the rights of family members under
54
this aspect.
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The Non-DiscrinunationPrinciple

The elimination of discrimination is a major objective of human rights instruments.
Chapter Four has brought into focus the main obstacleswhich hinder the effective
eý
identified
important
have
been
fundamental
Four
reasons
as
realization of equality.
equality:
obstaclestowardsachieving
0
definition
discrimination.
The
to
what
constitutes
agreed
as
absence
of
an
en
discrimination.
The
diversity
the
grounds
of
prohibited
of
The
the
protects.
of
non-discrimination
principle
rights
which
in
The
States'
the
mi
nation
of
non-discri
principle.
respect
obligations
Articles I and 7 of the UN Convention provide for a general rule of nondiscrimination. Further Articles of the UN Convention deal with the equality of
treatment in respect of employment, working and living conditions and social
in
implications
The
mi
nation
respect of employment, social
of
non-discri
security.
be
in
Convention
later.
the
will
examined
security and other rights as enumerated
Article I of the UN Conventionprovides that:
The present Convention is applicable, except as otherwise provided
hereafter, to all migrant workers and members of their families without
distinction of any kind such as sex, race colour, language, religion or
conviction, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin,
nationality, age, economic position, property, material status, birth or other
55
status.

The above Article provides for a general rule of non-discrimi nation without
limiting it to the rights which are enumeratedin the Convention irrespective of the
legal statusof migrant workers and membersof their families. The Article authorizes
C,
between different categories of migrant
the States of employment to "distinguish"
C)
tý
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workers as it is provided in the Convention. This affirms the fact that the UN
Convention confers or limits certain rights to different groups of migrant workers
such as seafarers.
Article 7 of the Conventionprovides for non-discrimination only in respectto
the rights enunciatedin the Convention,and refersto the non-discrimination principle
in the human rights instruments:
States Parties undertake, in accordance with international instruments
concerning humanrights, to respectand to ensureto all migrant workers and
members of their families within their territory or subject to their
jurisdiction the rights provided for in the present Convention without any
distinction of any kind such as sex, race, colour, language, religion or
conviction, political or other opinion, national, ethnic or social origin,
birth
status,
property,
marital
or other
position,
nationality, age, economic
56
status.

The wording of the two Articles is formulated along the same lines as the
international human rights conventions which prohibit discrimination, i. e. Article 2
57,
58,
59,
C.
C.
2
I.
C.
E.
S.
Article
2
U.
D.
I.
P.
R.
Article
C.
R.
H.
R.
the
the
the
of
of
of
60
C.
E.
H.
R.
Yet, the UN Convention extends the prohibited grounds of
the
and
discrimination to include nationality, age, ethnic and economic position. It must be
recalled that Article I of the I. C.E.R.D. enlists ethnic origin as a prohibited ground of
61
discrimination.
racial
The inclusion of nationality as a prohibited ground of discrimination aims to
instruments
former
human
defects
the
the
rights
which do not include
remedy
of
nationality among the prohibited groundsof discrimination. However, this addition
cannot be consideredas a novelty in international law since other instruments enlist
nationality as a prohibitive ground of discrimination such as the ILO Convention No.
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103 on Maternity Protection62,andArticle 6 (1) of the ILO Convention No. 97.63
The interestingpoint in the wording of Articles 1 and 7 of the UN Convention
is that both Articles prohibit any kind of "distinction" which is basedon one or more
of the grounds enumeratedin these two Articles, but without specifying the exact
meaning of "distinction".

The question is does the term "distinction" include

is
based
And
"distinction"
does
which
any
on
preference?
exclusion, restriction, or
Articles
in
two
these
the
grounds enumerated
one or more of

constitute

"discrimination" for the purposeof the Convention?
A perusal of the preparatory work of the Convention discloses the lack of
be
It
identify
discriminatory
to
can
adducedthat the constantreferenceto
acts.
criteria
human rights instruments during the processof drafting these two Articles, implies
that the drafters of the UN Convention do not adopt a different meaning for
discrimination.

Therefore, it can be stated that the term "distinction" means

exclusion, restriction, or preference.
However, the views which have been expressedduring the elaboration on the
non-discriminationprinciple establishthat:
be
by
Equality
treatment
treatment
as
general
enjoyed
understood
a
must
of
State
in
treatment
that
to
any
special
rights
special
or
a
contrast
any
of
nationals
64
in
employmentmay accordto certain nationals specialsituations.
The States do not breach equality of treatment if they impose necessary
65
their
of
own
nationals.
restrictions which aim at meetingmanpowerrequirements
legislation
Equality
States
the
that
treatment
the
national
means
of
of
of
employment are applicableto both national and migrant workers. Severaldelegations
because"it
have statedthat they cannot accept any reference to national legislation
rn
State
door
for
the
of employment of not allowing migrant workers to
would open
66
treatment
with nationals".
enjoy equality of
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In comparison with the ILO Conventions

Nos. 97 and 143, the non-

discrimination provision in the UN Convention is wider in its scope. Article 6 of the
ILO Convention No. 97 prohibits discrimination on the grounds of race, nationality,
religion

and sex and only in respect of certain matters which are exclusively

(a) of Article 6 provided that such matters are subject to law
enumerated in paragraph
C'

67
The
ILO
the
to
the
authorities.
control
of
administrative
regulations,
or
or
Convention No. 143 doesnot provide for a general principle of non-discrimination.
Article 10 of the ILO ConventionNo. 143 requiresStatesPartiesto the Convention to
treatment regarding
employment,
social
security,
of
promote and guarantee
equality
0
r5
trade unions and cultural rights, and individual and collective freedoms:
Each Member for which the Convention in force undertakesto declare and
pursue a national policy designedto promote and to guarantee,by methods
appropriate to national conditions and practice, equality of opportunity and
treatment in respect of employment and occupation, of social security, of
trade union and cultural rights and of individuals and collective freedomsfor
persons who as migrant workers or as members of their families are
lawfully within its tcrritory. 68

According to both ILO Conventions Nos. 143 and 97, only migrant workers
tn
ID
and members of their families who are lawfully residing and working in a State of
employment, benefit from the non-discrimi nation principle.

However, Article 9 of

the ILO Convention No. 143 provides that equality of treatment is extended to
in
irregular
an
situation only in respect of "rights arising out
migrant workers who are
of past employment as regards remuneration, social security and other benefits. "69
One of the major advantages of the non-discrimination

clause of the UN

Convention is the extension of the scope of its application to protect migrant workers
in an irregular situation. This can be compared with the ILO Conventions No. 97
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Article 6 (1)70and Article 10 of Convention No. 143 both of which limit the scope
,
lawfully
the territories of the
to
residing
who
are
within
workers
of protection mi0rant
t:.
Z:
ý
Statesof employment.

States' Obligation in respect of the Non-Discrimination Principle

This section examinesthe Statesobligations in respectof enforcing the nonr>
discrimination principle. Article 43 (2) of the UN Conventionprovides that:
States Parties shall promote conditions to ensure effective equality of
treatment to enable migrant workers to enjoy the rights mentioned in
paragraphI of this article wheneverthe terms of their stay, as authorized by
72
the Stateof employment,meet the appropriatercquirements.

This Article requires States to abolish the discriminatory legislative or
UN
Convention
differs
from
In
the
this
the ILO
respect
administrative measures.
Conventions Nos. 97 and 143. The ILO Convention No. 97 limits the scopeof the
by law or regulations or, are
equality of treatment to the matterswhich are regulated
tý
73
to
the
the
administrativeauthorities. Statesare not obliged to take
subject
control of
legislative or other measuresto achieveequality:
This provision prohibits inequalities of treatment, which may result from
legislation or practices of the administrative authorities in certain areas. It
does not however oblige States to take legislative or other measures to
redressinequalitiesin practicc74

Contrary to this narrow obligation, is the obligation contained in the ILO
Convention No. 143 in Articles 10 and 12. Article 10 provides that:
Each Member for which the Convention is in force undertakesto declareand
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pursue a national policy designedto promote and to guarantee,by methods
appropriate to national conditions and practice, equality of opportunity and
treatment in respect of employment and occupation, of social security, of
trade union and cultural rights and of individuals and collective freedomsfor
persons who as migrant workers or as members of their families are
75
lawfully within its territory.

StatesParties to the ILO Convention are required to repeal and modify the
legislative and administrative measures which are discriminatory, and public
in
The
Article
leaves
to the
to
equality
practice.
authorities are also required promote
Statesthe discretion to choosemethodswhich are appropriate to national conditions
and practicein order to achieveequality.
Article 43 (2) of the UN Convention provides that States Parties to the
Convention should seek"...to ensureeffective equality of treatmentto enablemigrant
in
I...
"
the
to
paragraph
mentioned
rights
workers enjoy
Does the term "effective equality" imply that Statesof employment are under
in
favour
to
of migrant workers to enablethem to
measures
obligations adopt special
in
(1)
in
the
treatment
paragraph
of
respect
of
enumerated
rights
enjoy equality of
Article 43? It can be deducedfrom the preparatoryworks and from the statementsof
the delegations-which have alreadybeendiscussed-that the term "effective equality"
does not denote or imply that there is an obligation on the StatesParties to the UN
Convention, to adopt specialmeasures.In the absenceof an expressprovision which
States
that
must adopt specialmeasuresto achieveequality, an obligation on
stipulates
the States cannot be assumed. Equality of treatment, according to the UN
Convention, simply meansthat migrant workers are subject to the sameconditions of
For
legislation
the
to
national
workers.
as
same
example paragraphs(c)
work and
Convention
ILO
No.
143
Article
12
(e)
the
the
of
recognize
of
and
special
needs
of
eý
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States
Convention
Parties
families
to
the
to
their
and
require
migrant workers and
adopt special measuresin order to enable migrant workers to effectively enjoy the
infringe
These
in
Article.
the principle of the
this
should
not
measures
rights enlisted
Convention
(e)
ILO
No.
143
Article
12
the
C.
treatment.
of
reads:
paragraph
equality of
In consultation with representativeorganisationsof employers and workers,
formulate and apply a social policy appropriate to national conditions and
practice which enables migrant workers and their families to share in
advantagesenjoyed by its nationals while taking account, without adversely
affecting the principle of equality of opportunity and treatment, of such
special needsas they may have until they are adaptedto the society of the
76
country of cmployment.

States Parties to the ILO Conventions Nos. 143 and 97 are required to
however,
between
the
workers,
treatment
migrant and national
promote equality of
Conventions leave the matter to the discretion of Statesto select the methodswhich
are appropriateto nationalconditionsand practice to achieveequality77
The Committeeof Expertspoints out that the obligations containedin Articles
10 and 12 of the ILO Conventioncannot be interpreted as imposing an obligation on
the Statesto interfere in matterswhich are left to negotiationsbetweenmanagement
and labour. The term "methodsappropriateto national conditions and practice" does
interference
in
bringing
or a generalobligation to enact
obligation
of
an
about
result
left
by
in
"law
legislation
to
which
are
or tradition to
equality
matters
achieve
such
negotiations":
As the Committee remarked in its general survey of 1971 on Convention
No. 111, which imposes an obligation stated in similar terms, this
provision does not oblige States"to intervene in certain areasin any manner
not appropriate to such conditions and practice. In matters which by law
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and by tradition are left to be negotiated between the parties, the State may
cndcavour to obtain the desired results, where necessary,by exhortation, by
by
having
by
than
rather
negotiation,
resourcesto
or
at
persuasion
attempts
executive measuresor lcgislation."78

Such a formulation does not appear in the UN Convention. This issue is
has
by
USA
delegation
the
who
remarked that certain professions are selfraised
interfere
for the purpose of
in
is
to
this
the
case unable
regulating and
government
achieving equality of treatment.
The preparatory works do not assist in concluding that the UN Convention
departsfrom the ILO ConventionNo. 143, as it hasjust beenexplained in the former
paragraph.

Although the UN Convention asserts that the States Parties are

responsible for the proper implementation of the equality of treatment principle, it
does not specify that Statesare underan obligation to interfere in such cases.79
The effectiveness of the non-discri mi nation principle depends on the capacity
of migrant workers to enforce it against their employers. The rules of international
law provide that private individuals cannot invoke the provision of international
treaties against other private individuals, since international treaties regulate relations
between States. In the absence of a provision to the contrary, private persons cannot
these persons are legal
private
rely on international treaties against
persons
whether
tD,

personsor private individuals. Neither the ILO Conventionsnor the UN Convention
in
to
workers
mi
establishesa capacity for migrant
enforce
non-discri
nation
measures
t)
their contractualrelations with private employers. The Committee of Experts affirms
that:
Since theseprovisions regulate only relations between the State and
private individuals..., and not relations between private persons
(particularly between employers and workers), further measuresto
80
supplementthem would appearnccessary.
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The draft of the UN Convention discloses lecral confusion regarding the
ID
capacity of migrant workers to invoke its provisions against private employers.
Article 82 of the UN Conventionprovides that "the rights provided for in the present
Convention may not be renouncedand it shall not be permissibleto exert any form of
pressureupon migrant workers and membersof their families with a view possibleto
derogate by contract from rights recognized in the present Convention.,'81 The
that the rights enumeratedin the Convention are
wording of this Article might suggest
DO
individual rights:
A ban on relinquishing any of the rights accordedunder the Convention
could be interpretedas conferring on thoserights the statusof individual
rights.

In his delegation's view the Convention contained only

82
obligation on States.

Similarly, it is explained in the preparatoryworks of the UN Convention that
Article 7 refers to the obligations of States to apply the Convention without
discrimination. Article I may also refer to companiesand other private employers.83
It is statedby the Chairmanof the Working Group that:
V)
Apart from any participation by private sectorsor professional associations
in the implementation of the future Convcntion, it was obvious that the
States Parties to the Convention would be responsible for ensuring its
84
implcmcntation.
proper

Having compared the ILO Convention Nos. 143 and 97 with the UN
Convention regarding the principle of equality of treatment, we can draw these
conclusions:
The
in
the
UN
Convention
the
concept
of
non-discri
mi
nation
principle
must
be understoodin the light of the studiedhuman rights instruments. This meansthat a
tý'
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distinction, exclusion or preferenceis considereddiscriminatory if it doesnot pursue
a legitimate aim, or if there is a lack of proportionality betweena legitimate aim and
the methodsemployedto attain it.
Conventions
In
ILO
Nos.
143
97,
UN
the
the
comparison
with
and
Convention expandsmore on the prohibited groundsof discrimination.
rn,
for
in
Article
I
The
UN
Convention
a general principle of nonprovides
discrimination, and in Article 7 provides for non-discrimination principle in respect
of the rights enumeratedin the Convention. Both the ILO Conventions Nos. 97,
Article 6 and Convention 143Article 10 provide for non-discrimination with respect
to the rights enumeratedin thesetwo Conventions. It must be recalled that further
Articles of the UN Convention deal with the equality of treatment regarding specific
issuessuch as employment and occupation,social security, trade unions and cultural
rights.
No.
in
Article
Convention
143
for
While
12
ILO
the
provides
specific
measures to pursue and achieve the policy of equality of treatment including
legislative and administrativemeasures,the measuresrequiredby Article 43 (2) of the
UN Convention are of a very generalnature.

ResidenceaM Exptdsionof Nligrmt Workers and Their Families

The preceding chaptersof this work have constantly emphasizedthe crucial issue of
the security of the residence of migrant workers and their families. It has been
States
in
the
that
other than their own is still a
underlined
residenceof non-nationals
privilege grantedby the host Statesaccording to their national criteria. The problem
of the security of residence is further aggravated by the fact that the national
immigration laws of the recipient Statesare characterizedby the wide discretionary
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by
by
immigration
the vaguenessand multiplicity
the
and
authorities
power enjoyed
tl the residence
of aliens.
of legal texts governing

International law and human rights conventionsrecognize that the admission
of aliens and their residenceis a fundamental component of sovereignty. However,
the sovereignpower in this regardis not perceivedin absoluteterms. The constraints
which are placed on the power of the sovereigncan be characterizedasminimal. The
is
is
be
that
a
can
claim nor protectedby the concept
residenceof an alien neither right
of acquired rights. The guaranteesin the case of an expulsion are confined to
procedural guarantees.
This section enquiresinto the provisions of the UN Convention regarding the
In
residenceand expulsion of migrant workers.
Article 79 of the UN Conventionis a principal Article regardingthe residence
Convention
All
Articles
deal
the
other
of
which
workers.
and expulsion of migrant
with the residence and expulsion of migrant workers must be understood in
connectionwith this Article. The Article states:
Nothing in the present Convcnfion shall affect the right of each State Party
to establish the criteria governing admission of migrant workers and
members of their families. Concerning other matters related to their legal
situation and treatment as migrant workers and membersof their families,
States Parties shall be subject to the limitations set forth in the present
85
Convention.

The UN Convention restates two principles.

First, the admission and

discretion.
falls
Second,
the
the
sovereign
within
workers
residence of migrant
rý
C)
discretion is subject to the limitations which are provided in the Convention. This
implies that the immigration law of a StateParty to the UN Convention is considered
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if
it
infringes
diminishes
Convention
UN
the rights and the
to
the
or
contrary
Convention.
in
for
the
guaranteesprovided
The UN Convention regarding the admission and residence of migrant
Convention
from
Article
10
ILO
No. 143. The
does
diverge
tn'
the
of
workers
not
Committee of Expertscategoricallystatethat:
0
Article 10 does not therefore affect the right of a State to admit or refuse to
admit a foreigner to its territory: nor is its purpose to regulate the issue or
renewal of residence or work permits. It is only when such documents
contain restrictions or conditions contrary to the principle of equality of
No.
down
in
Convention
143
laid
Article
10
treatment
of
opportunity and
that States may have to amend their law or practice in accordance with
Article 12.86

Further Articles of the UN Convention provide for the right to liberty and
88
interference
life.
with private
security of person87, and prohibit unlawful
However, Article 16 which provides for the right to liberty and security of person
for
following
be
issue
the
to
the
reasons:
of security of residence
cannot related
UN
Convention
do
that
the
not
provide
security of
works
of
preparatory
-The
residenceis included within the term of security of persons.
from
instruments
Article
is
drawn
This
human
interpret
other
rights
which
injury and violence. This meaning
security of personsas protection against
physical
C:
is confirmed

by paragraph (2) of Article

16 which states:

Migrant workers and member of their families shall be entitled to effective
protection by the State against violence, physical injury, threats and
intimidation, whether by public officials or by private individuals, groups or
89
institutions.

The refusal by the States of employment to issue or renew residence permits
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does not constituteunlawful interferencewith private life even if this refusal produces
adverse consequenceson a migrant worker's contractual obligations or on other
rights acquired underprivate law.
The UN Convention approachto the States'powers regarding the residence
of migrant workers and their families corresponds with the jurisprudence of the
European Court on Human Rights. States, in principle, are free to formulate their
immigration policies. However, this power is subject to the limitations provided for
in the Convention.

The Effect of the Ioss or Termination of Employment on Residenceand Work
Pemlits

An important issue which faces migrant workers is the effect of the loss or
termination of their employment on their residence and work permits. The UN
Convention envisages
z!)
threecases:
have
been
into
The
States
the
who
workers
admitted
case
of
migrant
of
employment accordingby employmentcontractsto perform specificjobs.
The
is
loss
the
the
second
concerned
case
with
effect
of
of employment on
their residencepermits.
is
The
loss
third
the
the
situation
effect
of employment on the residence
of
permits of migrant workers who are not freely allowed to choosetheir employment.
Article 20 of the UN Convention dealswith the caseof migrant workers who
have been admitted into the States of employment by employment contracts to
perform specificjobs. Paragraph(2) of the Article provides that:
No migrant worker or member of his or her family shall be deprived of his
or her authorizationof residenceor work permit or be expelled merely on the
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ground of failure to fulfil an obligation arising out of a work-contract unless
fulfilment of that obligation constitutes a condition for such authorization
90
or permit.

In this casethe failure of migrant workers to meet their contractual obligation
will result in the withdrawal of their residence permits. Article 20 of the UN
Convention, as it has originally been suggested in the draft of the Convention,
provides that migrant workers who fail or are unable to meet their contractual
obligations shall not be deprived from their residenceor work permits or be expelled
merely on thesegrounds.
The Article is amendedto accommodatethe USA objection that somemigrant
workers are issuedwith work and residencepermits only to perform certainjobs, and
if they fail to do so, they will have to leave the country.91 Paragraph(1) of Article 20
is basedon Article II of the I. C.C.P.R., but the secondparagraphwhich deals with
the effect of the failure to fulfil contractualobligations containsa new elementyThe secondcaseis concernedwith the effect of the loss of employment on a
UN
Convention
States
49
Article
the
that
the
provides
of
residence permit.
of
employment shall issue residence permits for at least the same period as their
permission to engagein remuneratedactivity. Migrant workers shall not lose their
residencepermits becauseof the termination of their employment provided that they
are not subjectto restrictionsregardingtheir employmenL93
Article 51 of the UN Convention deals with the effect of the loss of
employmenton the residencepermits in the casewhere migrant workers are not freely
allowed to choosetheir employment. The Article statesthat:
Migrant workers who in the Stateof employment are not permitted freely to
choosetheir remuneratedactivity shall neither be regardedas in an irregular
situation nor shall they lose their authorization of residenceby the mere fact
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of termination of their remuneratedactivity prior to the expiration of their
work permit, except where the authorization of residence is expressly
dependent upon the specific remunerated activity for which they were
admitted. Such migrant workers shall have the right to seek alternative
employment, participation in public work schemesand retraining during the
remaining period of their authorization to work, subject to such conditions
94
and limitations as are specified in the authorization to work.

According

to Article 51, the work permits of migrant workers, who are

subject to restrictions

regarding their employment,

shall remain valid for the

for
those whose residence permits are
their
work permits, except
remaining period of
for
dependent
the
employment
which the migrant workers
specific
upon
expressly
have been admitted. This Article restates the provision of Article 20 of the the UN
Convention.
The two Articles, 49 and 50, reflect conflictina

views between the labour

sending countries and labour receiving countries. Morocco and Algeria have argued
that the two Articles fall short of offering adequate protection to migrant workers in
the event of the loss of employment. 95 Germany has placed reservations on both
Articles explaining that according to German law, the first work permits of migrant
4-n
workers are linked to specificjobs.

If migrant workers lose theirjobs, their residence

96
his
The
German
has
delegation
that
are
withdrawn.
pointed
out
country
permits
Article
49 which limits the repercussions of the termination
(2)
paragraph
of
opposes
of a remunerated activity on the validity of the authorization of residence in the case of
migrant workers who are allowed freely to choose their remunerated activities.
cannot accept the provision of Article

It

51 which refers to the consequence of

termination of a remunerated activity on the validity of the authorization of residence
in the case of migrant workers who arc not freely allowed to choose their remunerated
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W
activities.
The main points regarding the effects of the loss of employment on work or
in
Convention
for
UN
the
can be summed up as
residence permits as provided
follows:
in
Articles
Both
to
workers
applicable
migrant
regular situations.
are
involuntary loss of employment as opposed to
deal
Articles
Both
with
resignation.
in
irregular
Migrant
considered
situation as a result of
are
not
an
workers
terminating of their remuneratedactivities.
by
While
Article
49
to
the
refers
retention
migrant workers of
primarily
loss
Article
51
deals
in
the
of
employment,
with the
of
case
permits
residence
in
by
to
the
the event of loss of
authorization
work
of
retention
migrant workers
98
employment.
freely
Migrant
to
their
allowed
choose
are
employment are
who
workers
Their
find
to
time
employment.
authorization of
alternative
allowed sufficient
least
for
during
be
time
they
which
at
a
while
are
shall
not
withdrawn
residence
99
benefits.
entitled to unemployment
Article 51 does not provide for a period of time for migrant workers whose
in
is
to
order to maintain their residencepermits when
subject
restrictions
employment
they lose their employment. However, migrant workers should be allowed a period
within the duration of their work permit to usethe rights grantedto them according to
Article 51.100
It is safeto statethat the provisions of the UN Convention regardingthe effect
of the loss of employment are essentially similar to those in Article 8 of the ILO
Convention No. 143. According to Article 8 migrant workers shall not be considered
in an irregular situation as a result of losing of their employment. The loss of
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employment does not imply the withdrawal of work or residencepermits provided
that the work permit is not issued for specific employment. In this case a migrant
101
has
leave
his
to
the
worker
work permit expires.
country when
It is obvious from what has been discussedthat the provisions of the UN
Convention and the ILO Convention No. 143, regarding the effects of the loss of
employment on the work and residence permits, do not purport to regulate or set
conditions for renewing or withdrawing work or residence permits of migrant
workers. The objective of theseinstruments is to ensurethat migrant workers who
States
lawfully
territory
the
the
of
employment
shall not be
are
residing within
loss
in
because
irregular
the
their employment.
of
of
regarded
situations
t:.

The Migrant Workers' Right to Geographical Mobility within the Territory of an
En4AoymentState

Another issue which is closely connected with the question of residence is the
freedom of migrant workers to choose their residence within the territory of an
Convention
State.
39
UN
Article
the
of
states:
employment
1. Migrant workers and members of their families shall have the right to
liberty of movementin the territory of the Stateof employment and freedom
to choosetheir residencethere.
2. The rights mentioned in paragraph 1 of this article shall not be subject to
any restrictions except those that are provided by law, are necessary to
protect national security, public order (ordre public , public health or
morals, or the rights and freedomsof others and are consistentwith the other
I(rin
Convention.
rights recognized the present

This Article must be understood in the light of other Articles of the
t:,
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Convention regardingthe residenceof migrant workers and their right to a free choice
freedom
liberty
Article
39
the
the
movement
of
and
of
of employment.
subjects right
to choose a place of residence to very ambiguous conditions which include "any
law
by
which
and which are necessaryto protect national
restrictions
are provided
security, public order, public health or morals, or the rights and freedoms of others
and are consistentwith other rights recognizedin the presentConvention."
The statements which have been made during the elaboration on the free
have
States
the right to restrict the
the
of employment
choice of employment confirm
liberty of movement at least during the period when migrant workers are subject to
103
free
has
Norway
that
the
choice of employment
stated
employment restrictions.
does not affect the Stateof employment'sright to restrict migrant workers' accessto
104
certain geographicalregions.
The UN Convention represents in this respect a setback from the ILO
Convention No. 143. The only condition that Article 14 (a) of the ILO Convention
be
lawfully
is
that
to
the
workers
should
migrant
mobility
stipulates as
geographical
105
between
link
No
in
States
the right to
the
exists
present
of emPloyment.
The
Committee
duration
the
of
residence
or
employment.
geographicalmobility and
of Experts statesthat: "The right to geographicalmobility, must be assuredwhatever
the duration of residenceor employment":
Article 14 (a) of Convention No. 143 expressly stipulates that national
legislation may not restrict the right to geographical mobility of migrant
workers lawfully within the territory, which they must enjoy from the
106
beginning of their stay in the sameconditions as national work-crs.
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Exptdsionof NEgrantWorkers and Menibers of Their Famflies

The focus in this final section turns on the expulsion power of the States of
employment and the guarantees that the UN Convention provides for migrant
workers.
The preparatory works of the Convention manifest a disagreementbetween
the labour sending countries and the recipient States regarding the grounds for
expulsion and the guarantees available to migrant workers who are under an
expulsion order. The labour sending countries have endeavoured to restrict the
expulsion power of the sovereignby enumeratingspecific groundsfor expulsion and
enlarging the procedural guaranteesin the casesof expulsion. While the recipient
Stateson their part, have invoked the sovereigntydoctrine to retain the power for the
national legislatorsto determinethe groundsand the procedurefor expulsion.
The procedural guaranteeswhich are available to migrant workers in caseof
an expulsion vary accordingto the legal statusof migrant workers: thosewho are in a
regular situation and thosewho are in an irregular situation. While Article 22 setsout
the procedural guarantees which are to be enjoyed by all migrant workers i. e.
regardless of their legal status, Article 56 provides for additional guaranteesfor
migrant workers in a regular
situation.
1.
ý

Exptdsion of NrWmt

workers

The provisions of Article 22 of the Convention include new clauses regarding the
expulsion of migrant workers particularly paragraphs(1) and (5):
1. Migrant workers and members of their families shall not be subject to
measuresof collective expulsion. Each case of expulsion shall be examined
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and decidedindividually.
5. If a decision of expulsion that has already been executed is subsequently
annulled, the person concerned shall have the right to seek compensation
according to law and the earlier decision shall not be used to prevent him or
107
her from rc-cntcring the Stateconccmcd.

Paragraph(1) prohibits the collective expulsion of migrant workers and their
families and provides that eachcaseof expulsion has to be examinedon an individual
basis. As it has been pointed out in the course of this study that only a few human
rights instruments explicitly prohibit the collective expulsion of aliens such as the
African Charter on Human Rights, the American Convention on Human rights and
the Fourth Protocol (the EuropeanConventionon Human Rights).
The procedural guaranteescontainedin this Article are applicable to migrant
in
including
irregular
By
in
irregular
workers
migrant
an
workers
an
situation.
UN
Convention
Article,
beyond
the
the
this
the
goes
scope of
situation within
limit
instruments
the proceduralsafeguards
human
0
Zý
which
requirementsof other
rights
108
C.
C.
P.
R.
Article
I
State
like
13
in
lawfully
the
to aliens who are
of
present a
It is not surprising that these two provisions are met with reservations from
4n,
the labour recipient States. Germany has statedthat it will not accept any text which
109
It
has
State.
in
deletion
the
suggested
who
present
are unlawfully
a
protects aliens
Cýeý
of the sentenceon collective expulsionsince it will not acceptthe "blanket prohibition
of measuresof collective expulsion":
This could be interpreted in such a way as to prohibit the authorities of the
States of employment from simultaneously expelling a group of migrant
'
10
workers who arc nationalsof a single State.

Paragraph(5) of Article 22 of the UN Convention establishestwo rights for
45
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an expelled migrant worker: the right to compensation if the decision to expel a
migrant worker is subsequentlyabrogated;and the right that the annulled expulsion
decision cannot be invoked againsta migrant worker to prevent him or her from reenterina the concernedState.
Paragraph(5) of Article 22 correspondswith Article 9 (5) of the I.C.C.P.R.
The differences betweenthe two Articles relate to their wording. While Article 9 (5)
of the I. C.C.P.R. provides for the right to compensationin absolute terms: "...shall
have an enforceable right to compensation",paragraph(5) of Article 22 of the UN
Convention refers to the right to compensationaccording to law. This has prompted
some delegations to prefer the formulation of paragraph (5) of Article 9 of the
I. C.C.P.R. The reference"to law" indicates the national law of a State; accordingly,
the right to compensationexistsonly if national law recognizessucha light. 112
The controversyregarding
C,
1: 1 the referenceto national legislation is settledby the
understanding that the expression"according to domestic legislation" refers only to
the procedure to be followed without putting into question the right to compensation
tn.
itself, and by the Chairman of the Working Group's statement that the Working
Group is agreed on an absolute right to compensation.113 Other procedural
Cý
Article 22 provide that an expulsion decision should be made by the
safeguards
of
Vý
competent authorities of the expelling State in accordancewith law, and a migrant
worker's rights regarding his employment must not be affected by the expulsion
decision. A major defect of this Article is that it doesnot provide forjudicial review
of an expulsion decision. Paragraph(2) of Article 22 stipulatesthat migrant workers
and membersof their families may be expelled from a State only in pursuanceof a
decision taken by a competent"authority" and in accordancewith law. This implies
that an expulsion decision might by reviewed by a competent authority which does
not have to be ajudicial body.
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Fxptdsion of Migrant Workers in a RegularSituation

The procedural guaranteesof the UN Convention differ according to the legal status
of migrant workers: those who are consideredto be in a regular situation and those
who are in an irregular situation. Article 22 of the Convention establishes basic
procedural guarantees which are applicable to both groups of migrant workers.
However, Article 56 of the UN Convention provides for additional guaranteesfor
migrant workers who are in regular situations and regulatessubstantivegrounds for
expulsion. The Article states:
2. Expulsion shall not be resortedto for the purpose of depriving a migrant
worker or a member of his or her family of the rights arising out of the
authorizationof residenceand the work-permit.
3. In considering %%,
hcthcr to expel a migrant worker or a member of his or
her family, account should be taken of humanitarian considerationsand of
the length of time that the person concernedhas already resided in the State
114
of employment.

The legislative history of Article 56 of the UN Convention shows the
profound differences between the labour sending countries and labour receiving
been
has
It
in
suggestedby the recipient Statesthat
countries respect of expulsion.
Article 56 should be made similar to Article 22 (2) of the I. C.C.P.R. This involves
enlisting national security or public safety, public order, the protection of public
health or morals or the protection of the ri ghtsand freedomsof others115 as grounds
Cý
,
for expulsion. the recipient Stateshave also argued that the grounds for expulsion
en,
116
has
further
be
The
USA
to suggest:
6
gone
representative
should
expanded.
00
that Article 56 should be deleted altogether since the Convention should in
no way restrict the sovereign right of each State to determine its own
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117
its
including
in
immigration policy
territory.
groundsof entry and stay

The labour sending countries have argued that the purpose of the Article in
question is to limit the casesof expulsion to precise situations which should be
Convention
UN
defined
drafters
the
the
that
cannot reproducethe
specifically
and
of
text of the I. C.C.P.R. in this regard. The vague formulation of Article 22 (2) of the
I. C. C.P.R. justifies that the UN Convention must go beyond the I. C.C.P.R.as
1
18
The final formulation of Article 56 (1)
regards expulsion of migrant workers.
does not enumeratethe groundsfor expulsion; it only entitles eachStateto determine
its
Hasenau
legislation.
that
to
the grounds of exp0
remarks
national
ulsion according
tý
this Article reaffirms that the "power of expulsion remainsa State'sprerogative":
As regards Art. 56, the Working Group discussed in the course of its
deliberations a far-reachingproposal to enumeratemore or less exhaustively
the grounds for expulsion of regular migrant workers. The version adopted
finally in the second reading does not maintain this enumeration, but it
restricts the reasonsof expulsion to those defined in national legislation.
Thus, the power of expulsion remains a State's prerogative which is
119
essentiallydiscretionary, but the manner of its exerciseis prescribed.

Paragraphs (2) and (3) of Article 56 provide further protection for migrant workers in
a regular situation. Paragraph (2) provides that migrant workers cannot be expelled
only as the result of the economic situation.
Paragraph (2) represents an important safeguard against expulsion resulting
from an economic recession. The application of paragraph (2) might cause legal
difficulties

for two main reasons. First, the ambiguous wording of this Article is

liable to abuse by States which can evade the prohibition contained in this provision
by establishing more than one reason for expulsion.

Second, it is difficult

to

is
for
to deprive a migrant worker or members of
the
that
expulsion
motive
establish
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his or her family from their rights. The Algerian delegation has rightly pointed out
that:
If the aim is to give effective protection to migrant workers threatenedwith
arbitrary expulsion for economic reasons, then the provision should be
120
wordcd more clearly as to avoid any ambiguity.

Other delegationshave stressedthat their understandingof this paragraphis
that economic reasonscannotbe invoked as reasonsfor expulsion.121
The UN Convention bridges the gap of the ILO Conventions Nos. 143 and
97 regarding expulsion of migrant workers. Both Conventions do not deal with the
expulsion of migrant workers. The ILO adopts the view that matters related to
immigration control fall outside the competence of the organization. However,
Article 8 of the ILO ConventionNo. 97 reads:
1. A migrant for employment who has been admitted on a permanentbasis
and the membersof his family who have been authorised tojoin him shall
not be returned to their territory of origin or to the territory from which they
emigrated becausethe migrant is unable to follow his occupation by reason
of illness contracted or injury sustained subsequentto entry, unless the
person concerned so desires or an international agreement to which the
Member is a party so provides.
2. When migrants for employment are admitted on a permanentbasis upon
arrival in the country of immigration the competent authority of that
country may determine that the provisions of paragraph I of this Article
shall take effect only after a reasonableperiod which shall in no casesexceed
122
five years from the date of admissionof such migrants.

This Article hasa limited scopeof applicability for the following reasons:
4:1
limits
It
to
the
migrant
of
expulsion
prohibition
workers
and members of
0
their families who have beenadmitted into the Statesof employment on a permanent
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basis. This is hardly applicable to migrant workers whose admission into the States
of employment is for a definite period.
is
deal
The
Article
in
but,
this
to
with
purpose
of
not
expulsion
general,
rather to protect migrant workers and members of their families from expulsion as
resulting from of their inability to pursuetheir employmentfor health reasons.
It authorizesexpulsionduring the first five years.
This Article is basedon the assumptionthat an employment State grantsthe
status of permanent residenceafter five years of admission. In Stateswhich do not
accord the status of permanent residence until after a longer period of residence,
Article 8 does not become applicable until the qualifying period for permanent
123
has
residence
elapsed.
The States'power regarding the residenceand expulsion of migrant workers
rn
CD 0
is circumscribed by the provisions of the UN Convention such as the nondiscrimination provision, the obligation not to act arbitraril and not to infringe the
0y
tý'
for
Convention.
UN
Convention
The
in
the
provides
rights enumerated
new
provisions in relation to the issueof expulsion. Theseprovisions are more advanced
and elaboratedthan the studiedhumanrights instruments:
The
does
UN
Convention
but
the
not
onI
y
regulate
procedure
of
expulsion
also the substantivegroundsfor expulsion.
The
UN
Convention
the
to
extends
guarantees
procedural
migrant workers
who are in an irregular situation. Other human rights instrumentslimit the procedural
State.
lawfully
to
within
a
residing
guarantees aliens who are
Convention
The
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explicitly prohibits collective expulsion of migrant
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-
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subsequentlyannulled.
from
It
workers
expulsion on economic grounds.
protects
migrant
But the major defect of the UN Convention is that it neither provides for a
judicial review, in case of an expulsion, nor it introduces a concept of security of
residence for migrant workers and their families.

Article 22 (4) of the UN

Convention which dealswith expulsionprovides that migrant workers or membersof
their families shall have the right to submit reasonsagainst their expulsion. The
Article states:
Except where a final decision is pronounced by a judicial authority, the
person concernedshall have the right to submit the reasonagainsthis or her
expulsion and to have his or her casereviewed by the competent authority,
unless compelling reasonsof national security require otherwise. Pending
such review, the person concernedshall have the right to seek a stay of the
decision of c.xpulsion.124

The wording of this paragraphsuggeststhat migrant workers are entitled to
have an expulsion decision reviewed by a competentauthority. The right to review
an expulsion decision is qualified by two conditions. First, the decision of expulsion
is final. Secondly, it is decided by ajudicial body. The right to review an expulsion
decision doesnot necessarilyimply the right to appealto a higherjudicial body.
The UN Convention could have established criteria to identify unlawful
interferences in private and, expanded on the concept of liberty and security of
personsin Article 16 to include security of residence.

neEtnploynwnt of NTW=t Workers

It has beenexplained before that Articles I and 7 of the UN Convention provide for a
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general principle of non-discrimination regarding to the rights enumerated in the
Convention.
It has been underlined in a previous section of this chapter that equality of
treatment points to the national treatment standard. Migrant workers shall enjoy
equality of treatment with national workers of StatesParties to the UN Convention
subject to national legislation.
StatesParties to the UN Convention do not infringe the principle of equality
of treatment if they impose restrictions on the employment of migrant workers
provided that theserestrictionsare aimed at meeting manpowerrequirementsof their
own nationals, and that they give special treatment to certain nationals in a special
situation.
Articles 25125,43126 and 55127 of the UN Convention specifically address
the equality of treatment in the employment of migrant workers. These Articles lay
down a general principle of equality of treatment between nationals and migrant
rn

hours of
workers covering
remuneration,
employment
relationships:
of
all
aspects
Cn.
work, holidays, safety, health, minimum age of employment and home work, and
training.
accessto vocational guidance
and
Cý'
Paragraphs (2) and (3) of Article 25 of the UN Convention include two
11-11
interesting provisions which state:
2. It shall not be lawful to derogatein private contracts of employment from
the principle of equality of treatmentreferred to in paragraphI of this article.
3. States Parties shall take all appropriate measuresto ensure that migrant
workers are not deprived of any rights derived from this principle by reasonof
any irregularity in their stay or employment. In particular, employers shall
not be relieved of any legal or contractual obligations, nor shall their
obligations be limited in any manner by reasonof any such irregularity.
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Paragraph(2) prohibits deviation from the equality of treatment principle in
private employment contracts. However, Article 66 of the UN Convention, which
authorizes recruitment of workers by private agencies,does not specifically refer to
the provision of this paragraph or to any other safeguardsas required by the ILO
Convention No. 97.128
The
employment

UN

Convention

clearly

safeguards

irregular

which

contracts entered into by migrant workers in an irregular
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par with
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In comparison
Convention

with the ILO Conventions

regarding migrant workers, the UN

is broader and more specific than the ILO Conventions

Under the ILO Convention
three conditions.

No. 97, the equality

Nos. 97 and 143.

of treatment

is qualified

First, it is limited to regularly admitted migrant workers.

it applies to employment

by

Secondly,

matters only if such matters are regulated by law or subject
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Thirdly,
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Article.
this
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paragraph

(2) of Article

8 of the ILO
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No.

143

stipulates that migrant workers sball enjoy equality of treatment with nationals if they
are legally

residingIn in the territory

of a State for the purpose of employment.
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same paragraph limits the equality of treatment to alternative employment, relief
131
work, re-training, and security of employment.
Article 9 of the ILO ConventionNo. 143dealswith the effects of the irregular
statusof migrant workerson the equality of treatment. It statesthat:
Without prejudice to measuresdesigned to control movements of migrants
for employment by ensuring that migrant workers enter national territory
and arc admitted to employment in conformity with the relevant laws and
regulations, have not been respected and in which his position cannot be
regularised,enjoy equality of treatmentfor himself and his family in respect
of rights arising out of past employment as regards remuneration, social
132
benefits.
security and other

According to this Article, migrant workers who are in breach of residenceor
0
employment laws, and whose positions cannot be regularised, shall be entitled to
While
Zý rights arising of past employment only.
equality of treatment regarding
paragraph(1) of Article 9 provides that irregular migrant workers shall enjoy equality
it does not make a
of treatment in resPect of rights arising
of
past
employment,
rý
referenceto the equality of treatmentwith nationals. This interpretation is confirmed
by the Committeeof Experts:
It would seem from the context that Article 9, paragraph 1, should be
understoodas requiring that the irregularly employed migrant workers enjoy
equality of treatment with regularly admitted and lawfully employed
133
migrants not with nationals of the country of immigration.

The ILO Convention No. 143 confines the claims of irregular migrant
Cý
workers to the actual employment,becausetheir contractsare consideredinvalid. As
a result, they have no contractualstandto claim for the unpaid remuneration.134
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Both the ILO Conventions and the UN Convention do not addressthe case
where the irregularity of migrant workers status is attributed to the failure of
employers to comply with national laws such as placing an application to renew a
migrant workers' employmentauthorization.
Article 55 of the UN Convention regarding equality of treatment has raised
controversial views during the processof drafting the UN Convention. The Article
states:
Migrant workers who have been granted permission to engage in a
remuneratedactivity, subject to the conditions attachedto such permission,
shall be entitled to equality of treatment with nationals of the State of
135
employment in the exerciseof that remuneratedactivity.

The wording of this Article suggeststhat only migrant workers who have been
admitted to specific employment, would enjoy equality of treatment with nationals.
Morocco has consideredthis Article discriminatory stating that the wording of this
Article contradicts Article 25 of the UN Convention which provides for equality of
treatment regardlessof the type of employment. This is understoodin the context of
according a preferentialstatusto highly qualified migrant
workers:
tý
55 is discriminatory in comparison with article 25. According to
article
...
article 55 if a migrant worker is not recruited for a specific job, he would
not be entitled to equality of treatment. This would give a specific status to
qualified skilled workers and it would not be fair to provide for equality of
136
for
labourcrs.
the
treatmentfor this categoryof workers and not

It cannot be deduced from the preparatory works of the UN Convention that the
purpose of Article 55 is to grant a preferential or special status to qualified migrant
workers. It can be said that the Article purports to define the States'obligation in
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Article
According
55,
States
to
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non-discrimi nation principle.
in
interfere
in
4ý
to
order to guarantee
activities
self-regulating remunerated
required
equality of treatmentfor migrant workers.

Free choice of Et,4Aoynent am Acem to Aftermfive En4Aoynwnt

The equality of treatment poses an important question which relates to the capacity of
The
freely
their
to
provisions of the
remunerated
activities.
migrant workers
choose
UN Convention vary according to the type of work permit:
Migrant workers who are legally residing in a State of employment and possessing
work permits unlimited in time.
Migrant workers whose work permits are limited in time.
In the case of migrant workers who are legally residing in a State of
0
tý
in
have
free
time,
they
the
t: '
to
right
unlimited
a
permits
employment and possesswork

for
in
Article
is
52
terms.
This
absolute
not
provided
right
choice of employment.
(2) permits Statesof employmentto subjectthe right to free choice of employment to
Article
States.
The
interests
in
the
the
employment
also
of
necessaryrestrictions
conditions this right on the recognitionof occupationalqualifications acquiredoutside
their territories, and limits the accessof migrant workers to certain categories of
137
employment.
Migrant workers may obtain a right to free accessto employment if they
legally residein the territory of an employment country for five yearsfor the purpose
138
of remuneratedacfivities.
Paragraph (3) of Article 52 deals with the free choice of employment
eý
limited
in
time. It differentiates
are
work
permits
regarding migrant workers whose
between two cases. The first case deals with migrant workers who have been
admitted into the country of employment by recruitment treaties, and "assimilated
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workers". The secondcaseconcernsmigrant workers who have beenadmitted into a
State for the purposeof employmenton their own accord.
Paragraph(3) (b) authorizesa Stateof employment to grant migrant workers,
who have beenadmitted into its territory by international agreements,and assimilated
migrant workers a priority to choosetheir employment. Paragraph(3) (b) of Article
52 provides that Statesmay:
Limit accessby migrant workers to remuneratedactivities in pursuanceof a
policy of granting priority to its nationals or to personswho are assimilated
to them for these purposes by virtue of legislation or bilateral or
multilateral agreements. Any such limitation shall cease to apply to a
migrant worker who has resided lawfully in its territory for the purpose of
remuneratedactivity for a period of time prescribedin its national legislation
139
that should not exceedfive years.

Paragraph(3) (b) of Article 52 raises conflicting views regarding the term
"assimilated workers" and the period of residencethat enablesa migrant worker to
freely choosehis employment.
Some delegations have objected to the preference granted to assimilated
migrant workers on the ground that the term "assimilatedworkers conveyed the idea
140
"
The term "personswho are assimilated"
of political and economic regionalism.
reflects the fact that national immigration laws grant different status to permanent
resident migrant workers in contrast to those who have been admitted for a definite
141
time.
period of
Other countries have stated that the five years residence requirements is
considered as a setback becausetheir laws stipulate only three years of lawful and
working residencebefore a migrant worker becomesentitled to the free choice of
142
employment.
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Other delegationshave arguedfor a complete deletion of the time limit. 143
The term "should not exceed"has been agreedupon in order to accommodatethese
conflicting views. Consequently,the provision on a time-limit has become a mere
144
recommendation.
The provisions

of the UN Convention

regarding

the free choice of

employment provide for lesser rights to migrant workers than the ILO standard.
Article 14 of ILO Convention No. 143 provides that a member State may:
Make the free choice of employment, while assuring migrant workers the
right to geographical mobility, subject to the conditions that the migrant
worker has resided lawfully in its territory for the purpose of employment
for a prescribedperiod not exceedingtwo years or, if its laws or regulations
provide for contractsfor a fixed term of less than two years, that the worker
145
has completedhis first work contract.

The above Article authorizesthe Statesof employment to condition the free
Yet,
Article
legal
14 (a)
period
of
residence.
choice of employment on a prescribed
limits this period for two years, and obliges the Statesof employment to lift these
restrictions if the national laws provide for contracts of fixed terms of less than two
years and the worker hascompletedthe first work contract.
Paragraph(b) of Article 14 provides for lifting the restrictions on the free
choice of employment after consultation with employers and the workers'
representative.
Paragraph(c) of the sameArticle includes an equivalent provision to that of
Article 52 (2) (a) of the UN Convention which authorizes Statesof employment to
limit accessto certaincategoriesof employmentin the interestof State.
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Social Security

It has been underlined in this study that the protection of migrant workers and their
families' entitlement to social security benefits requires the observation of the
following principles:
for
legislative
the
position
of
migrant
workers
calls
adoption
of
special
-The
measures which go beyond the principle of the equality of treatment between
nationals and non-nationals.
The
in
the
courseof acquisition.
maintenance
of
acquired
rights
and
rights
The
inclusion
for
benefits
the
transfer
security
special
provisions
of
social
of
abroad.
The UN Convention provides in Article 27 a generally worded provision
regarding migrant workers and members of their families' entitlement to social
security. In Article 62 there is a specialprovision which enablesa certain categoryof
migrant workers (project-tide workers) to benefit from social security in their
147
countries of origin.
Article 27 of the UN Conventionprovides that:
1. With respect to social security, migrant workers and members of their
families shall enjoy in the State of employment the sametreatment granted
to nationals in so far as they fulfil the requirements provided for by the
applicable

legislation of that State and the applicable bilateral and

multilateral treaties. The competent authorities of the State of origin and
the State of employment can at any time establish the necessary
arrangementsto determinethe modalities of application of this norm.
2. Where the applicable legislation does not allow migrant workers and
membersof their families a benefit, the Statesconcernedshall examine the
possibility of reimbursing interested persons the amount of contributions
made by them with respect to that benefit on the basis of the treatment
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148
granted to nationalsin similar circumstances.

The Article is placed in Part III of the Convention. Consequently it is
applicable to all migrant workers and membersof their families whether they are in a
regular or in an irregular situation. Although the Article is placed in Part III of the
Convention, it leaves to the States' legislative bodies discretion to determine the
requirementsof social security benefits. This implies that States'legislation can vary
according to the legal statusof the concernedmigrant workers. The only limitation
on States'discretion is the prohibition of discrimination on the ground of nationality.
However, the equality of treatmentas provided in the Article doesnot require
reciprocity in order to receivesocial security benefits.
The drafters of the LIN Convention have agreedthat only a general provision
reaardina social security should be included in the Convention in order to reconcile
different national views regarding the term social security and the rights included in
this term.
Delegations have pointed out the "near impossibility of defining the term
social secutity."149 In some States,such as Austria, the welfare and social assistance
are not covered by the provision of this Article and the Austrian law requires the
acquisition of citizenship in order to obtain benefitsfrom the social assistancelaw. 150
In Germany the term social security includes social and unemployment insurance,
family benefits and welfare services.151
The UN Conventionleavesto the national laws of eachStateto determine the
exact meaningof the term "social security" and the rights it includes.
The equality of treatmentwith nationalsin mattersrelated to social security is
bound to place migrant
Zý
workers in a disadvantageousposition. It has beenexplained
in Chapter Three that the national legal systemscondition the enjoyment
of social
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security benefits on the fulfilment of a prescribed period of residence, and
simultaneously subject the receiving of benefits on the continuous residence of
migrant workers in the employment States particularly regarding non-contributory
benefits.
The problem is more acute in the case of migrant workers who work in
different States because the aggregation of periods of employment abroad is
preserved for foreign nationals from countries with which reciprocity agreements
have beenconcluded.
According to Article 27 of the UN Convention, migrant workers and their
families are entitled to equality of treatmentif they fulfll the requirementsprovided for
in the applicable legislation of that State or by bilateral and multilateral treaties.
Paragraph
(1) of Article 27 includes a minimum standardonly for migrant
0
týworkers
152
families.
their
and
The drafters of the UN Convention have failed to reach consensusin respect
of theseimportant issues:
First, the right of migrant workers to receive social security benefits when
they leave the employmentStates.
Secondly, the provision of Article

27 does not provide for the maintenance

of

acquired rights and rights in the course of acquisition.
Paragraph (2) of Article
the possibility

of reimbursing

27 provides that the concerned States shall "examine

interested persons the amount of contributions

them on the basis of the treatment
countries have clarified

to nationals in similar

circumstances.

made by
" Several

that their national laws do not provide for the reimbursement

of social security contributions

153
for
their own citizens.
even

The reference to bilateral

or multilateral

treaties is not helpful

since some
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national laws do not acceptentering into any treaty regarding the reimbursement of
1
paid contributions. -54
In contrast to the limited provision of the UN Convention regarding social
security for migrant workers is the elaborated and detailed provisions of the ILO
Conventions.
Paragraph
definition

(1) (b) of Article

in respect of unemployment

age, death, unemployment

family

No. 97 provides

injury, maternity,

invalidity,

and any other contingency

responsibility

a

by the term social security

The rights to be included

of social security.

covers legal provisions

6 of the ILO Convention

old

which,

155
is
by
according ZDto national laws or regulations,
security.
covered
social
In
The same Article
rights

addresses the problem of preserving the acquired rights and

in the course of acquisition.

156

The failure

of the UN Convention

to

recommend the preservation of acquired rights or rights in the course of acquisition
regarded as a setback from the ILO general policy.
Conventions

Nos. 118, Equality

of Treatment

Maintenance

of Social Security

Rights Convention

provides

for the maintenance

of social

This is stipulated

Convention

security

in the TLO

(Social Security)157;

No. 157,1982.158
rights for migrant

is

the

The latter
workers

and

members of their families regardless of their status and their residence condition.
It must be noted that both ILO Conventions
the principle

of reciprocity.

Migrant
4ý

Nos. 143 and 97 are not based on

workers benefit from the equality of treatment

whether their countries have ratified the Conventionsor not. Both Conventions are
applicable to migrant workers and their families who are legally residing within the
territory of an employment country, and, consequently, the Conventions do not
leave the
provide for benefits to be transferred abroad when migrant
workers
who
r)
concernedState. The ILO Convention No. 118,1962, and the Convention No. 157
are basedon the principle of reciprocity. The ILO points out that:
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Most of the Articles on which a consensuswas reached in 1987 concern
mattersalready dealt with by international labour standards. This overlap is
self-evident in the caseof social security, where the future UN Convention
will lay down general principles in one Article (27), whereas detailed
provisions can be found in several ILO instruments (in particular the
Equality of Treatment(Social Security) Convention, 1962(No. 118) and the
Maintenance of Social Security Rights Convention, 1982 (No. 157).
Unfortunately, even the broad principles in the UN text represent in some
respectsa step backwards compared with the principles enshrined in ILO
159
standards.

It is evident that the provisions of the UN Convention regarding social
backward
if
the ILO
a
step
compared
security for migrant
represent
with
workers
Z5
Conventions. The UN Convention should have recognized the need for particular
0
legislative measuresto enable migrant workers to enjoy the benefits of national
States
have
Partiesto the
the
placed
obligation
also
an
on
security systemsand should
Convention to adopt such measures.

Concluding Remarks

An assumptioncan be madethat the rational for adopting any new instrumentsin the
field of human rights is to bridge the gaps in the already existing human rights
instruments, and that a special status of certain categories of individuals justifies
special provisions.
The argumentation for adopting a new international instrument regarding
migrant workers hasbeenjustified by three major reasons:
Firstly, the need to make an explicit reference to human rights of migrant
workers and membersof their families.
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Secondly, the existing human rights instruments do not adequately protect
0
migrant workers and memberof their families.
Thirdly, thereis the needto protect migrant workers in an irregular situation.
The concluding
4ý
section examinesand evaluatesthe extent to which the UN
Convention fulfils the abovementionedconsiderations.
The UN Convention can best be described as a list of rights which is
the repetition of the texts and the wording of the
characterized by vagueness
and
eý
eý
human rights
instrumentsparticularly the I. C.C.P.R. The drafters of the Convention
t5
have endeavoured to enlist as many rights as possible in a single document and
simultaneously empowered the States Parties to the Convention with a sweeping,
power to exclude particular categories of migrant workers from all or part of the
Convention as provided in the reservationclausein Article 88.
This power -when combined with the generality of scope of the rights, and
the guaranteesprovided by the Convention- may well justify the comment of one
160
list.
"
writer that the Conventionis a "laundry
The legislative technique of the UN Convention of listing very detailed rights
in one instrument dealing with various issues runs certain risks. The result of this
is
that some rights are not included in the Convention despite their
approach
importance to migrant workers:
Despite the detailed provisions, some significant rights are not regulated in
the Convention. In fact, the Convention does not go as far as what has
beenalreadyaccomplishedon the international scenenor the level reachedin
the Federal Republic of Germany. It ignores the vital importance for the
migrant worker of the right to plan a securelife in the receiving state. This
includes, as the German caseshows, permanentresidenceand work permits,
safeguardsagainstwithdrawal of such permits and againstexpulsion, as well
as the same rights to the spouseand children independent of the rights of
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161
migrant work-crs.

This technique of listing, too many detailed rights contradicts the purpose of
the consensus procedure which is adopted during the drafting of the Convention.
The aim of the consensus procedure is to encourage as many States as possible to
ratify the Convention. However, the views which are expressed during the drafting
of the Convention establish that many States might refrain from ratifying

the

Convention because of this detailed listing of rights. The German delegation has
C,
t:'

clearly expresseddoubtsaboutthe possibility of his country ratifyingtn the Convention:
draft Convention went into many details and if his Govemment was
the
...
considering whether to ratify the Convention, it would not wish to be
bound to recognizeall of the extensiverights covered therein in respectof
162
it
many categoriesof migrant workers sought to cover.

It is unlikely that the UN Convention will attract a large number of
ratifications.

The statements which are made during the elaboration of the

Convention and upon its adoption by the General Assembly, manifest that some
major employment States-Australia, United States,Japanand Oman- will not accept
163
Convention.
the obligations
the
of
In
Part III of the Convention is entitled "Human Rights of All Migrant Workers
and Members of Their Families". Whether the new Convention advances new
is
human
rights very doubtful.
conceptsor new provisions regarding
In the final analysis it can be claimed that the UN Convention is not only
fragmenting the already existing human rights, but also raising the possibility of
different and perhapsconflicting interpretationsof the samelegal texts or provisions.
This negative effect can be explained by the fact that the topics of the Convention
have already been dealt with by other human rights instruments, and that the
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provisions of the UN Convention textually repeatthe provisions of the human rights
conventions "substituting the term migrant workers for more inclusive persons in
other instruments."164
Bohning observes that:
CP
Of the 27 substantiveArticles in Part III of the new Convention, ten are
covered, at least partly, by the ILO Conventions and a further five by ILO
Recommendations. Of the twenty substantiveArticles in Part IV, fourteen
are covered by ILO Conventions and other three by-Recommendations.
Double coverage occurs also with respect to the substantiveprovisions of
Part VI, where six of the eight Articles deal with matters also dealt with by
ILO standards. Double coverageoccurs also with respectto the substantive
provisions of Part VI, where six of the eight Articles deal with matters also
165
dealt with by ILO standards.

The human rights provisions of the UN Convention, in comparison with the
human tights conventions,can be classifiedunder the following categories:
formulated
in
I.
C.
C.
The
Articles
P.
R.
the
accordance
with
completely
are
such as the right to life (Article 9), the right not to be subjectedto cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatmentor punishment(Article 10), freedom from slavery, servitude and
forced labour (Article 11), freedom of thought, conscienceand expression (Article
12), the right to equality before law (Article 18), the protection against retroactive
penal law (Article 19).
UN
Convention
The
Articles
based
the
of
are
on the provisions of other
human rights agreements,but they are more detailed. For example, Article 14
prohibits arbitrary or unlawful interference with migrant workers' privacy, family,
home, correspondenceor other communications,or to unlawful attacks on a migrant
worker's bonour and reputation;Article 16 expandsthe right to liberty and security of
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persons.
I.
C.
C.
beyond
P.
R.:
Convention
The
Articles
the
texts
the
the
of
go
of
Article 22 prohibits collective expulsion of migrant workers, Article 56 prohibits
Article
21
it
makes
unlawful for
on
grounds,
expulsion of migrant workers economic
documents.
destroy
to
workers'
unauthorized
migrant
an
person
Convention
limit
UN
Some
Articles
the
some other rights which are
of
human
to
the
migrant
under
available
workers
rights conventionssuch as the right to
166
livin1c.
an adequatestandardof
It must be recalled that the referenceto human rights conventions is already
Article
No.
143,
1,
in
Convention
ILO
the
which provides that each
established
member for whom this Conventionis in force undertakesto respectthe basic rights of
human
is
fact
"basic
to
the
Despite
that
to
the
rights
reference
all migrant workers.
human rights", its placing in part I of the Convention is intended to cover basic
human rights of all migrant workers regardlessof their legal statusin the country of
167
employment.
The referenceto humanrights conventionsin the field of migration is included
in the final communiqu6 of the conferenceof ministers on the movement of persons
from Central and EasternEuropeancountries.168
The UN Convention creates only a few new rights for migrant workers.
These new rights can hardlyjustify the need for a new convention. It would have
been a more effective technique to revise the ILO Conventions regarding migrant
workers, rather than adopting a new instrument the provisions of which are bound to
legal
interpretations
in
be
differences
there
may conflicting
respect of the
and
raise
legal texts which have been duplicated in the new Convention. One of the major
human
is
international
the vaguenessof their provisions and the
rights
of
criticisms
Cý
C5
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interpretations
of someof theseprovisions. The Convention
absenceof authoritative
this problem and indirectly undermines the normative rules of human
aggravates
C,
ri ghts:
A single comprehensive instrument to protect migrant workers, however,
poses serious complications.

First, new language for both new and

existing rights may obfuscate or obscure the enforcement of both the
Convention and correspondinghuman rights instrumentsthat arc designedto
protect everyone, including migrant workers, at least in certain prescribed
169
circumstanccs.

The evaluation of the UN Convention as an amorphous legal instrument
which doesnot provide for a coherentlegal framework is not sharedby all writers on
C.
Cý the various stages
the Convention. Lonnroth who hasparticipated during
of drafting0

features
Convention
UN
Convention,
has
that
the
the
significant
new
of
some
argues
human
it
different
from
tl
which make
other
rights
conventions:
for
definition
It
their
accepted
workers
a
universally
of
migrant
and
provides
different catecories.
In
human
The
repetition
of
some
provisions
of
rights conventionswill enhance
the rights provided in the Convention.
in
Convention
The
the
treatment
to
principle
applies
equality
of
migrant
workers in an irregular situation. He states:
1. The Convention is the first universal codification of the rights of the
in
families
their
a single instrument. This
members
migrant workers and
will make it possible to give the rights applicability as international
standardsbeyondnational provisionsand definitions.
2. While some of the provisions can be found in other international
instruments, the fact that they are brought together in one Convention,
gives them validity and consequently promotes an effective enjoyment by
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the individuals of the rights provided for in the Convention.
3. The Convention breaks new ground by including a universally accepted
(hitherto nonexistent)definition of the term "migrant workers" and of most
special subcategoriesof migrant workers. A few of them, such as "projecttied," "self-employed"and "specialemployment" workers, are not previously
covered by existing international instruments. The Convention thereby
reflects the changingnatureof the migratory phenomenon.
4. The Convention differs from many other instruments in its field by
applying an equal treatmentof the migrant with the nationals of the state of
employment, rather than a mere "minimum standard" approach. This
principle is of special relevancefor migrant workers in an undocumentedor
irregular situation. By establishingan appropriate balancebetweena set of
fundamentalrights applicable to every one, irrespective of the person'slegal
status, and a set of sanctions against the exploitation of undocumented
workers, the Convention is believed to create prerequisites for combating
illicit trafficking of clandestinemigrant work-ers.170

Lonnroth's argument carries some weight. Yet it can be argued that the
features of the UN Convention, which according to Lonnroth's statementrepresent
important aspectsof the UN Convention, should not be overvalued.
First, the definition of the term "migrant worker" as provided in the
Convention is far from being a well-defined one. The definition of migrant workers
can raise interpretive issues. It is explained by Nafziger that the Convention defines
is engagedor has been engagedin
migrant worker as a personwho is to be engaged,
tý
n,
tý t5
a remuneratedactivity in a State of which he or she is not a national. This "leaves
open what degree of a remuneratedactivity is necessaryin order to be "engaged"
therein. It also suggestsby the disjunctive reference to past status ("or has been
engaged") that once a person has been engagedin a remunerated activity at some
"171
point, he or sheis always a migrant
worker.
Cý
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It cannot be denied that the expansion of the categories of migrant workers
flow,
like
in
the
the
the
r>
of
migratory
selfcomposition
corresponds with
change
States
Convention
UN
However,
to exclude
the
authorizes
employed persons.
172
its
from
the scopeof application.
categoriesof migrant workers
It is very doubtful whether the provisions of the UN Convention which repeat
The
human
these
texts
the
rights.
statements
enhance
other
of
rights conventions will
which have been made during the drafting of the UN Convention stress that the
provisions of the UN Convention are binding only on the States which ratify the
Convention and they are not codification of international customary law. 173

Regardingthe issueof equality of treatmentwith nationals,it hasbeenpointed
out that the ILO Conventionsadopt the principle of equality of treatment of migrant
in
this regard.
the
measures
and
obligations
workers with nationalsspecifying
It has been stressed during this study that the equality of treatment with
disadvantageous
in
This
position.
a
explains the
nationals can place migrant workers
delegations
by
have
been
to the reference to the national
some
objection which
raised
laws of the employment States.
the adoption of the UN Convention

One of the major reasons forjustifying

beyond those enjoyed by nationals in

that migrant workers need additional protection

order to fully enjoy equality of treatment with nationals.
introduce

is

the concept of reverse discrimination

The UN Convention

that States of employment

fails to
have to

adopt special measures in favour of migrant workers.
The provisions
irregular

situation,

of the UN Convention
have given

which deal with migrant workers in an

rise to conflicting

inclusion
by
Nafziger
the
that
presented
who argues
problems

of irregular

result in stigmatizing

views.

An extreme

of the provisions

in
workers
a universal
migrant

is

that address the

human rights instrument,

of this vulnerable group of migrant workers:
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Finally, a separate instrument to address the problem of trafficking in
undocumentedaliens, that is workers in an irregular situation, is preferable
to the incorporation of anti -trafficking provisions in a more general human
rights instrument, so as to stigmatize those aliens.

The lot of

undocumented workers is bad enough without enlisting a new corpus of
human rights law, in effect, againstthem.174

This view can bejustified on a number of grounds:
in
irregular
The
to
term
an
situation
refers
migrant workers
workers
migrant
laws.
decide
The
in
breach
immigration
to
whether a migrant
criterion
are
who
of
legislation.
by
It
is
determined
irregular
in
is
national
situation
worker
a regular or
has already beenpointed out that immigration laws are liable to abuseby the officials
States.
A
immigration
the
the
employment
migrant worker who is in
authoritiesof
of
Convention
is
liable
the
the
the
protection
of
and
rights
a regular situation and enjoys
to lose this protectionjust for not being in compliancewith national laws.
is
first
By
to
two
applicable
all migrant
of
rights
which
sets
establishing
-the
in
irregular
to
the
who
are
an
workers
migrant
only
second granted
workers and
situation-, the UN Convention does not only contradict the core concept of human
individual,
for
but
its
to
every
purpose
establishing
as
also
rights attached
rights
uniform norms of international human rights for all migrant workers and their
families:
for all migrant workers and another for
set
of
providing
rights
one
...
documentedworkers alone posesenormous problems of interpretation and
implementation. The distinction may also threaten principles of humanity
andjusticc.

175

Convention
UN
do
The
for
legalizing
the
the
of
provisions
not
provide
tý
in
irregular
an
workers
situation. Article 35 of the UN Convention
statusof migrant
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clearly providesthat:
Nothing in this Part of the present Convention shall be interpreted as
implying the regularization of the situation of migrant workers or members
of their families who are non-documentedor in an irregular situation or any
right to such regularization of their situation, nor shall it prejudice the
measuresintendedto ensuresound and equitable conditions for international
176
in
VI.
Part
migration as provided

This Article maintains the power of the sovereign to adopt immigration
policies accordingto its own criteria, and is considereda real failure on the part of the
drafters of the UN Conventionregardingmigrant workers in an irregular situation:
Z5 0
&ý
The Convention's failure to require any regularization of, or amnesty for,
irregular migrant workers or membersof their families simply underlines
this dilemma. Of course,inclusion of their of provisions on amnesty would
have constitutedinterferencewith states'decisionsregarding the composition
of their own national membership-decisionswhich, as we have seen, arc
considered part of the states'domain of territorial sovereignty. Moreover,
mandating extensive legalization might arguably have served to engender
further irregular migration by providing migrants with the hope that they
would be included the next time, thereby undercutting one of the central
177
Convention.
objectivcs of the

The provisions of the UN Convention in respect of migrant workers and
membersof their families in an irregular situation, representa compromise between
two conflicting views. The first is the desire of some countries with large illegal
migrant workers abroadto improve the situation of their citizens in the employment
States and to ensure the continuous flow of their hard earned currency. And the
secondview is that the labour receiving Stateshave felt that granting irregular migrant
t>
0
workers the samerights
as regular
migrant workers might encouragefurther illegal
V.ý
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migration. The outcome of these views is to grant migrant workers in an irregular
Convention
fact
UN
limited
Despite
that
the
provides limited rights
situation
rights.
for migrant workers in an irregular situation these provisions should not be
undermined. The UN Convention is the first universal human rights instrument
rn,
which deals with illegal
migration. The only reference to irregular immigrants in

in
is
indirectly
instruments
UN
human
mentioned Articles 12 (1) and 13
other
rights
of the I. C.C.P.R. By providingZ:' that equality of treatment regarding employment
the UN Conventionnarrowsthe scopeof discrimination against illegal
rM,
related rights,
immigrants. The inclusion of migrant workers in an irregular situation in a universal
human rights instruments stresses the importance and the need to deal, at an
international level, with the ever growing problem of illegal migration. It is estimated
that in the next two decades there will be 25 million migrants in irregular
178
situations.
The processof drafting the UN Convention reflects the conflicting national
interestsof the different Statesand the mix betweenhuman rights considerationsand
national economic interests. The exclusion and the inclusion of particular categories
of migrant workers is an obvious example. Self-employed workers are included in
the Convention in order to satisfy the demandsof the developing countries,while the
exclusion of the non-resident and non-national seafarers is to accommodate the
interestsof the employmentcountrieswith a considerableshipping fleet.
Reading through the provisions of the Articles of the first draft of the UN
Convention and the Articles as they are finalized proves that there is a shift from
individual human rights to preservation of the sovereignty principle.

For example,

the language of Article 44 of the UN Convention regarding family unity, in the first
draft, places an obligation on the employment States to admit them:
;D
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Spouse and minor dependent unmarried sons and daughters [of migrant
workers] shall be authorised to accompany or join migrant workers and to
stay in the State of Employment for a duration not less than that of migrant
worker, subjectto [proceduresprescribedby] the [national] legislation of the
State of Employment of [applicable] international agreements. States of
employment may make this authorization subject to the conditions that the
migrant worker has available appropriate accommodation and resourcesto
meet the needsof the personsconcerned. The processof verifying that such
179
be
conditions are met shall completedwithin a reasonableperiod.

The draft of this Article differs sharply from Article 42: "StatesParties shall
take measuresthat they deemappropriate...to facilitate..."
Another example is the right of a migrant worker's family to stay in an
Lonnroth
dissolution.
State
the
observesthat
marriage
employment
after
The first reading was, to a greater extent, enlightened by the wish of the
"founding fathers" to regard the exercise from the point of view of the
individual, whereasthe interestsof the statesbecamemore apparent in the
second reading...Many provisions phrased in terms of absolute rights for
individuals

or absolute obligations by states gradually evolved into

provisions containing recommendationsor escapeclauses, thus qualifying
180
highlighting
issue.
the provision or merely
an

The UN Convention is gearedtowards an absolutepreservationof the States'
The protection of migrant workers and membersof their
power regarding
migration.
r.ý
-families necessitates,from the international human rights perspective,redefining the
Z>
concept of sovereignty.

The drafting and the adoption of the UN Convention have taken place at a
V)
time of fundamental changeson the national and international scene. Among these
the widening gap between the North and South, the collapse of the
changes
are:
C
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former Easternblock setting thousandsof migrants moving into Western Europe, the
immigration
increasingly
laws,
in
illegal
the
restrictive
and the
migration,
surge
growth of nationalism and anti-migrant movements. The impact of the UN
Convention on thesedevelopmentsis yet to be seen.
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